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PREFACK.

'piIK object held constantly in view in writing this book has been
to prepare a suital.hi text-book in Ciiernistry for the average

High Scho(.I,_one that shall be simple, practical, experimental, and
inductive, rather than a cyclopiedia of chemical information.
For the accomplishment of this purpose the author has endeavored

to omit superfluous matter, and give only the most useful and inter-
esting exi>eriments, facts and theories.

In calling attention, by questions and otherwise, to the more im-
portant phenomena to be obsorvo.l and facts to be learned, the best
features of tlie inductive system have been utilized. Especially is the
writing of equations, which constitute the multum in pnrvo of chem-
ical knowledge, insisted upon. As soon as the pupil has become
n,.bued with the spirit and meaning of chemical equations, lie need

j

have little fear of failing to understand the rest. To this end
Chapters IX., XI., and XVI. should be studie.l with great care.
In the early stages of the work the equations may with advantage
be men.orized, but this can soon be discontinued. Whenever sym-
bols are employed, pupils should be required to give the correspond-

I

nig chemical names, or, better, both names and symbols.
The cla,s8ification of chemical substances into acids, ba-ses and

salts, and the distinctions and analogies between each of these classes,
have been brought into especial prominence. The general relation-
ship between the three classes, and the general principles prevail-
ing n, the preparation of each, must be fully understood before

I

aught but the merest smattering of chemical science can be known.
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Chapters XV.-XXI. should be mastered as a key to the subsequent
parts of the book.

The mathematical and theoretical parts of Chemistry it has been
thought best to intersperse throughout the book, placing each where it

seemed to be especially needed; in this way, it is hoped that the

tedium which pupils find in studying consecutively many chapters

of theories will be avoided, and that the arrangement will give an
occasional change from the discussion of facts and experiments to

that of principles. In these chapters additional questions should be
given, and the pupil should be particularly encouraged to make new
problems of his' own, and to solve them.

It is needless to say that this treatise is primarily designed to

be used in connection with a laboratory. Like all other text-books

on the subject, it can be studied without such an accessory ; but the

author attaches very little value to the study of Chemistry without

experimental work. The required apparatus and chemicals involve

but little expense, and the directions for experimentation are the

result of several years' experience with classes as large as are to be

found in the laboratory of any school or college in the country.

During the present year the author personally supervises the work
of more than 180 different pupils in chemistry. This enables

him not only to assure himself that the experiments of the book are

practical, but that the directions for performing them are ample.

It is found advisable to perform most of the experiments, with full

explanation, in presence of the class, before requiring the pupils either

to do the work or to recite the lesson. In the laboratory each pupil has

a locker under his table, furnished with apparatus, as specified in the

Appendix. Each has also the author's « Laboratory Manual," which

contains on every left-hand page full directions for an experiment, with

observations to be made, etc. The right-hand page is blank, and on

that the pupil makes a record of his work. These notes are examined at

the time, or subsequently, by the teacher, and the pupil is not allowed

to take the book from the laboratory ; nor can he use any other book

i
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on Chemistry while exporimentiiig. Hy this means he learns to make
his own observntittns and inferences.

15 For i\w benefit of tho science and the added interest in the study, it

is earnestly rocomnioiidod tliat teachers encourage pupils to fit up labo-

ratories of thoir own at home. This need not at first entail a large

outlay. .\ snuill lUtic! room with running water, a very few chemicals,

and a iittl(> apparatus, are enough to begin witJi; these can be added
to from time to time, ns now material is wanted. In this way the

student will find his love for science growing apace.

While endeavoring, by securing an able corps of critics, and in all

other ways jiossihle, to reduce errors to a minimum, tlie author

disclaims any pretensions to a work entirely free from mistakes,

holding himself alone responsible for any shortcomings, and trusting

to the leniency of teachers and critics.

The manuscript has been read by Prof. Henry Carmichael, Ph.D.,

of Boston, and lo his broad and accurate scholarship, as well as to

his deep personal inttu-est in tho work, the author is indebted for

much valuable an<l original matter. The following persons have gen-
erously read tho proof, as a whole or in part, and made suggestions re-

garding it, and to thoni the autiior would return his thanks, as well as

I

acknowledges his obligation : Prof. E. J. Bartlett, Dartmouth College,

N.II.; Prof. F. C. llobiiison, Bowdoin College, Me.; Prof. II. S. Car-
hart, Michigan University; Prof. R. D. Halsted, Iowa Agricultural

College
!
Prof. W. T. Sedgwick, Institute of Technology, Boston ; Pres.

M. E. Wadsworth, Michigan Mining School; Prof. George Hunting-
jton, Carleton College, Minn.; Prof. Joseph Torrey, Iowa College;
Mr. C. J. Lincoln, East Boston High School; Mr. W. II. Sylvester,

English High School, Boston; Mr. P. W. Oilley, Chelsea, Mass., High
School; tho lato D. 8. Lewis, Chemist of the Boston Gas Works, and
others.

n ,
R. P. W.

Boston, Jaiuuiry JJ, 18HH.
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CHAPTER I.

rrobleiiis, 201

THE METRIC SYSTEM.

1. The Metric Systom is the one liere employed. A
sufficient knowledge of it for use in the study of this book
may be gained by means of the following
experiments, which should be performed at
the outset by each pupil.

2. Lenfirtli.

Experiment 1.— Note the length of lO'^"' (cen-
!
tiineters) on a metric ruler, as shown in Figure 1. Ea-

jtiinate by the eye alone this distance on the cover of
la book, and then verify the result. Do the same on
la t.t. (test-tube). Try this several times on different
lobjects till you can carry in mind a tolerably accu-
Irate idea of IQcn.. About how many inches is it ?

In the same way estimate the length of l""", veri-
Ifying each result. How does this compare with the
Idistance between two blue lines of foolscap? Meas-
lure the dJameter of the old nickel five-cent piece.

Next, try in the same way 5<"". Carry each result
nnnd, taking such notes as may be necessary.

'i. f'ap*»icity.

rxperim ,>t 2. - Into a graduate,
.irown in Figure 2, holding 25 or 50cc

(cubic centimeters) put lO^oof water; then
pour this into a t.t. Note, without mark-
ing, what proportion of the latter h fiUed

;

pour out the water, and again put into
the t.t. the same quantity as nearly as can
be estimated by the eye. Verify the re-

,

^=B

FlR. 1.
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^ • WEIGHTS AND MEASURES.

suit by pouring the water back into the graduate. Repeat several
times until your estimate is quite accurate with a t.t. of given size.

If you wish, try it with other sizes. Now estimate l^^ of a liquid in a
similar way. Do the Fame with 5«'=.

A cubic basin lOcm on a side holds a liter. A liter contains l.OOO". If
filled with water, it weighs, under standard conditions, 1,000 grams. Ver-
ify by measurement. ,

4. Weight.

Experiment 3.— Put a small piece of paper on each pan of a pair
of scales. On one place a 108 (gram) weight. Balance this by plac-
ing fine salt on the other pan. Note the quantity as nearly as possible
with the eye, then remove. Now put on the paper what you think is

10k of salt. Verify by weighing. Repeat, as before, several times.
Weigh IB, and estimate as before. Can U of salt be piled on a one-
cent coin ? Experiment with 58.

5. R^sum6.— Lengths are measured in centimeters,
liquids in cubic centimeters, solids in grams. In cases
where it is not convenient to measure a liquid or weigh
a solid, the estimates above will be near enougli for most
experiments herein given. Different solids of the same
bulk of course difter in weight, but for one gram what can
be piled on a one-cent piece may be called a sufficiently
close estimate. Tiie distance between two lines of fools-
cap is very nearly a centimeter. A cubic centimeter is

seen in Figure 1. Temperatures are recorded in the cen-

tigrade scale.
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WHAT VHKMISTRY IS.

6. Divisibility of Matter.

\

Experiment 4.— ICxamiiie a few crystals of sugar, and crush
them witli tlio iingors. (Jriml tl.ei.i as fine as convenient, and ex-
amine with ft luns. Tii(>y arc still capable of
division. Put a« of sugar into a t.t., pour
over it u« of water, sliake well, boil for a
minute, holding tlie t.t. oblicpioly in the flame,
using for the imrpose a pair of wooden nip-
pers (Fig. ;j). If tlio sugar does not dis-

appear, add more water. ^When cool, touch
a drop of the linuid to tlie tongue. Evidently
the sugar remains, though in n state too finely

I

divided to be .seen. This is called a soluliot],

the sugar is said to bo notufile in water, and

^
water to be a nolrent of sugar.

Now fold a filter paper,

as in Figure 4, arrange it

ill a funnel (Fig. 5), and
pour the so-

I
.. , . ,

lution upon
|it,catclung what passes through, which is called the
Ultrate, in another t.t. that rests in a receiver (Fig.
o). After filtering, notice whether any remlue is left

I

on the filter paper. Taste a drop of the filtrate
Has sugar gone through the filter ? If so, what do you
infer of .Hith^tances In solution passing through a

i

filter? Save half the filtrate for Experiment f., and
dilute tlie other half with two or three times its own
volume of water. Shake well, and taste. „, «

• Fig. 5>

o Figr. 3.

FJir. 4.
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We might have diluted the .ugar soiuti™ many timesmore, and sfll the sweet taste would have en.ained'^ Thuhe small quantity of sugar would be distributed throuSthe whole mass, and be very finely divided
*

% other experiments a much finer subdivision can bemade. A solution of ,00000002. of the red coloring matte.N fucl,s„,e, „, 1- of alcohol gives a distinct color.
huch experiments would seem to indicate that there isno hm.t to the divisibility of matter. But consideml 'nswhrch we cannot discuss here lead to the belief that „^a .nut does ex.st; :that there are particles of sugar, and Sall substances, which are incapable of further divli» with

TJ !/
."'""?"« *'"' '"""" °f "'" -'stance. Tothese smallest particles the na.ne ,mlemle, is givenA mass is any portion of a substance larger than a mole-cule

;
It IS an aggregation of jnolcculcs.

oa,fex"Lt:re.'^
""^ ™''""'

'""t"'
"^ """^'auce that

7. A Chemical Cliange. _ Cannot this smallest par-t.cle of sugar, the molecule, be separated into still smXerparfcles of something else? May it not be a eompoZbody and w.ll not some force separate it into two TZesubstances? The next experiment will answer the que^

4 '^J'T. \-'^'^' «" »"Sa' solution ,aved from Experiment
4, and odd slowly 4- of strong sulphuric acid N„..T "f

""""'

oolor, al„ the heat of the t... 'aJn.o^^id „ „e:ded
^'^ '"^•"' °'

A substance entirely different in color and propertieshas been formed. Now either the sugar, the acid, or the
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water has undergone ii chemical change. It is, in fact, the

sugar. Hut tlie molecule is the smallest particle of sugar

possible. The acid must have either added something to

ilie sugar molecules, or subtracted something from them.

It was the latter. Here, then, is a force entirely different

from the one which tends to reduce masses to molecules.

The molecule has the same properties as the mass. Only

a physical force was used in dissolving the sugar, and no

heat was liberated. The acid has changed the sugar into

a black mass, in fact into charcoal or carbon, and water;

and heat has been p: t'luccd. A chemical change has been

brought about.

From this we see that molecules are not the ultimate

divisions of matter. The smallest sugar particles are

made up of still smaller particles of other things which

do not resemble sugar, as a word is composed of letters

which alone do not resemble the word. But can the char-

coal itself be resolved into other substances, and these into

still others, and so on ? Carbon is one of the substances

from which nothing else has been obtained. There are

about seventy others which have not been resolved. These

are called elements, and out of them are built all the com-

pounds — mineral, vegetable, and animal — which we
know.

8. An element is a chemically indivisible substance,

or one from which nothing else can be extracted.

A compound is a substar.ce which is made up of ele-

ments united in exact proportions by a force called chem-

ism, or chemical aflfinity.

A mixture is composed of two or mure elements or

compounds blended together, but not held by any chemi-

cal attraction.
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Carbon ? 'I'ho

^^Ca..b„„«a„eio,„e„t,wecanit»s,,,une»t,,„,,,i„,„„,,

--.I,, i... »„ .,.„,.,;,;';,ri;:'
"''• ••

of cWoiin/ SI. n " ''*°""- """ "f ««'™i". ""»

type ou„ „e,„,, „,,.,. '^Cai.if;:«;:s::,'; ;;ics and chemistry s Jiere wpII «1,m,v., ti , ^ '^

^.e .-„. of „e ,!,.,.,:;:r1;:;:™;,, ;".,:'
r:;:,;f

particle, no sc.ence of olieimstiy would be nossihu Tl

solves tl,em „,to molecules, the cl.emist breaks u 1

1

nxfeu e aud from its ato,„s builds .,„ other o™;;^,"'

Synthesis is tlie biii

elehients.
ig up of compounds from their
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01' wliioli 1h the sugar experiment an example?
Mi<itiitiiUMiM ii^ an exchange of atoms in two different

uciiiijxiuikIh; it gives rise to still other compounds.
A <'li(*iiiifiil clitiiiK'e may add something to a substance,

or stihti'iict Moinothing from it, or it may both subtract
Hiitl iidd, nuiking a new substance with entirely different

proptnlit'M. Sulphur and carbon are two stable solids.

Thu ciht'uiical union of the two forms a volatile liquid.

A HiibHttuioe may be at one time a solid, at another a
li<liiid, lit uiiother a gas, and yet not undergo any chemi-
t'ld lOmiigo, bocuuse in each case the chemical composition
ii4 idcinlionl.

Statu wliloli of theso are chemical changes : rusting of
iron, fallhig of rain, radiation of heat, souring of milk,

oviH»omtloii of water, decay of vegetation, burning of
wood, breaking of iron, bleaching of cloth. Give any
• »thoi' llhiHtratlons that occur to you.

Giit^iiilNtry treats of nuitter in its simplest forms, and of
ths viM'loHi oombinatlons of those simplest forms.



CHAPTER III.

MOLECULES AND ATOMS.

O. Molecules are Extremely Small. — It has been
estimated that a liter of any gas at 0° and 760""» pres-
sure contains 1'02* molecules, i.e. one with twenty-four
ciphers.

Thomson estimates that if a drop of water were magnified to the size
of the earth, and its molecules increased in the same proportion, thevwould be larger than fine shot, but not so large as cricket ballsA German has rei-ently obtained a deposit of .silver two-niillionths of anu hmeter tlnck, and visible to the naked eye. The computed dian.eter
of the molecule is only one and a half miUionths of a millimeter.

By a law of chemistry there is the same number of
molecules in a given volume of every gas, if the tempera-
ture and pressure are the same. Hence, all gaseous mole-
cales are of the same size, including, of course, the sur-
roundmg space. They are in rapid motion, and the lighter
tbe gas the more rapid the motion. This gives rise to
diflfusion. See page 114.

lO. We Know Notidiigr Definite of the Form of
Molecules. -In this book they will always be represented
as of the same size, that of two squares, CZI. A molecule
is itself composed of atoms,— from two to several hun-
dred. The size of the atom of most elements we represent
by one square, D.
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11. Atoms.— If the gaseous molecules be of the same
size, it is clear that either the atoms themselves must be

condensed, or the spaces V«tvveen them must be smaller

than before. We suppose the latter to be the case, and

that they do not touch one another, the same thing being

true of molecules. Atoms composing sugar must be

crowded nearer together than those of salt. These atoms

are probably in constant motion in the molecule, as the

latter is in the mass. If we regard this square as

a mass of matter, the dots may represent mole-

cules ; if we call it a molecule, the dots may be

called atoms, though many molecules have no more than
two or three atoms.

The following experiments illustrate the union of atoms
to form molecules, and of elements to form compounds.

12. Union of Atoms.

Experiment 6.— Mix, on a paper, 5? of iron turnings, and the
same bulk of powdered sulphur, and transfer them to an ignition
tube, a tube of hard glass for withstanding high temperatures. Hold
the tube in the flame of a burner till the contents have become red-hot.
After a minute break it by holding it un ler a jet of water. Put the
contents into an evaporating-dish, and look for any uncombined iron
or sulphur. Both iron and sulphur are elements. Is this an example
of synthesis or of analysis? Why? Is the chemical union between
masses of iron and sulphur, or between molecules, or between atoms ?

Is the product a compound, an element, or a mixture ?

Experiment 7.— Try the same experiment, using copper instead
of iron. The full explanation of these experiments is given on
page 13.
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ELEMENTS AND HINA HIES.

13. About Seventy Different Klemei.tH «ro now
Recognized, half of which have bee., .lisecvoiod withii.
little more thai, a ce..tury. These diffe.' fn,„» „„o unotho,-
in (1) atonnc weight, (2) physical .t...I cl.en.ioal ,.r,.,,oi..
ties, (3) mode of occuiTe..ce, etc. Page 12 co„trti„« thomost i.iiportant elei.ients.

The symbol of an elc.ient is usually tho {..itial |,.tt«r oi-
letters of its Latin na.i.e, a..d sta..ds fur one .ito... of thoeementC is the symbol for carbon, a..d ••oju^esonts onoatom ot It. O means one atom of oxyge...i Writo, ox-
plani, a..d memorize the symbols of the olo.nonts in l.eavv
type, page 12. •'

14. Tlie Atomic Weight of an ele.nent is the weiffhfc..f
Its ato.., co..,pa.ed with that of hydroge... H is t,tk(m m
the standard because it has the least atomio weight Tho
atomic weight of O is 16, which means that itn .itoin
weighs 16 ti.nes as n.uch as the H ato.n. Eve.y symbol,
then, stands for a definite weight of the ele..,ont. /.«. its
atomic weight, as well as for its atom.
How much bromine by weight does Br sta.id f..r?What do these symbols mean— As, Na, N, P? Jf ()

represents one atom, how much does O, or 2 stand
tor.^ How much by weight? Most elements have tw(.

' Tho symhois of ilemcTits will also bo uhbU in tiiU book to atan.l f.>i. »,. i.. i .1 ..
quanuty or" the.

;
..,. O wiU bo n.eU foro^ygen .„ ^enoraU.V. ,t '0^^ f

"^^^^^^^^^
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fttonis in the molecule. How many molcculea in U U?
10 N ? S«? I,^?

The symbol of a compound is formed by writin^j; in huo-

cession tlie symbols of the elements of whicli it is ooiu-

posed. How many atoms in the following molocnlos, and

how many of each element: C^HbO? HNOa? PbSO^?

MgCU? Hg,(N03),?

15. The Simplest CumpoiiudM are Binaries, — A bi-

nary is a substance composed of two elements; <.'.//. com-

mon salt, which is a compound of sodium and clHorino.

Its symbol is NaCl, its cliemical name sodium oldorido.

The ending ide is applied to the last name of binaiiuH,

I low many parts by weight of Na and of CI in NaCiy
What is the molecular weight, i.e. the weight of its molu-

cule? Name KCl. Howmany atoms in its molecule? Parti*

by weight of each element? Molecular weight? Does thu

synd)ol stand for more than one molecule? How many
molecules in 4 NaCl? How many atoms of Na and of CI?

Name these: HCl, NaBr, NaT, KBr, AgCM, Agl, HBr,
MI, II F, HgO, ZnO, ZnS, MgO, CaO. Compute the pro-

portion by weight of each element in the last three,

A coefflfieiit before the symbol of a compound inoUulei*

all tlie elements of the symbol, and shows the nuinbor

of molecules. How many in these: 6 KBr? 3SnO?
12 NaCl ? How many atoms of each element in the above ?

An exponent, always written below, applies only to the

element after which it is written, and shows the number
of atoms. Explain these : AuClg, ZnClz, HgaClg.

Write symbols for four molecules of sodium bromide, one of sllvef

iodide (always omit coefficient one), eight of potassium bromide, ton

of hydrogen chloride ; also for one molecule of each of these ; hydl'Ogeii

fluoride, potassium iodide, silver chloride.
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element? Parts by weiL^l.t o .I , v n ^ ' """'^ '**°"'« "^ '^''''»'

«i- of the .molecule the S^^ e a"!ed , s" ""^T'"'
^"''''''*- ^« ^^-

the nu„,l,er of atones of e^^l enfe' i„ th?:'*; , """"f
'''^"' ^'"'^

tioii l,y weiiiht also thlil LT ?
molecule, and the propor-

Principal Elements.

Nuino,
*

Aluminium
Antimony
Arsenic
Uarium
Bismuth
Boron
Bromine
Cadmium
Calcium
Carbon
Chlorine
Cliromium
Cobalt
Copper
Fluorine
Gold
Hydrogen
Iodine
Iron
Lead
Lithium
Magnesium
Manganese
Mert'ury
Nickel

Nitrogen
Oxygen
Phosphorus
I'latinum

Potassium
Silipon
Silver

Sodium
Strontium
Sulphur
Tin

Zinc
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Mol. Vol. Slate.

If more than one catoni of an element enters into the comix).sition of

[a l)inary, a prefix is often used to denote the number. SO^j is called

Isuiphur dioxide, to distinguish it from SO;j, sulplmr trioxide. Name
I
tiie.se: CO^, SiO;;, MnO;j. Tlie prefixes are: mono or jiroto, one; <// or

|/*/, two; trl or ter, three; tctra, four; pcntc, five; hex, six; etc. Diar-

[.sciiic pentoxido is written, As/)^. Syml)oli/.e tiieso : carbon protoxide,

(lipliospliorus pentoxide, diphosphorus trioxide, iron disulphide, iron

[proto.sulpliide. Often only the prefix of the last natne is used.

10. All Oxide Is a Compound of O.vygen and Some
(other EleifH'iit, as HgO. Wliut is a chloride ? Define sul-

jpliide, phosphide, arsenide, carbide, bromide, iodide, fluor-

lide.

In Experiment 6, where S and Fe united, the symbol of

the product was FeS. Name it. How many parts by
hveight of each element? What is its molecular weight?
To produce FeS a chemical union took place between
^each atom of the Fe and of the S. We may express this

ireaction, i e. chemical action, by an equation : —

Or, using symbols.

Using atomic weiglits,

Iron+ Sulphur =4^",^
Fe +
eo +

s

32

-= FeS.

= 88.

These equations are ex[)lained by saying that 56 parts
Iby weight of iron unite chemically with 32 parts by weight
lof sulphur to produce 88 parts by weight of iron sulphide.
iTIiis, then, indicates the proportion of each element which
[combines, and which should be taken for the experiment.

Jif 56" of Fe be used, 328 ot S should be taken. If we use
jniore than 56 parts of Fe with 82 of S, will it all combine ?

[If more than 32 of S with 56 of Fe ? There ia found to be
la definite quantity of each element m every chemical com-
1 pound. Symbols would have no meaning ii this were not so.

Write and explain the equation for the experiment with copper and

I

sulphur, using names, symbols, and weights, as above.
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. ^

MANIPULATION.

17. To iireak (JIuss Tubing'.

Experiment 8. ^ Lay the tubing on a Hat surface, an.l draw a
sharp tliree-cornered file two oV three times at right angles across it
where it is to be broken, till a scratch is made. Take the tube in the
hands, having the two thumbs nearly opposite the scratch, and the
fingers on the other .side. Press outward .juickly with the thumb.s,
and at the same time pull the han.ls strongly apart, and the tubin-
sliould break squarely at the scratch.

"

To break large tubing, or cut off l)ottles, lamp ciiinmeys, etc., first
make a scratch as before; then heat the handle of a file, or a bUmt
iron— in a blast-lump fiame by preference— till it is red-hot, and at
once press it against (he scratch till the glass begins to crack. The
fracture can be le.d in any direction by keeping the iron just in front
of it. Re-heat the iion as often as necessary.

18. To Make I$;iiitioii-Tiibc.s.

Experiment 9,— Hold tlie glass tubing between the thumb and
forefinger of each hand, resting it against the second finger. Heat itm the upper flame, slowly at first, then strongly, but heat only a very
small portion in length, and keep it in constant rotation with the right
hand. Hold it steadily, and avoid twisting it as the glass softens.
Ihe yielding is detected by the yellow flame above the glass and by
an uneven pressure on the hands. Pull it a little as it yields, then heat
a part just at one side of the most softened portion. Rotate constantly
without twisting, and soon it can be separated into two closed tubes.
No tliread should be attached; but if there be one, it can be broken
off and the end welded. The bottom can be made more .symmetrical
by heating it red-hot. then blowing, gradually, into the open end, this
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jhfiiiy inserted in thi' moiitli. Tiio parts .slioiiM bo annealed by hold-
jiiig iibdvo the fUinie for a nhdrt time, to cool slowly.

lAir liiird K'lass — HohiMniiin— or hirj;e tiilu's, the lilast-lainpor blow-
ijniH' is nt't'ded. In I Ik; hlast-laMip air is forced out witli iliuniinatiii"

Las. Tliis gives a lii^h degree of beat. Mnlbs can be made in the
hnww way as i'rniHon-tiibfs. and tbistie-tnlx'^ are made by blowiug
[out llie end of a lieated bulb, and rounding it with charcoal.

t». To lli'iid Gla.s.s Tiil>iiif(.

Experiment 10.— Hold tlu) tube in the upi>er flame. Rotate it so
as to iieat ail i>arts equally, and let the flame spread over :} or 1"" in

llength. When the glass begins to yield,

Iwithout removing from the flame slowly

Jbend it as desired, .\void twisting, and be

sure to have all parts in the same plane;

also avoid bending U,o quickly, if you would
lave a well-rounded joint. Anneal each bend

nii'.de. Ile.ited gla.ss of any kind .should

^u'ver be brought in conta# with a cool

•dy. For making O, II, etc., a glass tube
delivery-tube— ;")()«•". long should have three bends, as in Figure 0.

p'lie pupil should first experiment with short pieces of glass, 10 or
.")<"» long. An ordinary gas flame is the best for bending glass.

20. To Cut Glass.

Experiment 11.— Lay tlie glass plate on a flat surface, and draw
i .steel gla.ss-cutter— revolving wheel —over it, holding this again.st a
hder for a guifle, and pressing down hard enough to scratcli the glass.
Then break it by liolding between the thumb and fingers, having the
|humbs on the side opposite to the scratch, and pressing them out-
vard while bending the ends of the glass inward. The break will
follow the scratch.

Holes can be bored through glass and bottles witli a broken end of
round file kept wet with a solution of camphor in oil of turpentine.

21. To Perforate Corks.

Experiment 12.— First make a small hole in the cork with the
ointed handle of a round— raUail— file. Have the hole perpendic-
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ular to the surface of the cork. This can be done by holding the cork
in the left hand and pressing against the larger surface, or upjHir part
of the cork, with the file in the right hand. Only a mere opening is'

made m this way, which must be enlarged by the other end of the file
A second or third file of larger size may be employed, according to
tue size of the hole to be made, which must be a little smaller than
the tube it is to receive, and perfectly round.
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OXYGEN.

22. To Obtain Oxygen.

Experiment 13. — 'I'ako r.« of crystals of potassium chlorate
(KCUy and, without imlverizing, mix with the same weight of pure
pow(JtMe.l iiiau«aiioso dioxide (MnOj). Put the mixture into at.t, and
Jnsovt a d.t, — dt'livorv-tulw— having the cork fit tightly. Hang it on

r.s.— ring-stand, — as in Figure 7, having the other end of the d.t.

Inder the shelf, in a pneumatic trough, filled with water just above
lio shelf. Fill throe or more receivers— wide-mouthed bottles— with
fatei-, cover the mouth of each with a glass plate, invert it with its
^outh nndor water, and put it on the shelf of the trough, removing
he plate. No air should be in the bottles. Have the end of the d.t.
that the gas will rise through the orifice. Hold a lighted lamp in

he hand, and bring the flame against the mixture in the t.t. Keep
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the lamp slightly in motion, with the hand, so as not to break the t.t.

by over-heating in one place. Pleat the mixture strongly, if necessary.

The upper part of the t.t. it filled with air : allow this to escape for a

few seconds ; then move a receiver over the orifice, and fill it with gas.

As soon as the lamp is taken away, remove the d.t. from the water.

The gas contracts, on cooling, and if not ren>oved, water will be drawn
over, and the t.t. will be broken. Let the t.t. hang on the r.s. till cool.

With glass plates take out the receivers, leaving

them covered, mouth upward (Fig. 8), with little or

no water inside. When cool, the t.t. may be cleaned

with water, by covering its mouth with the thumb or

hand, and shaking tt vigorously.

What elements, and how many, in KCIO3?
Fig. 8. In MnOa? It is evident that each of these

compounds contains O. Why, then, could we not have

taken either separately, instead of mixing the two? This

could have been done at a sufficiently high temperature.

MnOg requires a much higher temperature for dissociation,

i.e. separation into its elements, than KCIO3, while a mix-

ture of tlie two causes O to come off from KCIO3 at a

lower temperature than if alone. It is not known that

MnOz suffers any change.

Each 'molecule of potassium chlorate undergoes the fol-

lowing change :

—

PohtsBium

.

Chlorute Cbloiido + Oxygen.

KCIO3 = KCl + 3 0.

Is this analysis or synthesis ? Complete the equation, by

using weights, and explain it. Notice whether the right-

hand member of the equation has the same number of

atoms as the left. Has anything been lost or gained?

What element has iieat separated? Does the experiment

show whether O is very soluble in water? How many
grams of O are obtainable from 122.5" KCIO3?
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Piioi'EirriES.

23. Combustion of Carbon.

Experiment 14. — Exainino the gas in one of the receivers.

I'ut a lighted splinter into th(i receiver, sliding lalong the glass cover.

Iteinove it, blow it ont, and put in again while glowing. Is it re-

I

kindled? Repeat till it will no longer burn. Is the gas a supporter

of combustion? How did the combustion compare with that in air?

fs it probable that air is pure ()? Why did the flame at last go out?

[lias the O been destroyed, or chemically united with something else?

Wood is ill part C. CO^ is formed by the combustion
;

I

mime it. Tlie equation is C I 2 O CO;,. Affix the names

and weights. Is CO^ a snpijorter of combustion? Note

tliat when C is burned with jtlenty of O, CO2 is always

formed, and that no matter how great tlie conflagration,

[the union is atom by atom. Combustion, as here shown, is

[only a rapid union of O with some other substance, as C
or H.

ergoes the fol-

24. Combustion of Sulphur.

Experiment 15.— Hollow out one end of a piece of electric-light

pencil, or of crayon, H"" long, and attach it to a Cu wire (Fig. 9).

[Put into this a piece of S as largo as a pea, ignite it

by holding in the flame, and then hold it in a re-

ceiver of 0. Note the color .. ud brightness of the

lame, and compare with the same in the air. Also

tnote the color and odor of the product. The new gas

lis SOj. Name it, and write the equation for its pro-

Iduction from S and O. How do you almost daily

[perform a similar experiment? Is the product a
[supporter of combustion ?

25. Combustion of Phosphorus. Figr. e.

Experiment 16.— With forceps, which should always be used in

[handling this element, put a bit of P, half as large as the S above,
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to take fire if left. The vvoduo7JT^ u ''*"'°' '^^ ^* " ''"'''e

two elements. Is i "'n^^^r ^LtZusTo
tion, using sy,nbols, names, an.I Mu Tn.3^ 7, *''" "^"'^

experiment, wl.en the O is i.earlv a tli^T it) tf " ''' "!"
IS also when P oxidizes at a low tenmera re v

''

f
""' "' '*'

equation. ^ **"'^^- ^ »'"« ^^ and write tlio

26. Combustion of Iron.

wir!?rT:tnJ7oidlV" ?^ 'rr ^ ^^^^^ ^' "- p-*—

d

it into some S. ptth S wi 1 a ,h ?T" '"" *" "'^^'^"*' ^»'«»
''u'

little water iu 'he bottom TheT ^ ,?*'' "^ ''''"''^'' «^ « ^^i^'' «

this analysisorsynth S \ltlT I

^"'";""' «-''tiIlations. U
heated to taice o^ i': 1.1^:^^:^:^;; ^i " -^^!'-r"«.The product is Fe O vVv'/ *i

' l^'«t"re-vvn-e is bettor.

Pe -n the compound? MalLrtw f,-',

"''"''''"'»' l'.V "eight „t

tiercenf ,f <lv w .
-"""W 'he fiactioiml pan l,v Iil(i. IV|..,percentofOi W i.J per cent of CO, is C ? OV l.-i„',l .1

»i-e ct.;ofosilion ot SO,. P.O..
* "i.l the pereeiil-

From the las; five eiperimeiits what do vou hiter of (I,, f. iof O to uni'j with other elements ?
'" "'"'"My

27 Oxygen is a Oa, without Color, Odor, or Taste- It IS chemically a vary active element ; that i

"
' lT>W| h a!,„„>,t everything. Pl„„rine i» the only elle ,t ,^ thwluoh ,t Kill not combine. When oxygen^71 wa sn,gle element, what is the componn, called? We h„vfound h»t O makes «p a certain portion of ZZ hZwe shall see how la.«e the proportion is. Its le e'nov t

o

combine with almost everything is a reason for"&
iu«

,
and ox,dation of so many substances, and or co, fla'grafons, great and smaU. New oompo'unds . e ht
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fiirnuMl, of wliicli O oonstitutes one factor. Water, HjO,

Ik (iiily II oliemicul union of O and H. Iron rust, FegOg and

llaO, 1h ooinposed of O, Fe, and water. The burning of

wood or of ooul gives rise to carbon dioxide, COjj, and

watei'. Doouy of animal and vegetable matter is hastened

by \]\\h iiU-pm'vading element. O forms a portion of all

imiiiml and vegetnble matter, of almost all rocks and min-

criilH, and of water. It is the most abundant of all ele-

iiiuntu, and makes up from one-half to two-thirds of the

(UU'ih'H (*ui'face. Compute the proportion of it, by weight,

ill water, IlyO. It is the union of O in the air with C
iind n iti t*ur blood that keeps up the heat of the body
and HUpportH life. See page 81.

Thoro are many ways of preparing this element besides

the one given above. It may be obtained from water (Ex-

periment 88) and from many other compounds, e.g. by

lietitlng mercury oxide, HgO.



CHAPTER VII.

NITROGEN.
28. Separatjon.

Experiment 18. - F.isten a piece of electric-light pencil or of

each half-way to the botton. of a receiver. Using forceps, pnto the crayon a small piece of phosphorus. Pass the wire upthrough the onfice in the shelf of a p.t. (pneun.atic trough), h,"'mg water at least lom above the shelf. Heat another wire, touch it to
the P, and quickly invert an empty re-
ceiver over the P, having the mouth
under water, so as to admit no air (Fig.
10). Let the P burn as long as it win,
then remove the wire and the crayon, let-
ting in no air. Note the color of the pro-
duct, and leave till it is tolerably clear,
then remove the receiver with a glass
plate, leaving the water in the bottom.
Do the fumes resemble those of Ex-

periment 16? Does it seem likely
that part of the air is Of Whv apart only? Find what proportion of the receiver is filled with waterby measuring the water with a graduate; then fill it with water andmeasure that; compute the percentage which the former is of the

latter. What proportion of^the air, then, is O? What was the onlvmeans of escape for the PA and PA formed? These products aresohds. Are they soluble in water? Compute the percentage com!
position, always by weight, of P,0,, and V.J0^.

The gas left in the receiver is evidently not O. Experiment 19 willprove this conclusively, and show the properties of the new gas.

29. Properties.

th.^t!'!?*""*
^?-.-^^«" *»*« ^^5^« °lo"d has disappeared, slidethe p.ate along, and insert a burning stick ; try one that still glows.

Fig- lO.
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See whether the P and S on the end of a match will burn. Is the

gas a sui)i)orter of combustion ? Since it does not unite with C, S, or

r, is it an active or a passive element? Compare it witli O. Air is

about UJ times as heavy as II. Wliich is heavier, air or N? See
page 1:?. Air or O?

Write out the chief properties, pliysical and chemical, of N, as

found in tliis expuriment.

;I0. Inactivity of N.— N 'vill scarcely unite chemically

except on being set free from compounds. It has, how-
ever, an intense affinity for boron, and will even go through
a carbon crucible to unite with it. It is not combined
with O in the air ; but the two form a mixture (page 86),
of which N makes up four-fifths, its use being to dilute

the O. What would be the effect, in case of a fire, if

iiir were pure O ? What effect on tlie human system ?

Growing plants need a great deal of N, but they are

incapable of making use of that in the air, on account of the

chemical inactivity of the element. Their supply comes
from compounds in earth, water, and air. By reason of its

inertness N is very easily set free from its compounds.
For this reason it is a constituent of most explosives, as

gunpowder, nitro -glycerine, dynamite, etc. These solids,

by heat or concussion, are suddenly changed to gases,

which thereby occupy much more space, causing an ex-

plosion.

Nitrogen exists in many compounds, such as the ni-

trates; but the great source of it all is the atmosphere.

See page 85.



CHAPTER VIII.

m

lIYintOGEN.

31. Preparation.

Experiment 20.— Prepare apparatus as for making O. He Ruro
that the cork perfectly fits both d.t. and t.t., or the II will esoupct.

Cover ')f granulated Zu, in the t.t., with lO" II|,( ),

and add b^" chlorhydric acid, IICl. Adjust an for

O (Fig. 7), except that no heat is to he applied. U
the action is not brisk enough, add nioro IICl. Col-

lect several receivers of the gas over water, addJuK
small quantities of IICl when neeoHsary. ()b8(M'v»»

the black floating residuum ; it is carbon, lead, eto.

With a glass plate remove the rocoivors, keeping
them inverted (Fig. 11), or the 11 will oscaiw,

I'lg. 11.

32. Tlie Cliemical Change is as follows:—
71.lo j_ hydrogen _ zinc , , .,.„^'"''+ chloride =cliloriao + ''V'"'°«en-

Zn + 2 IICl = ZnCl., + 2 H.

Complete by adding the weights, and oxphvin. Notice
that the water does not take part in the change; it is

added to dissolve the ZnCla formed, and thus koop it

from coating the Zn and preventing further action of tlie

acid. Note also that Zn lius simply changed plaooH with
H, one atom of the former having driven off two atoms
of the latter. The H, having nothing to unite with, is

set free as a gas, and collected over water. Of course Zu
must have a stronger chemical affinity for CI than H has,

or the change could not have taken place. Why one Zn
atom replaces two H atoms will be explained later, m
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fur as an explanation is possible. This equation HboiiUI be

studied carefully, as a type of all equations. Tiie lotVnund
member shows what were taken, i.e. the factors; the right-

hand shows what were obtained, i.e. the products. II^SO,

might have been used instead of HCl. In that ease tJuii

reaction, or equation, would have been : —
Z'^ +XK^BuSate + '-y'l-S--

Zn + U.fi(\ = ZnSO^ + 2 II.

Iron might have been used instead of zinc, in which oanu

the reactions would have been:—

Fc + 2 HCl = FfClj + 2 II.

Fe + IIjSO^ = FeSO^ + 2 II.

Write the weights and explain the equations. The hittPi'

should be memorized.

33. Properties.

Bxperiment 21.— Lift with the left hand a receiver

of II, still inverted, and insert a burning splinter willi

the right (Fig. 12). Does the splinter continue to burn?

Does the gas burn ? If so, where ? Is the light brilliant V

Note the color of the flame. Is there any explosion?

Try this experiment with several receivers. Is the gas a

supporter of combustion? i.e. will carbon burn in it?

h it combustible? i.e. does it burn? If so, it unites

with some part of the air. With what part ?
Fig. 14.
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34. Collecting; H by Upward Displacement.

Experiment 22. — Pass a d.t. from a II generator to the top uf a

receiver or t.t. (Fif;. lU). The escaping H being so much ligliter than

air will force the latter down. To obtain

the gas unmixed with air, the d.t. should

tightly fit a cardboard placed under the

mouth of the receiver. When filled,

the receiver can be removed, inverted as

usual, and the gas tested. In this and

other experiments for generating II, a

thistle-tube, the end of which dips under

the liquid, can be used for pouring in acid,

as in Figure 13.

35. Pliilosoplicr\s Lamp and
Musical Flame.

FiK. 1».
Experiment 23.— Fit to a cork a piece

of glass tubing 10 or Ij")"™ long, having

tho outer end drawn out to a point with a small opening, and insert

it in the H generator. Before igniting the gas at the end of the tube

take the precaution to collect a t.t. of it by upward dis-

placement, and bring this in contact with a flame. If a

sharp explosion ensues, .lir is not wholly expelled from

the generator, and it would be dangerous to light the gas.

When no sound, or very little, follows, light the escaping

gas. The generation of H must not be too rapid, neither

should the t.t. be held under the face, as the cork is liable

to be forced out by the pressure of II. A safety-tube,

similar to the thistle-tube above, will prevent this. This

apparatus is called the "philosopher's lamp." Thrust the

flame into a long glass tube 1] to S''"' in diameter, as

shown in Figure 14, and list«n for a musical note.

36. Product of Buruiner H in Air.

Experiment 24.— Fill a tube 2 or S"" in diameter ^*«* **•

with calcium chloride, CaCl,, and connect one end with a generator

of H (Fig. 15). At the other end have a philoBopher's lamp-tube.
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Observing the usual precautions, light the gas and hold over it a

receiver, till quite a quantity of moisture collects. All water was

taken from the gas by the dryer, CaCl.^. What is, therefore, the prod-,

uct of burning H in air? Complete this equation and explain it:

211 + 0=? Figure 16 shows a drying apparatus arranged to hold

CaCl,.

Fig. 16.

37. Explosivcness of K.

Experiment 25. — Fill a soda-water bottle of thick glass with

water, invert it in a pneumatic trough, and collect not over \ full of II.

Now remove the bottle, still inverted, letting air in to fill the other J.

Mix the air and H I y covering the mouth of the bottle with the hand,

and shaking well ; then hold the mouth of the bottle, slightly inclined,

iu a flame. Explain the explosion which follows. If i was air, what

part was O? What use aid the X serve? Note any danger in ex-

ploding H mixed with pure O. What proportions of O and II by

volume would be most daugerously explosive? See page 46. What

proportion by weight?

By the rapid union of the two elements, the high tem-

perature suddenly expanded thq, gaseous product, which

immediately contracted; both expansion and contraction

produced the noise of explosion. ,

38. Pure H is a Gas witliout Color, Odor, or Taste.

— It is the lightest of the elements, 14^ times as light as
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air. It occurs uncoinbined in coal-mines, and some oti.ei-
places, but the readiness with which it unites with othei'
elen.ents, particularly O, prevents its accumulation in
large quantities. It constitutes two-thirds of the volume
of the gases resulting from the decomposition of water,
unci one-ninth of the weight. Compute the latter from its
symbol. It is a constituent of plants and animals, and
some rocks. Considering the volume of the ocean, the
total amount of II is large. It can be separated from
H.O by electrolysis (page 44), or by C, as in the manufac-
ture of water gas (page 78).

rig. ir.

When burned with O it forms H.,0. Pure O and H
when burning give great heat, but little light. The oxv-
hydrogen blow-pipe (Fig. 17) is a device for producing
the highest temperatures of combustion. It has O in the
inner tube and II in the outer. Why would it not be
better the other way? These unite at the end, and are
burned, giving great heat. A piece of lime put into the
flame gives the brilliant Drummond or calcium light.



CHAPTER IX.

UNION liY WEIGHT.

30. In tli« Kqiiation —
Zii + 2 HCl = ZnCI., + 2 H
05 + 73 = \m + 2

(15 parts by weight of Zii are required to liberate 2 parts by weight of
II;. or, by using G5k Zii with 7;iK IICl, we obtain 2* II. If twice as
imich Zn (1308) were used, 4* II could be obtained, with, of course,
twice as mucli IICl. With 200« Zn, how inucli II could be liberated?
A proportion may be made as follows:—

Zn given : Zn required : : II given : H required.*

05 • 200 :: 2 : x.

Solving, we have 88 H.

How much H is obtainable by using ")« Zn, as in the experiment?
To avoid error iu solving similar problems, the best plan is as

follows :
—

Zn + 2 HCl
06

6

ZnClj + 2 II

2-

X

05 : r, ; : 2 : X
05j;=:10

Ans. i^S.

The equation should first be written ; next, the atomic or molecular
weights which you wish to use, and only those, to avoid confusion

;

then, on the third line, the quantity of the substance to be used, with
X underneath the substance wanted. The example above will best
show this. This plan will prevent the possibility of error. The pro-
IKtrtion will then be :—

.. given : a required : : h given : h required.

How much Zn is required to produce 308 H ?

> Given, as here used, moans tlie weight called for by the equation; required meant
that called for by the question.
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Zn + 2 HCl = ZnClj + 2 H 2 : 30 : : 66 : ar

66 2 2x= 1960

X 30 x= 976 Ana. 9758 Zn

Solve:—

(1) How much Zn is necessary for Hsf H ?

(2) How many pounds of Zn are necessary for 3 pounds of H ?

(3) How many grams of H from 178 of Zn ?

(4) How many tons of H from J ton of Zn ?

Suppose we wish to find how much chlorhydric acid— pure gas—
will give 128 H. The question involves only HCl and H. Arrange

as follows :
—

Zn + 2HCl=ZnCl2 + 2H
73 2

c 12

Solve :
—

H giv. : H req. : : HCl giv. : HCl req.

2 : 12 :: 73 • x

2a: = 876 a: = 438

Ans. 4388 HCl.

(1) How much HCl is needed to produce 1008 H?
(2) How much H in lO* HCl?

(3) How much ZnClj, is formed by using 508 HCl? The question

is now between HCl and ZnClj.

Zn + 2 HCl = ZnCl^ + 2 H
73 136

60 X

Arrange the proportion, and solTe..

Suppose we have generated H by using FIJSO4: the equation is

Zn + HjS04 = ZnSO^ + 2 H. There is the same relation as before

between the quantities of Zn and of H, but the HjSO^ and ZnSO* are

different.

How much HjS04 is needed to generate 12* H ?

Make the proportion, and Boire

Zn+H,S04 = ZnS04 + 2H
98 2

X 12

Solve;—
(1) How much H in 2008 HjSO*?

(2) How much ZnSO^ is produced from 200« HjSO,?
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(3) How much H,S04 in needed for 7.]s H?
(4) How much Zn will 40« HjSO^ cotubiue with?

(5) How mucli Fe will 4()8 n,,S04 combine with? See page 25.

(6) How much H can bo obtained by using 758 Fe?

These principlen apply to all reactions. Suppose, for example, we
wish to get I0«of O; how much KClOa will it be necessary to use?

The reaction is :—
KCiOs=KCl + Oa
122.5 4»

X 10

48:10::122.6:x

Ans. 25.5+K KCIO.

The pupil should be r(Kiuired to make up problems of his own,

using various reactions, and to solve them.

1 • •



CHAPTER X.

CARBON.

Examine graphite, anthracite coal, bituminous coal, cannel coal,

wood, gas carbon, coke.

40. Preparation of C.

Experiment 26.— Hold a porcelain dish or a plate in the flame

of a candle, or of a Bunseu burner with the openings at the bottom

closed. After a minute examine the deposit. It is carbon, i.e. lamp-

black or soot, which is a constituent of gas, or of the candle. Open

the valve at the base of the Bunsen burner, and hold the deposit in

the flame. Does the C gradually disappear ? If so, it has been burned

to COj. C + 2 O = COj,. Is C a combustible element ?

Ezperiment 27.— Ignite a splinter, and observe the combustion

and the smoke, if any. Try to collect some C in the same way as

before.

With plenty of O and high enough temperature, all the

C is burned to CO2, whether in gas, candle, or wood.

CO2 is an invisible gas. The porcelain, when held in the

flame, cools the C below the point at which it burns, called

the kindling-poijit, and hence it is deposited. The greater

part of smoke is unburned carbon.

Ezperiment 28.— Hold an inverted dry t.t. or receiver over the

flame of a burning candle, and look for any moisture (HjO). What

two elements are shown by these experiments to exist in the candle ?

The same two are found in wood and in ga».
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Eacperlment 29.— Put into a small Hessian crucible (Fig. 18)

some pieces of wood 2 or '6"'" long, cover with sand, and heat the

crucible strongly. When smoking stops, cool

the crucible, remove the contents, and examine
the charcoal. The gases have been driven off

from the wood, and the greater part of what
is left is C.

Experiment 30.— Put 18 of sugar into a

porcelain crucible, and heat till the sugar is

black. C is left. See Experiment 5. Re-

move the C with a strong solution of sodium

hydrate (page 208).

41. AlIotro:»ic Forms. — Carbon

is peculiar in that it occurs in at least

three allotropic, i.e. difl'erent, forms, , ving different

properties. These are diamond, graphite, and amorphous
— not crystalline— carbon. The latter includes charcoal,

lamp-black, bone-black, gas carbon, coke, and mineral coal.

All these forms of C have one property in common ; they

burn in O at a high temperature, forming CO2. This

proves that each is the element C, tliough it is often mixed
with some impurities.

AUotropy, or aliotropism, is the quality which an element often has

of appearing under various forms, witU different properties. The forms
of C arc a good illustration.

42. Diamond is the purest C ; but even this in burn-

ing leaves a little ash, showing that it is not quite pure.

It is a rare mineial, found in India, South Africa, and

Brazil, and is the hardest and most highly refractive to

light of all minerals. Boron is harder.* When heated in

the electric arc, at very high temperatures, diamond swells

and turns black.
* B, not ocviirring free, U not a mineral.
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43. Graphite, or Plumbai^o, is One of the Softest
Minerals.— It is black and iufusii u, and oxidizes only at

very high temperatures, higher than the diamond. It con-

tains from 95 to 98 per cent C. Graphite is found in the
oldest rock formations, in the United States and Siberia.

It is artificially formed in the iron furnace. Graphite
is employed for crucibles where great heat is required,

for a lubricant, for making metal castings, and, mixed
with clay, for lead-pencils. It is often called black-

lead.

44. Amorphous Carbon comprises the following va-

rieties.

Charcoal is made b}'- heating wood, for a long time, out
of contact with the air. The volatile gases are thus driven
off from the wood ; what is left is C, and a small quantity
of mineral matter which remains as ash when the coal is

burned.

45. Lamp-black is prepared as in Experiment 26, or
by igniting turpentine (C,oHi„), naphtha, and various oils,

and collecting the C of the smoke. It is used for making
printers' ink, India ink, etc. A very pure variety is

obtained from natural gas.

3one-black, or animal charcoal, is obtained by distilling

bones, i.e. by heating hem in retorts into which no air is

admitted. The C is the charred residue.

Gas Carbon is formed in the retorts of the gas-house.
See page 182. It is used to some extent in electrical work.

46. Coke is the residue left after distilling ^oft coal.

It is tolerably pure carbon, with some ash and a little

volatile matter. It burns without flame.
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47. Minornl Coal ig fossilized wood or other vegetable
nmttei'. MillionH of years ago trees and other vegetation
ouvorgd tho earth as they do to-day. In certain places
they slowly nank, together with the land, into the interior
of the ciftrth, were covered with sand, rock, and water,
ftiid hifltod from the earth's interior. A slow distillation

took |)lftoe, whioh drove off some of the gases, and con-
verted vegetable matter into coal. All the coal dug from
the enrth represents vegetable life of a former period.
MililoiiH of years were required for the transformation;
hut tlie same change is in progress now, where peat beds
fti'© fonniiig from turf.

Coal is foutul in all countries, the largest beds being
in tlm United States. From the nature of its formation,
oortl varies much in purity.

AiifJirttelte, nr hard coal, is purest in caibon, some
viu'iotios having from 90 to 95 per cent. This represents
most oomplete distillation in the earth; i.e. the gases have
mostly been driven off. It is mucli used in New England.

4». llitiiiiiliimis, or soft coal, crocks the hands, and
bums rapidly with much flame and smoke. The greater
pflJ't of the ooal In the earth is bituminous. It represents
inoomplete distillatioji. Hence, by artificially distilling
It, illuminftting gas is made. 8ee page 180. It is far less
pure Q timn anthraciie,

40. Cniiiiol Cottl is a variety of bituminous coal which
can be ignited lik« a candle. This is because so many of
the gases are still left, and it shows cannel to be less pure

than bituminous coal.

flO, Llgriilte, Peat, Turf,

Vttrleties of 0. Construct

ring furmi of this element,

etc., are still less pure
table of the naturally occur-

I the order of their purity.
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Carbon forms the basis of all vegetable and animal life

;

it is found in many rocks, mineral oils, asphaltura, nat-

ural gas, and in the air as COg.

51. C a Reducing Agent.

Bzperiment 31. — Put into a small ignition-tube a n)ixture of 4

or 5« of powdered copper oxide (CuO), with half its bulk of powdered

charcoal. Heat strongly for ten or fifteen minutes. Examine the

contents for metallic copper. With which element of CiO has €

united? The reaction may be written : CuO + C = CO + Cu. Com-

plete and explain.

A Reducing, or Deoxidizing, Agent is a substance

which takes away oxygen from .a compound. C is the

most common and important reducing agent, being used

for this purpose in smelting iron and other ores, making

water-gas, etc.

An Oxidizing Agent is a substance that gives up its

O to a reducing agent. What oxidizing agent in the

above experiment? *

52. C a Decolorizer.

Ezperiment 32.— Put 3 or 4* of bone-black into a receiver, and

add 10 or 15e« of "cochineal solution. Shake this thoroughly, covering

the bottle with the hand. Then pour the whole on a filter paper,

and examine the filtrate. K all the color is not removed, filter again.

What property of C is shown by this experiment? Any other color-

ing solution may be tried.

The decolorizing power of charcoal is an important

characteristic. Animal charcoal is used in large quan-

tities for decolorizing sugar. The coloring matter is

taken out mechanically by the C, there being no chemi-

cal action.
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53. C a Disinfectant.

Experiment 33.— Repeat the previous experiment, adding a solu-

tion of IIjS, i.e. hydrogen sulphide, in water, instead of cochineal solu-

tion. See page 120. Note whether the bad odoi is removed. If not,

repeat.

Charcoal has the property of absorbing large quantities

of many gases. Ill-smelling and noxious gases are con-

densed in the pores of the C ; O is taken in at the same

time from the air, and these gases are there oxidized and

rendered odorless and harmless. For this reason charcoal

is much used in hospitals and sick-rooms, as a disinfectant.

This property of condensing O, as well as other gases, is

shown in the experiment below.

54 G an Absorber of Gases and a Retainer of

Heat.

Experiment 34.— Put a piece of phosphorus of t^.a size of a pea,

and well dried, on a thick paper. Cover it well with l)one-bla<!k, and

look for combustion after a while. O has been condensed from the

air, absorbed by the C, aud thus communicated to the P. Buru all

the P at last.



CHAPTER XI.

• VALENCE.

65. The Symbols NaCl and MgCla Differ in Two
Ways. — What are tliey? Let us see why the atom (tf

Mg unites with two CI atoms, wliile that of Na takes hut
one. If the atoms of two elements attract each otljer, tlioro

must be either a general attraction all over their surfaooH,

or else some one or more points of attraction. Suppose tlio

latter to be true, each atom must have one or more jjoles

or bonds of attraction, like the poles of a magnou. Dlttta-.

ent elements differ in their number of bonds. Na has one,

which may be written graphically Na-; CI has one, -CI.
When Na unites with CI, the bonds of each element hal-

ance, as follows : Na - CI. The element Mg, howevei', has
two 8uch bonds, as Mg= or -Mg-. When Mg unltea

with CI, in order to balance, or saturate, the bonds, it \»

'CI,
orevident that two atoms of CI must be used, as Mg

Cl-Mg-Cl, or MgCl^.

A compound or an element, in order to exist, muH* have
no free bonds. In organic chemistry the exceptions to

this rule are very numerous, and, in fact, we do not know
that atoms have bonds at all ; but we can best explain the

phenomena by supposing them, and for a general state-

ment we may say that there must be no free bonds. In

binaries the bonds of each element must balance.

66. The Valence, Quantivalence, of an Element li

its Combining Power Measured by Bonds.— H, having
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the least number of bonds, one, is taken as the unit. Va-
lence has always to be taken into acconnt in writing the

symbol of a compound. It is often written above and
after the elements, as K', Mg".

An element having a valence of one is a monad ; of two,

n dyad; three, a triad; four, tetrad; five, pentjid ; hIx,

hoxad, etc. It is also said to be monovalent, di- or bi-

valent, etc. This theory of bonds shows why an atom
cannot exist alone. It would have free or unused bondH,

and hence must combine with its fellow to form a njitlu-

cule, in case of an element as well as in that of a oom-
pound. This is illustrated by these graphic symbolK in

which there are no free bonds: H-H, = (), N = N, C|C,
A graphic symbol c-hows apparent molecular structure,

After all, how do we know that there are twice as uumy
01 atoms in the chloride of magnesium as in that of so-

dium ? The compounds have been analyzed over and over

again, aiul have been found to correspond to the symbols

MgCla and NaCl. This will be better understood after

studying the chapter on atomic weights. In writing the

symbol for the union of H with O, if we take an atom of

each, the bonds do not balance, H-- = 0, the former having
one; the latter, two. Evidently two atoms of H are needed,

TT

as H - O - H, or rj = O, or H2O. In the union of Zn and

O, each has two bonds; hence they unite atom with atom,
Zn = 0, or ZnO.

Write the grai»hic and the common symbols for the union
of H' and CP; of K» and Br^; Ag^ and O"; Na' and S";

H' and P'". Study valences, page 12. It will be seen

that some elements have a variable quantivalence. Sn has

either 2 or 4 ; P has 3 or 5. It usually varies by two for

a given element, as though a pair of bonds sometimei
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saturated each other; e.y =Sn=, a quantivalence of 4,

and |Sn=, a quantivalence of 2. TJiere are, therefore,

two oxides of tin, SnO and SnOj, or Sn =0 and O = Sn = O.
Write symbols for the two chlorides of tin ; two oxides of

P (page 12) ; two oxides of arsenic.

The chlorides of iron are FeCla and FezClj. In the lat-

ter, it might be supposed that the quantivalence of Fo is

3, but the graphic symbol sliows it to be 4. It is called a

pseudo-triad, or false triad. Cr and Al
are also pseudo-triads.

Write formulee for two oxides of iron

;

the oxide of Al.

Cl ci

Cl-Fe-r'e-Cl
I I

Cl Cl

57. A Radical is a Group of Elements which has no
separate existence, but enters into combination like a sin-

gle atom; e.y. (NO3) in the compounds HNO3 or KNO3;
(SO4) in H2SO4. In HNOgthe radical has a valence of 1,

to balance that of H, H-(NO,.,). In H2SO4, what is the

valence of (SO4) ? Give it in each of these radicals, not-

ing first that of the first element: K(N03), Na2(S04),

Na2(C03), K(C103), H3(P04), Ca3(P04)„ Na4(Si04).

Suppose we wish to know the symbol for calcium

phosphate. Ca and PO4 are the two parts. In H3(P04)
the radical is a triad, to balance H3. Ca is a dyad,

Ca = = (P04). The least common multiple of the bonds

(2 and 3) is 6, which, divided by 2 (no. Ca bonds), gives

3 (no. Ca atoms to be taken). 6^-3 (no. (PO4) bonds)

gives 2 (no. PO4 radicals to be takerr). Hence the sym-

bol Ca3(P04)2. Verify this by writing graphically.

Write symbols for the union of Mg and (SO4), Na and
(PO4), Zn and (NO3), K and (NO3), K and (SO4), Mg
and (PO4), Fe and (SO4) (both valences of Fe), Fe an''.

(NO3), taking the valences of the radicals from HNO^
H2SO4, H3PO4.



CHAPTER XII.

ELECTRO-CHEMICAL RELATION OF ELEMENTS.

58. Examine untiirnisliecl pieces of iron, silver, niciiel,

lead, etc. : also quartz, resin, silk, wood, paper. Notice

that from the first four light is reflected in a different way

from that of the others. This property of reflecting light

is known as luster. Metals have a metallic luster which is

peculiar to themselves; and this, for the present, may be

regarded as their chief characteristic. Are they at the

positive or negative end of the list '^ See page 43. How
is it with the non-metals? This arrangement has a sig-

nificance in chemistry which we must now examine. The

three appended experiments show how one metal can be

withdrawn from solution by a second, this second by a

third, the third by a fourth, and so on. For expedition,

three pupils can work together for the three following ex-

periments, each doing one, and examining the results of

the others.

59. Deposition of Silver.

Experiment 35.— Put a ten-cent Ag coin into an evaporating-disb,

and pour over it a mixture of 5<^'= HNO3 and 10" HjO. Warm till

all, or nearly all, the Ag dissolves. Remove the lamp.

3Ag + 4HNOs = 3AgN03+2IIjO + NO. Then add 10«= 11,0,

and at once put in a short piece of Cu wire, or a cent. Leave till

quite a deposit appears, then pour off the liquid, wash the deposit

thoroughly, and remove it from the coin. See whether the' metal

resembles Ag. 2 AgNOj + Cu = ?
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60. Deposition of Copper.

Experiment 36.— Dissolve a cent or some Cu turnings in dilute
HNO;„ iiH in Experiment 35, n d dilute the solution. H Cu + 8 UNO,
= 3Cu(NO,), + 4H,0 + 2N().

Then put in a clean strip of Pb, and set aside as before, examining
the deposit finally. Cu(N08), 4. Pb = 'I

Ol. Deposition of Lea<l.

Experiment 37. — Perform this experiment in the same manner as
the two previous ones, dissolving a small piece of Pb, and using a
strip of Zn to precipitate the Pb. 3Pb+ SHNOgrrSPb (N0,),+
4 n,0 + 2 NO. Pb (NO3), + Zn =?

1

62. Explanation.— These experiments show that Cu
will replace Ag in a solution of AgNOg, that Pb will replace
and deposit Cu from a similar compound, and that Zn will

deposit Pb in the same way. They show that the affinity

of Zn for (NO3) is stronger than eitlier Ag, Cu, or Pb.
We express this affinity by saying that Zn is the most
positive of the four metals, while Ag is the most nega-
tive. Cu is positive to Ag, but negative to Pb and Zn.
Which of the four elements are positive to Pb, and which
negative? Mg would withdraw Zn from a similar solu-
tion, and be in its turn withdrawn by Na. The table
on page 43 is founded on this relation. A given element
is positive to every element above it in the list, and
negative to all below it.

Metals are usually classed as positive, non-metals as
negative. Each in union with O and H gives rise to a
very important class of compounds, — the negative to
acids, the positive to bases.

In the following, note whether the positive or the nega-
tive element is written first: HCl, NajO, AsaSg, MgBr^
AgaS. Na2S04 is made up of two parts, Nag being posi-
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1
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ORDER.

f
Oxygen

Sulphur

Nitrogen

Fluorine

Chlorine

Uromiiio

Iodine

I'liosphorus

Arsenic

Carbon

Silicon

Hydrogen

(Jold

Platinum

ISIercury

Silver

Copper

Tin.

Lead

Iron

Zinc

Aluminium
Magnesium

Calcium

Sodium

. Potassium

tive, the radical S(\ negative. Like

elements, radicali* are either positive

or negative. In the following, separate

the jiositivo element from the negative

radical by a vertical line: NaaCOa,

NaNOa, ZnS04, KClOg.

The most common positive radical

is NIL, ammonium, as in NII4CI. It

always dejjorts itself as a metal. The
commonest radical is the negative

OH, called hydroxyl, from hydrogen-

oxygen. Take away H from the sym-

bol of water, H-O-II, and hydroxyl

-(Oil) with one free bond is left. If

an element takes the i)lace of H, i.e.

unites with Oil, the compound is

called a hydrate. KOII is potassium

hydrate. Name NaOII, Ca(0H)2,
NH4OH, Zn(OH>,, Al,,(OII)„. Is

the first part of each symbol above

positive or negative ?

H has an intermediate place in the

list. It is a constituent of both acids

and bases, and of the neutral sub-

stance, water.

m



CHAPTER XIII.

ELECTROLYSIS.

The following experiment is to be jieiformed only by
the teacher, but pupils should make drawings and ex-

plain.

63. Deconipo.«itioii of Water.

Experiment 38.— Arrange "in series" two or more cells of a

Biinsen battery (Physics, page 164),i and attach the terminal wires to

an electrolytic apparatus (Fig. 19) filled with water

made slightly acid with H^SO^. Construct a dia-

gram of the apparatus, marking the Zn in the

liquid +, since it is positive, and the C, or other

element, — . Mark the electrode attached to the

Zu — , and that attached to the C + ; positive elec-

tricity at one end of a body commonly implies neg-

ative at the other. Opposites attract, while liki

electricities repel each other. These analogies will

aid the memory. At the + electrode is the — ele-

ment of HjO, and at the — electrode the + element.

Note, page 43, whether II or O is positive with ref-

erence to the other, and write the symbol for each

at the proper electrode. Compare the diagram
with the apparatus, to verify your conclusion.

Why does gas collect twice as fast at one electrode

as at the other? What does this prove of the com-
position of water? When filled, test the gases in each tube, ioc O and
H, with a burning stick. Electrical analysis is called electrolysis.

If a solution of NaCl be electrol'-zed, which element

will go to the +pole? Which, if the salt were K2SO4?

* ReferenoM are made in this book to Oage'i Introc'vntlon to Phyiiaal ftitiiffti

Fig,
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Explain tliese reactions in tiie electrolysis of that salt.

KijSO^ Ki !
SO,,

I 0. SO4 is unstable, and breaks up
into SO3 and O. Both K and SOg have great affinity for

water. K,
| 2 1J,0 ^ 2 KOH h 1%. SO3 + H^O = H^SO,.

The base KOH would be found at the — electrode, and
the acid H2SO4 it the

I electrode.

The positive |)ortion, K, uniting with H2O forms a base

;

the negative part, SO,,, with HaO forms an acid. Of what
does this show a salt to be composed?

04. ConclUHloiiH.— These experiments show (1) that

at the -{- electrode there always appears the negative ele-

ment, or radical, of the compound, and at the - electrode

the positive element
; (2) that these elements unite with

those of water, to make, in the former case, acids, in the
latter, bases

; (8) that acids and bases differ as negative
and positive elements differ, each being united with O and
II, and yet producing compounds of a directly opposite

character
; (4) that salts are really compounded of acids

and bases. This explains why salts are usually inactive

and neutral in character, while acids and bases are active

agents. Thus we see why the most positive or the mosi
negative elements in general have the strongest affinities,

while those intermediate in the list are inactive, and have
weak affinities ; why alloys of the metals are weak com-
pounds; why a neutral substance, like .water, has such a

weak affinity for the salts which it holds in solution ; and
why an aqueous solution is regarded as a mechanical mix-
ture rather than a chemical compound. In this view, the

division line between chemistry and physics is not a dis-

tinct one. These will be better understood after study-

ing the chapters on acids, bases and salts. '''iJ^,



CHAPTER XIV.

UNI&N BY VOLUME.

65. Avogadro's Law of Gases. — Equal volumes of

all gases, the temperature and pressure being the same,

have the same number of molecules. This law is the

foundation of modern chemistry. A cubic centimeter of

has as many molecules as a cubic centimeter of H, a

liter of N the same number as a liter of steam, under sim-

ilar conditions. Compare the number of molecules in

5' of N2O with that in 10' CI. 7'° vapor of I to G* vapor

of S. The lialf-molecules of two gases have, of course,

the same relation to each other, and in elements the half-

molecule is usually the atom.

The molecular volumes— molecules and the surround-

ing space— of all gases must therefore be equal, as must

the half-volumes. Notice that this law applies only to

gases, not to liquids or solids. Let us apply it to the ex-

periment for the electrolysis of water. In this we found

twice as much H by volume as O. Evidently, then, steam

has twice as many molecules of H as of O, and twice as

many half-molecules, or atoms. If the molecule has one

atom of O, it must have two of H, and the formula will

be H2O.

Suppose we reverse the process and synthesize steam,

which can be done by passing an electii. spark through

a mixture of H and O in a eudiometer over mercury; we

should need to take twice as much H as 0. Now when

2"" of H combine thus with 1™ of O, only 2"" of steam

are produced. Three volumes are condensed into two
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volumes, and of course three molecular volumes into two,

three atomic volumes into two. This may be written as

follows :
—

D-l-D + n = CZl
II + II + = 11,0.

This is a condensation of one-third.

If 2' of chlorhydric acid gas be analyzed, there will

result 1' of H and 1' of CI. The same relation exists

between the molecules and tlie atoms, and the reaction

is:—
CH-D+D
IICI = H + CI.

Reverse the process, and 1' of H unites with 1' of CI to

produce 2' of the acid gas ; tliere is no condensation, and
the symbol is HCl. In seven volumes HCl how many
of each constituent ?

The combination of two volumes of H with one volume
of S is found to produce two volumes of hydrogen sul-

phide. Therefore two atoms of H combine with one of S
to form a molecule whose symbol is HjS.

n+n+n=iii3
H + H + 8 = H,8.

What is the condensation in this case?

PROBLEMS.

(1) How many liters of S will it take to vmite with 4' of Ht How
much H/" will be formed 1'/

(2) Kow many liters of H will It take to combine with 51 of 8? How
much HgS results ? -

,

(8) In 6' HjS how many liters H, and how much 8 ? Prove.

(4) In four volumes H„S how many volumes of each constituent?

(6) If three volumes of H be mixed with two volumes of 8, so aa to

make H,8, how much will be formed ? How much of either element will

be left?
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An analysis of 2*=" of ammonia gives 1" N and 8"^ H.
The symbol must then be NH3, the reaction,

—

n+D+G+D
N 4- n + H + H.NH,

What condensation in the synthesis of NH3?
In 12««NU3 how many cubic centimeters of eac'- element? In 2^'">'i

How much H by volume is required to combine with nine volumes of N ?

How many volumes of NH3 are produced ?

In elements that have not been weigned in the gaseous
state, as C, the evidence of atomic volume is not direct,

but we will assuipe it. Thus two volumes of marsh gas
would separate into one of C and four of H. What is

its symbol and supposed condensation? Two volumes
of alcohol vapor resolve into two of C, six of H, and one
of O. What is its symbol ? its condensation ?

The symbol itself of a compound will usually show
what its condensation is; e.g. HCl, HHr, HF, etc., have
two atoms ; hence there will be no shrinkage. In H^^O,

SO2, CO2, the molecule has three atoms condensed into

the space of two, or one-third shrinkage. In NHg four

volumes are crowded into the space of two, a condensation

of one-half.

P, As, Hg, Zn, have exceptional atomic volumes. See
page 112.



CHAPTER XV.

ACIDS AND BASES.

00. What AcldH Me.

« irvi^'tln^^^^^^ acid. HCl, into
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»I» ?

H«POj» phosphorouB acid.
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I ;

Complete these equations :
—

H,S03-H,0 = ?

HjS(\- 11,0 = 1

Hj,C08-H,0 = 1

2HN03-n,0= ?

2HNOj,-.HjO = 1

2Il3A804-3H,O = 7

Are the products in each case metallic or non-metallic oxides ? They

are called anhydrides. Notice that each is formed by the witlidraw; 1 of

water from an acid. Keversc the equations ; as, SO3 + H,0= 1

68. An Anhydride Ifl what remains after water has

been removed from an acid; or, it is the oxide of a non-

metallic element, which, united villi water, forms an

acid. SO2 is sulphurous anhydridt, SO., sulphnii.' an-

hydride, the ending io meaning niof^ O, u' negative

ei«ment, than ous. Name the otlteis abi'"";,

Anhydrides were formerly called a^ids,— anhydrous

acids, in distinction from hydruted ones, as CO2 even

now Ib often called carbonic acid.

Ezperlment 40 — Hold a piece o£ wet blue litmus paper in the

fumes of SOj, and i:;s\e the acid test. Try the same with dry litmus

paper.

' ISjcperiment 41 Burn a little S in a receiver of air containing

10«« HjO, and loosely covered, as in the O experiment. Then shake

to dissolve the SO,. HjO + SOj, = HjSOs. Apply test paper.

69. Naming Acids. — Compare formulae H2SO3 and

H2SO4. Of two acids having the same elements, the name

of the one with least O, or negative element, ends in

0M«, the other in ic. H2SO8 is sulphurous acid ; H2SO4,

sulphuric acid. Name HsPO* and HgPOa; HsAsO* and

HflAsO^; HNO,and HNOs.
If there are moio than two acids in a series, the pre-

fixes hypo, less, and j>er, more, are used. The following is

such a series: HCIO, HCIO* HC10„ HCIO4.

HCIO, is chlonV acid; HCIO2, chlorow«; HCIO, hi/po-
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ohiomr,,' HC\<\per^.\ovic. Hypo means less of the neg-
ativo elemeut than ov^ ; per means more of the negative

iT't.^.^ J""^' ««po^ 0*0, H3PO3, H3P0,.
Also hRrO (HBiO, does not exist), HBrOs 0*0, HBrO^.
What are the three mo»t negative elements ? Note their

occurrenre in the three strongest and most common acids.
Hen-after note the names and symbols of all the acids you
see. ^ ''

70. Wiiiit Bases Are.

a:^7^Z\f^~ ^'T ".
^'^ '^'"P'^ °^ ^"*^" '"*'' ^" evaporating,

dish Add 5CC HA and stir. Taste a drop. Dip into it a piece of
reu litmus paper, noting the effect. Cleanse tlie dish, and treat in the
same way a few drops NaOH solution, recording the result. Do the
saaio with KOH. Acid stains on the clothing, with the exception of
tho.e made by IINO3, may be removed by NH.OH. H,SO,. however.
rapuHy destroys the fiber of the cloth.

Name two characteristics of a base. In the formulse of
those bases, what two common elements? Name the radi-
cal. Compare those symbols with the symbol for water,
HOH. Is (OH) positive or negative? Is the other part
of each formula positive or negative ? What are two con-
stituents, then, of a base? Bases are called hydrates.
Write in a vertical line five positive elements. Note the
valence of each, and complete the formula for its base.
Affix the names. Can you see any reason why the three
bases above given are the strongest? See page 43.
Taking the valences of Cr and Fe, write symbols for

two sets of hydrr'es, and name them. Try to recognize
and name every base hereafter met with.
A Base is a substance which is composed of a metal,

or T rive radical, and OH. It generally turns red lit-mw % and often has an acrid taste
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An Alkali is a base which is readily soluble in water.

The three principal alkalies are NH4OII, KOIl, and NaOII.
Alkali Metals are those which form alkalies. Name

three.

An Alkaline Reaction is the turning of red litiiuiB

blue.

An Acid Reaction is the turning of blue litmus red.

Experiment 43.— Pour S'" of a solution of litmus in water, into a
clean t.t. or small beaker. Pour 2 or 3™ of IICl into an evaponiting-
dish, and the same quantity of NH^OH into another dish. Take A
drop of the HCl on a stirring-rod and stir the litmus solution with it.

Note the acid reaction. Cleaii the rod, and with it take a drop (or

more if necessary) of NH^OII, and add this to the red litmus sohj.

tion, noting the alkaline reaction. Experiment in the same way with
the two other principal acids and the two other alkalies.

Litmus paper is commonly used to test these rcaetionB, and heroaftor

whenever the term litmus is employed in that sense, the te8t-])apor ihouUI
be understood. This paper can be prepared by dipping unglazed papur
into a strong aqueous solution of litmus.
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SALTS.

7\ Acids and Bases are usually Opposite In Char-
actor -When two forces act in opposition they tontl tu
neutralize each other. We may see an anah.gy to thi«
in he union of the two opposite classes of compoundi.
acids and bases, to form salts.

72. Neutralization.

Experiment 44.- Pi.t into an evaporating-dish r,™ of NaOH hoIu-.on page 208). a ,j „ci ,, ^his fron, a t.t., a few drops aU t i,1 H
|"

ring the mixture with a glass rod (Fig. 20), and
testing it with litiuus paper, until the'' liquid is
neutral, ie. will not turn the test paper from
hlue to red, or red to blue. Test with both col-
ors. If it turns blue to red, too much acid has

been added;

if red to blue,

too much
.base. Wlien

I

it is very
nearly neu-

tral, add the

.. V ^TT ,
reagent, HCI

<>i AaOH, a drop at a tijne with the stirring-rod
neutral to both colors. Evaporate the M-ater by heating 'iirSZL-bestus paper, wire gauze, or sand, in an iron plate (Fig 21) t U fcZ..«idue becon.es dry and white. Cool the residle, taste, and ,Zhe equation is: HCl + NaOri= NaCI + HOH «; II.O. No 1 whi h

hoiled ? The residue is a type of a large nla.s of compounds, called sftltl!

Hacperimcnt 45. - Experiment in the same way ",ih KOH solu-

FifiT. 20.

It must b.3 alwohjttily
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tion and HjSO^, applying the same tests.

2 HOH. What is the solid product ?

iijSo< ::KOHr- !ijft04+

Experiment 46.— Neutralize NH^OH with IINOg, evaporate, ap-

ply the tests, and write the equation. Write eiiuatious for the combi-
nation of NaOH and H.SOi ; NaOH and UNO, ; KOII and IICl ; KOH
and UNO,; NH.OII and HCl ; NH4OII and HjSO^. Describe the ex-

periment represented by each equation, f>,iid be sure you can iwrform it

if asked to do so. What is the usual action of a salt on litnjus?

How is a salt made? What else is forniod at the same time? Have
all salts a saline taste? Does eveiy salt contain a positive element or

radical ? A negative ?

73. A Salt is the pro^u ^ of the union of a positive

and a negative element or radical; it may be made by
mixing a base and an acid.

Tiie salt KI represents what acid ? What base, or hydrate? Write
the equation for making KI from its acid and base. Describe the ex-

periment in full. Classify, as to acids, bases, or salts : KBr, Fe(OIl)j,

HI, NaBr, HNO^, Al2(On)6, KCIO3, HClOj, H,S, K,S, ll,SO„ K^SO^,

Ca(OH)j, CaCOs, NaBrOj, CaSO,, H.COs, KjCO,,, Cu(OH)„ CuCNOa)^,
PbS04, H3PO4, NajPO^. In the salts above, draw a light vertical line,

separating the positive from the negative part of the symbol. Now
state what acid each represents. What base. Write the reaction

in the preparation of each salt above from its acid and base ; thvn

state the experiment for producing it.

'^4. Naming Salts.— (NO3) is the nitrate ru.rical; FNO, is

potassium nitrate. From what acid? (NO2) is the nitrite radical;

KNOj is potassium nitrite. From what acid? Note that the end-

ings of the acids are ous and ic; also that the names of *'iol. salts end
in Ue and ate. From which acid— ic or ous— is the salt ending in

ate derived ? That ending in ite f

Name these salts, the acids from which they are derived, and the end-

ings of both acids and salts : NaNOg, NaNOj, KjSO*, KjSOg, CaSO
CaSO,, KClOg, KClOj. KCIO, KCIO, (use prefixes hypo and per, as v. 1,

acids), Ca8(P04)j, CaaCPOs)^, CuSO^, t'uSO,, AgNO,, CuCNO,),. F.

FeSj, are respectively ferrous sulphide and ferric sulphide. Nam*:

HgCl, HgCl,, FeCl,, Fe,Cl„ VvSO^ Fe,(S0,)3.

I

"^ „
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75. Acid Salts.— Write symbols for nitric, sulphuric, phos--
phone acids. How many II ntoms in each ? Replace all tho II in the
symbol of each with Na, and name the products. Again, in sulphuric
acid replace one atom of II with Xu; then in pliosphoric replace first
one, then two, and finally three II atoms with Na. IlXa.SO, is hydrogen
sodium sulphate

; IINa^PQ, is hydrogen di-sodimn phosphate. Name
the other salts symbolized. Name lIXaNIIJ'O,. Though these
products are all salts, some contain replaceable II, and are called
acid salts. Those which have all the II replaced by a metal are
normal salts. Name and classify, as to normal or acid salts • NaCO
u^^^^A'

^'^^^'' "^'^^*' (^^"^)^S^*' "NH,SO„ Na3PO„ IINa^Pol'

The basiciti/ of an acid is determined by the number of replaceable
II atoms in its molecule. It is calhd inonobaxic if it has one ; dibasic
If two

;
tri- if three, etc. Note the basicity of eacii acid named above.

How many possible salts of 11,80, with Na? Of II^PO, with Na?
Which are normal and whi.-h acid? What is the basicity of Il.SiO ?
Some normal, as well as acid, '^alts change litmus. Na,C03, repre-

senting a stn.,..; base and a weak . ud, turns it blue. There are other
modes of obtaining salts, but this is n„ oidy one which we shall consider.

76. Salts Occur .' 'mndaiitly i. Nature, such as NaCl,
MgS04, CaCOs. Acids and base uie found in small quan-
lilies only. Why is this? Why are ere not springs
of H,SO, and NH.OH? We have see. that acids and
bases are extremely active, have opposite characters, and
oombine to form relatively inacti\ e salts. If they existed
in the free state, they would soon combine by reason
of their strong affinities. This is what in all ages of the
>vorld has taken place, and this is why salts are com-
mon, f.jids aud bases rare. Active agents rarely exist
m the free state in large quantities. Oxygen seems to
be an exception, bn' this is because there is a superabun-
dance .£ it. While vast quantities are locked up in com-
pounds in rockb, water, and salts of the earth, much
remain, vith which there is nothing to combine.
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VIILOIIIIYDIUC AVID.

77. We liave seen that salts are made by the union of
acids and bases. Can these last be obtained from salts?

78. Preparation of HCi.

Experiment 47. — Into a flask put' 10k NaCl, and add'coai!

n.;S()4. Connect witli W'oulff littles'
partly filled with water, as in Figure '22.

One hottle is enough to collect the IK'I

;

but in that case it is less pure, since
some H;;SO^ and other impurities are
carried over. Several may be connected,
as in Figure 2a. The water in tlie first

bottle must be nearly saturated before
much gas will pass into tlie second.
Heat the mixture lo or 20 minutes, not
very strongly, to prevent too much foam-
ing. Notice any current in the first

bottle. XaCl + II,SO,= IINaSO^ +IIC1.
Intense heat would liave given: 2 NaCI
+ H,SO, ^ Na,SO,+ 2 HCI. Compare
these equations with those for HNO3.
In which equation above is HjSO^ used

most economically? Both reactions take place when HCI is made on
the large scale.

79. Tests.

Bacperiment 48. -(1) Test with litmus the liquid in each Wonlff

' "^""'ff bottles may be made by fitting to wide-moiuhed bottles corks with three

l?i7d;a^TKg?res 2-r«V^!
'^""'^ '"'"'""^ • "°'"' ^•'*'y '"'«' '^'PP'-* ""» ^
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Fig. as.

bottle. (2) Put a piece of Zn into a t.t. an.l cover it with liquid from
the hrnt l.ottii". \Vril<. the reaction, and tfst Hu. gas. (;{) To -"^ «olu
tion AgNO, (page 'JOH) i„ a t.t. add -« of the acid. Describe, and

.)« I b(N03), solution, and add the same amount of prepared acid
'-live the dt'Hcriplion and tlie ic

action. (5) In the same way test

the acid with IIg,(^'<':i)2 »««'Iu-

tion, giving the reaction. ((])

Make a little IlCl in a t.t., and
bring the gas e.scaping from the

d.t. in contact with a burning
stick. Does it support the com-
bustion of C ? (7) Hold a piece

of dry litmus paper against it.

(S) Hold it over li™ «£ xu^ou j,, _^„ evaporating-dish. Describe,
name the product, and write the reaction. (;j), (4), (5) (H) are
characteristic tests for this acid.

'
v >" v -"

80. Chlorliydrlc, Hydrochloric or Muriatic, Acid is
a Gas.—-As used, it is dis-solved in water, for wliicli it lias
great affinity. Water will hold, according to temperature,
iVoni 400 to 500 times its volume of IICl. Hundreds of
thousands of tons of the acid are annually made, mostly in
Europe, as a bye-product in Na.COa manufacture. The gas
is.passed into towers through which a spray of water falls;
this absorbs it. The yellow color in most commercial IICl
indicates impurities, some of which are Fe, S, As, and or-

' ganic matter. As, S, etc., come from the pyrites used in
making ILSO^. Chemically pure (C.P.) acid is freed from
these, and is without color. The gas may be dried by
passing it through a glass tube holding CaClj (Fig. 16)
and collecting it over mercury.
The muriatic acid of commerce consists of about two-

thirds water by weight. HCl can also be made by direct
union of its constituents (page 100).
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81. Uses.— HCl is used to make CI, and also bleflching-

powder. Its use as a reagent in the laboratpry is illus-

trated by the following experiment:—
ISzperiment 49.— Put into a t.t. 2™ AgNOj solution, add 5"'

HjO, then add slowly HCl so long as a ppt, (precipitate) is formed.
This ppt. is AgCl. Now in another t.t. put 2=': Cu(N03)j solu-

tion, add y"^" llf>, then a little HCl. No ppt. is formed. Now if a
solution of AgNOj and a solution of Cu(N03)2 were mixed, and HCl
added, it is evident that the silver would be precipitated as chloride of

silver, while the copper would remain in solution. If now this be fil-

tered, the silver will remain on the filter paper, vfhile in the filtrate will

be the copper. Thus we shall have performed an analysis, or sepa-

rated one metal from anothef. Perform it. Note, however, that

any soluble chloride, as NaCl, would produce the same result as

HCl.

BROMHYDRIC AND lODIHYDRIC ACIDS.

82. NaCl, being the most abundant compound of CI, is

the source of commercial HCl. KCl treated in the same
way would give a like product, Tlieoretically HBr and
HI might be made in the same way from NaBr and Nal,
but the affinity of H for Br and 1 is weak, and the acids

separate into their elements, when thus prepared.

83. To make HI.

Ezpeiiment 50. — Drop into a t.t. three or four ci7sta!8 of I, and
add 10™ HjO. Hold in the water tliaend of a d.t. from which HjS
gas is escaping (page 120). Observe any deposit, and write the

reaction.

FLUORHYDRIC ACID.

84. Preparation and Action.

Experiment 51.— Put 3 or 4b powdered CaFj, t.e.fluor sparorfluo-
rite, into a shallow lead tray, e.g. 4 X 5"", and pour over it 4 or 5<=« HjSO^.
A piece of glass large enough to cover this should previously be warmed
and covered'on one side with a very thin coat of beeswax. To distribute it
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^y^

evenly, warm the other side of tJje glass over a flame. When cool, scratch
a design (Fig. 24) through the wax with a sharp metallic point. Lay the
glass, film Hide down, over the lead tray. Warm this five minutes or more

by placing it high over a
small flame (Fig. 2.j) to avoid

melting the wax. Do not in-

hale the fumes. Take away
*•«• "*• the lamp, and leave the tray

and glass where it is not cold, for half an hour or
more. Then roniovo the wax and clean the glass
with naphtha or benzine. Look for the etching.

Two things sliould have occurred : (1)
the generation of I IF. Write the equation
for it. (2) Its etcliing action on glass. Fig. 85.

In this last process II F acts on SiO^ of the glass, form-
ing HaO and SiF^. Why cannot HF be kept in glass
bottles?

A dilute solution of IIF, which it a gas, may be kept in gutta percha
bottles, the anJiyUroue acid in platinum only ; but for the most part, it is
used as soon as tnade, its chief use being to etch designs on glass-ware.
Glass is also often etched by a blast of snnd (SiO^).

Notice the absence of In the acids HF, HOI, HBr, HI, and that each
is a gas. HF is the only aciil that will dissolve or act appreciably on



CHAPTER XVIII.

NITRIC ACID.

85. Preparation.

Bacperiment 52.— To 108 KNO., or NaNOj, in a flask, add 15«
HjjSO^. Securely fasten the cork of the d.t., as HNO3 is likely to loosen
it, and pass the other end to the bottom of a t.t. held deep in a bottle of
water (Fig. 26). Apply heat, arid collect 4 or 0'"' of the liquid. Tht

Fig- 9a. Fig. »7.

usual reaction is: KNOs + II.SOi^HKSO^+ HNOg. With greater
heat, 2 KNO., f II,SO, = K,S(), + 2 UNO,. Which is most economical
of KNO.,? Of lijSO^? Instead of a flask, a t.t. may be used if de-
sired (Fig. 27).

86. Properties and Tests.

Experiment 53.— (1) Note the co'or of the prepared liquid, (2)
Put a drop ob the finger; then 'vash it off at once. (S) Dip a quill
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or piece of white silk into it; then wash off tlie ncid. What color
IS imparted to animal substances? (4) Add a little to a few bits ofCu turnings, or to a Cu coin. Write the eciuation (page 4')^ (5)

Mmn f'"
".f

"''"' "'"'^ '" "^^- ^^^^ *''^ ^'^^^^"S propertie
of IINO3 f'"oii» these tests.

o f f

87. Ciiomieally Pure HNO, in a dAorlesH Liquid __
The yellow cohn- of that prepared in Experiment 52 is
clue to li(|uid NO, dissolved in it. It is then ciilled
fuming HNO3, and is veiy strong. NO, is formed at a high
temperature.

Commercial or ordinary UNO, is made from NaNOg, this
hemg cheaper than KN(),,; it is about half water.

88 Uses.-HNO,, is the basis of many nitrates, as
AgNOa, used for photography, Ha(NO,),and Sr(N(),,)2for
hre-works, and others for dyeing and printing calico; it is
employed in making aqua regia, sulphuric acid, nitro-o<ly.
cerme, gun-cotton, aniline colors, zylonite, etc.
Enough experiments have been performed to answer the

(luestion whether some acids can be prepared from their
.suits. H2SO4 is not so made, because no acid is strong
enough to act on its salts. In making IICl, HNO3, etc.,
siill>lmric acid was used, being the strongest.

AQUA IlKGrA.

80. Preparutiuii aiul Action.

Experiment 54. -into a t.t. put 2«« UNO, and liem ^f either An
l.-af or Pt. Warm in a flame. If th. ,netal is pure, no action takes
place. Into another tube put 0- llCi and ad<l a similar leaf. Heat
Uiis also. There should be no action. I'our the contimts of one 1

1

mto the other. Note the effect. Which is stronger, one of the acids!
or the combination of the two? Note the odor. It is that of CI
!5HCl+HN03= NOCi + 2II,0 + Cl,. This reaction is approximate
only. The strength is owing to nascent chlorine, which unites with
Au. Au + 3 CI = AuCl,. If Pt be used. V C\ h produced.
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No other acid except nitro-hydrocliloiic will dissolve

Au or Pt ; hence the ancients called it aqua regia, or king

of liquids. It must be made as wanted, since it cannot

be kept and retain its strength.

i
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SULPHURIC ACID.

«<». f'ri^iMimtiuii.

'" I''Ihiii'(s a«. J„to one t.t. put 5™
•1.0. Into M\U\m' m C'u turnings and
"»"" ll,H(),J,,toth« third 5«Cuturn-
iii«N»M.d mmyxks lINO„,lmlf wa-

I'"'-

IJitiiW on fifing Ntnnd, and slowly
,

'"^^
ll.« tubHH containing II,o and Jj

^hm^, Notlee tli« funjes that pass J
"ll'» tint llU'gO t.t.

Ti'Huo out uiid apply to Fig.
"iro 2H tliuMo I'ouctioijs: —
(1)(!u|2H,S(), .CuSO,+

Sno",;^'^ 3C.,CN0,M-4H.0..2N0.

WHO.
I iM 1

1
NO, n,sa+No

"MJ + HO,), making H,S0„ and ,«„„ »„„, tl„,„,,,,, «,."»™ oi'emti<"t of taking np O andpassingVt .long" NO
N".l»«, oxl.ll.,ng agent. Thia i. a eonUnuous .ocess!

Figr. 38.
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and very important, since it changes useless H,SO, into

valiL^ble H,S(>4. U exposed to the air, Il^SO, would very

slowly take up O and become II2SO,.

Instead of the last experiment, this may he employed if preferred

:

Burn a little S in a receiver. I'ut into an evaporating-dish, 5™ 11N<)„ and

.lip a papt*r or piece of cloth into it. Hang the paper in the receiver of

SO letting no UNO, dro)> from it. Continne this operation till a small

quantity of liquid is found in the hottle. The fumes show that UNO, has

lost O. 2 UNO, + SO,, = lI.,SO^ + 2 NO.,.

91. Tests ior H.,804.

Experiment 56.- (1 ) Te^t tlie liquid with litmus. (2) Transfer it

to a t.t., and add an equal volume of Had, soluliun. 1I.,S(), + BaC],,=

V

Is BaSO, soluble? (:J) Put one drop H.^SO^ from the reagent bottle ni

\(r- 11./) in a clean t.t., and add 1™ BaCl., solution. Look f6r any cloudi-

ness. 'This is the characteristic test for Il.SO, and soluble sulphates,

and so delicate that one drop in a liter of II.p can be detected. (4)

Instead of H.,SO„ try a little Na.,SO, solution. (5) Put two or three

drops of strong H,,S04 on writing-paper, and evaporate, Ingh over a

flame, so as not to burn the paper. Examine it when dry. (G) Put a stick

into a t.t. containing 2- 1I.,S0^, and note the effect. (7) Review Experi-

ment 5. (8) Into an e.d. pour .j'-'^ II./J, and then 15» n,,S04. Stir it

meantime with a small t.t. containing 2 or 3» NII.OH, and notice

what takes place in the latter; also note the heat of the e.d.

The effects of (o), (G), (7), and (8) are due to the inten.se afRnity

which II^SOi has for H.,0. So thirsty is it that it even abstracts II

and O from oxalic acid in the right proportion to form II.,0, combines

them, and then absorbs the water.

92. Affinity for Water. — This acid is a desiccator

or dryer, and is used to take moisture from the air and

prevent metallic substances from rusting. In this way it

dilutes itself, and may increase its weight threefold. In

diluting, the acid must always be poured into the water

slowly and with stirring, not water into the acid,, since, as

H^O is lighter than H.-SO^, heat enough may be set free at

the surface of contact to cause an explosion.
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Contraction also takes place, as may be shown by accu-
rately measnnng each liquid in a graduate, before mixing
and agani when cold. The n.ixture occupies less volunfe
than the sum of the two volumes. For the best results
the volume of the acid should be about three times that of
the water.

03. Sulphuric Acid made on a Large Scale involves
the same principles as shown in Expe.in.ent 55, excepting
that bO.is obtained by burning S or roasting FeS, (pyrite)

and HNO3 IS made on the spot from NaN03 and H,SO,
->U, enters a large leaden chamber, often 100 to 300 feetlong, and jets of steam and small portions of UNO, are
also forced ,n. The "chambe.. acid" thus formed is ve",'
chlu e, and must be evaporated first in leaden pans, and

X "Lf -f

''

.""^^'f^^^-^
retorts, since strong H.SO.

ifTl^' "°'' ^i««^ives lead. See Experiment 124
^^tudy Figure 29, and write the reactions. 2 HNO. breaksup into 2 NO, H.O, and O.

'
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94. Importance.— Sulphuric acid has been culled, next

to human food, the most indispensable article known, 'riiuru

is hardly a product of modern civilization in the nmnufuc-

ture of which it is not directly or indirectly used. Nearly

a million tons are made yearly in Great Britain al«)no.

It is the basis of all acids, as Na2C03 is of alkalies. It Is

the life of chemical industry, and the quantity of it con-

sumed is an index of a people's civilization. Oidy a fov/ of

its uses can be stated here. The two leading ones are the

reduction of Cas(P04)2 for artificial manures (see page 128)

and the sodium carbonate manufacture. Foods depend

on the productiveness of soils and on fertilizers, and thus

indirectly our daily bread is supplied by means of tliis acid 5

and from sodium carbonate glass, soap, saleratus, baking-

powders, and most alkalies are made directly or indirectly.

H2SO4 is employed in bleaching, dyeing, printing, telegra-

phy, electroplating, galvanizing iron and wire, cleaning

metals, refining An and Ag, making alum, blacking, vit-

riols, glucose, mineral waters, ether, indigo, madder, nitro-

glycerine, gun-cotton, parchment, celluloid, etc., etc.

FUMING SULPHUUTC ACID.

96. Nordhausen or Fuming Sulpliurlc Aciil, 11,8,^0,, uRcd

in dissolving iudigo and preparing coal-tar pigments, is niadt' by diHtllltnK

FeSO^. 4 reSC\+ HjO =r U.,S.p^ + 2 FCjO, +2 SO,. This wan the orinliiiil

sulphuric acid. It is also formed when SO., is dissolved in H.jSO^. When

exposed to the air, SO., escapes with fuuiing.

98. '

Bxpet
note the <



CHAPTER XX.

AMMONIUM HYDUATE.

» uiar way by acth.g „„ ,.1^ „f tl,o Lo equred ,v th

»7. Preparation of NH.OH and NH,
Experiments? -Powder 10« amn.oniu.n cl.lo.ide NH CI In amortar and mix with 10« calcium hydrate V-,anu !? '. '

^

lime in the best. Cover with watWha fl^ I
^"

T'''''^'
'''^'^'^'^

^Voulff bottles, as for maki,^ cT)fL 2o^ tt' M
"
« "I":'"'

^'^''

«,,
•'veil up inco jNtla, aminoiua eas imJ

water. NH.OH = NH i-Hn n-i " ' """

l.st bottle, wbere the water takes up the NH„ for whi A
.t l.« great affluity. 0„e volume of water at o' vl al ,more than 1000 volumes „f NH,. Thus NH.OH ,"ay iicaUecl a solution of NH. i„ H,0. Write the ;eacti,r

Note th,, o^:;. VnhX iaCOli
r™ "'" " "" ""' """' "'""'^

08. Tests.

«
*°!?"*?^"* 59— (1) Generate a little of the eas in a f f ^not« the odor r9\ T«ia+ ^k ,, ^^ '" * '•*•> tndOdor.

(2) Test the gas with wet red litmus paper. (.'{) l'„t
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a little HCl into an e.d., and pass over it the fumes of NH, from

a d.t. Note the result, and write the equation. (4) Fill a small

t.t. witti the gas by upward displacement ; then, while still inverted,

put the mouth of tho t.t. into water. Explain the rise of the water.

(5) How might NII^Cl be obtained from the NII.OH in the Woulff

bottles? (6) Test the liquid in each bottle with red litnms paper. (7)

Add some from the first bottle to .5 or 10"=" of a solution of FeSO, or

FeClj, and look for a ppt. State the reaction.

99. Formation.— Ammonia, hartshorn, exists in animal

and vegetable compounds, in salts, and, in small quantities,

in the atmosphere. Rain washes it from the atmosphere

into the soil ;
plants take it from the soil ;

animals extract

it from plants. Coal, bones, horns, etc., are the chief

sources of it, and from them it is obtained by distillation.

It results also from decomposing animal matter. NH,, can

he produced by the direct union of N and H, only by an

electric discharge or by ozone (see pajiO 85). It may be

collected over Hg like other gases that nr. ; ery soluble in

water.

lOO. Uses. — Ammonium hydrate, NTUOH, and ammo-

nia, NH3, are used in chemical operations, in making artifi-

cial ice, and to some extent in medicine; from them also

may be obtained ammonium salts. State what you would

put with NH4OH to obtain (NH4)2S04. To obtain

NH4 -NO3. The use of NH4OH in the laboratory may be

illustrated by the following experiment :
—

Experiment 60.— Into a t.t. put 10« of a solution of ferrous sul-

phate, FeS04. Into another put lO^-^ of sodium sulphate solution,

NaijS04. Add a little NH4OH to each. Notice a ppt. in the one case

but none in the other. If solutions of these two compounds were mixed,

the metals Fe and Na could be separated by the addition of NH^OH,

similar to the separation of Ag and Cu by HCl. See page 58. Try the

experiment.
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SODIUM IlYDRArE.

lOl. Preparation.

Experiment 61.— Dissolve :!« sodium carbonate, NaXO,,, in 10 or
Ly^ rU) in an e.d., and bring it to liie boiling-point. 'J'lien add to
tliis a mixture of 1 or l'k calcium liydrate, Ca(()n),„ in 5 or lO"" II.,0.

It will not dissolve. Roil the wliole for five minutes. Then pour
off the liquid which holds XaOII in solution. Evaporate if desired.
This is the usual mode of proparim; XaOII.

The reaction is NiioCO,
I
Cii(OH),, - 2 NaOH H CaCO,,.

Tlie residue is ('a(C)II), and CaCO,,; tlie solution con-
tains NaOH, wliich can be solidilied l)y eva[)orating the
water. Sodium hydrate is an ingredient in the manu-
facture of hard soap, and for tliis use thousands of
tons are made annually, mostly in Europe. It is an
iMii)ortant laboratory reagent, its use Iwiiig similar to that
of ammonium hydrate. Exposed. to the air, it takes up
water and CO., forming a mixture of NaOH and Na,CO,,.
It is one of the. strongest alkalies, and corrodes the skin.-

Experiment 62.— Put 2(Y<^ of 11,0 in a receiver. With the forceps
take a piece of Na, not larger than half a pea, from tlie naphtha in
which it is* kept, drop it into the l\.f), and afc once cover the receiver
loosely with paper or cardboard. Watch the action, as tlie Na decom-
poses H/). IIOH + Na = NaOH f II. If the water bo liot the action is

so rapid that enough heat is produced to set the II on fire. That the gas
is II can be shown by putting tho Na under tlio month of a small in-
verted t.t., filled with cold water, in a water-pan. Na rises to the top,
and the t.t. fills with II, which cau be tested. NaOII dissolves in the
water.
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loa. Properties.

Experiment 63.— (1) Test with red litmus paper the solutions

obtained in the last two experiments. (2) To 5™ of alum solution,

K2Al2(S04)4, add 2™ of the liquid, and notice the color and form of

the ppt.

POTASSIUM HYDRATE.

103. KOH is matle in tlie Saine Way as NaOH.

—

Describe the process in full (Experiment 61), untl give the

equation.

Experiment 64.— Drop a small piece of K into a receiver of HjO,

as in Experiment 02. The K must be very small, and the exiierinient

should not be watched at too close a range. The receiver should not

be covered with glass, but with paper. The II burns, uniting with ()

of the air. The purple color is imparted by the burning, or oxida-

tion of small particles of K. Write the equation for the combustion

of each.

H/) might bo considered tiie symbol of an aiid, since it is the unijn of

H an<i a negative element; or, if written HOH, it might be called a base,

since it has a positive element and the (< >H) radical. It is neutral to lit-

mus, and on this account might be called a salt. It is better, however, to

call it simply an oxide.

Potassium hydrate, caustic potash, is employed for tlie

manufacture of soft soap. See page 187. As a chemical

reagent its action is almost precisely like that of caustic

soda, though it is usually considered a stronger base, as

K is a more electro-positive element than Na.

CALCIUM HYDRATE.

104. Calcium Hydrate, tlie Most Common of the

Bases, is nearly as important to them as H2SO4 is to

acids. Since it is used to make the other bases, it might

be called the strongest base, as II2SO4 is often called the

strongest acid. The strength of an acid or base, however,
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•tselt, .UKl fo ,„„st purp-,»es this one is classiSed as aweaker base than the tluee i„.evi„„s,y .kxonbed.
Su ,,hu,-,c acid, tl,„ most useful „f tl,e acirts, is not madejlnect y roa, ,ls salt,, l,„t has to he synthesized. cS,!ind.-at. ,s also ,„ade hy an inclh-eet , .fooess, as folWs I"'"C. r<)„ ,... Inneslone, ,na,ble, etc., is lunnt in kilns withC,
.

l.rocess wln,:h separates the gas, CO,, aeconling to the.eae ,on: faCO, ^CaO (CO, CaO is nnslaked Time t
.,mok „ne On .-eating this with wate, slaked C
h H O ( ,

'

I'.T
'

T,'"' f"""''"" "f S'"'-" I"'"'- CaO

>is::.tt:^:;:2=.:^hf:;^?•-^^--'"-

105. Rd.sun,^.._ From the experiments in the last fewchapters on the three divisions of chenucal e mn n

d

t>a.e.^a,e theclienncal opposites of eaelt other; (2) that-Its are formed by the nnion <,f acids and bases
; (3)hat some acids can be obtaine.l fron. their salts b; heaction of a strong-er acid • r4^ fl,.,f «r^,. i ,

om salts by the similar action of other bases; (5) that
t e strongest acids and bases, as .ell as other , nL beobtained in an indirect way by synthesis.

^



CHAPTER XXII.

OXIDES OF NlTltOdEN.

lOG. There are five oxides of N, only two of which

are impovtant.

NITUOCKN MONOXIDE (N„0).

107. I»rcpar!itloii.

Experiment 66.— Put into a flask, holding 200™ , lO" of ammonium

nitrate, NII4NO:,; heat it over wire gauze or asbestus in an iron plate,

having a d.t. connected

with a large t.t., which

is held in a receiver of

water, and from this

t.t., another d.t. pass-

ing into a pneumatic

trough, so as to collect

the gas over ^r

(Fig. 30). Havo ^e

bearings tiglit. ilie

reaction is NH4N03=

2H/)+N.,(). The t.t. is

for collecting the H/J.

Note the color of the

liquid in the t.t. ; taste

a drop, and test it with litmus. If the flask is h,-ated too fast, some

NO is formed, and this taking O from the air makes NO,^ which

liquefies and gives an acid reaction and a red color. Some NIl^NO;,

is also liable to be carried over.

108. Properties.

Experiment 67. — Test the gas in the receiver with a burning stick

and a glowing one, and compare the combustion with that in O. NjO

Fl|?. .W.
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may also be tosted with S and 1', if desired. N is set free in each
case. AVrite the reactions.

Nitrogen moin)xi(le or protoxide, the nitrous oxide of
dentists, when inluiled, produces insensibility to piiin,—
r uesthesia,— and, if continued, death from suffocation.
Birds die in lialf a minute from breatliing it. Mixed witli
one-fourtli O, and inhaled for a minute or two, it pro-
<luces intoxication and laughter, and hence is called
laughing gas. As made in Experiment 60, it contains CI
and NO, as impurities, aiid should not be breathed.

NITROGEN DIOXIDE (NO, OU NoO,.).

109. Preparation.

Bjyperiment 68. - Into a t.t. or receiver put r,K Cu turning, add
^.- H,0 and 5™ UM),, Collect the oas like 11, over water. 3 Cu +
8 HXO,, = ? What two products will be left in the generator? Notice
the color of the liquid. This color is characteristic of Cu .salts.
Notice also the red fumes of NO^.

110. Properties.

Experiment 69. -Test the gas witti a burning stick, admitting
as httle an- as possible. Test it with burning S. X() is not a supporter
of C and S combustion. Put a small bit of 1' iu a deflagratin-v-
spoon, and when it is vigorously burning, lower it inco the gas. It
should continue to burn. State the reaction. AVhat combustion willNO support? Note that NO is half N, while N,/) is two-thirds N.
and account for the difference in supporti:ig combustion.

NITItOGEN TETROXIDE (NO. or N„0^).

111. Preparation.

Ejcperiment 70— Lift from the w.ater-pan a receiver of NO. and
note the colored fumes. They are NO,, or N,/)„ nitrogen tetroxide.
XO + O = NO,. Is NO conibui:tible ? What is the source of O in the
experiment?
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NITROGEN THIOXIDE (N2O3).

112. Preparation.

Experiment 71. — Put into a t.t. l^ of starch and 1™ of HNO3.
Heat the mixture for a minute. Tiie red fumes are N._,();, and NO.^.

Nitrogen peutoxide, X./)^, is an uuiniportant solid. United with

water it forms IINO3. N.Os + H,0 = 2 IINO3.



CHAPTER XXIII.

LAWS OF Dl'JF/N/TE AND OF MULTIPLE PRO^
POUTION.

113. Weight and Volume. - We liave seen that water
contains? two parts of W by voluiue to one part of O ; or by
weight, two parts of H to sixteen of O. These proportions
iiio invariable, or no symbol for wa^er would be possible,
hvery compouncl in the same way has an unvaryiiiff pro-
portion of elements. ^ o i-

114. LaAv of Definite Proportion. - /m a yiven com-
pound the proportion of any element by weiyht, or, if a gas,
I'll volume is alivays constant. Apply the law, by weight
inid by volume, to these : HCl, NH3, ILS, N^O.
There is another law of equal imp.n-tance in chemistry,

which the compounds of N and O well illustrate.

Weight.

N. O.

28 10

28 .'52

28 48

28 04

28 80

Volume.

N. O.

2 1

2 2

2 3

2 4

2 5

Nitrogt-n protoxide . . . . N.O
Nitrogen dioxide N.O,
Nitrogen trioxide N.O
Nitrogen tetroxide . N ()
,... ° .... iy.^\l^,

Mtrogen pentoxide . . . .NO

Note that the proportion of O by weight is in each case
a multiple of the first, 16. Also that the proportion by
volume of O is a multiple of that in the first compound
In this example the N remains the same. If that had
varied in the different compounds, it would also have
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varied by a multiple of the smallest proportion. This is

true ill all compouiuls.

115. Law of Multiple Proportion.— Whenever one

element comlunen ivith another in more than one jjroportion,

it always combines in some multiple, one or more, of its least

combining u'ei>/ht, or, if a i/as, of its least combining volume.

The least combining weight of an element is its atomic

weight ; and it is this fact of a least combining weight

that leads us to believe the atom to be indivisible.

Apply the law in the case of P.C), PA, PA; in HCIO,

HCIO2, HCIO3, IIC'IO^, arranging the symbols, weights,

and volumes in a table, as above.

Tlie volumetric proportions of ('U(!ii cleiiieiit in tiie oxides of nitro-

gen are exhibited below.

D+n^n-c
N+ N + ()^---N,()

D + D + D + D -cm
N+ N + (» + =r N,,(»,

n-fD + n + n+D cm
N-i- N + + + =.N,<):,

n+n+n+n+n+a=[ii]
N+ N+ 0+ + O + 0=:rN,^()^

D+D+D+D +n+n+n=cm
N + N + + 0+ C) + U + t) = N^Oj.
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('AltHON l*li()TUXII)t:.

110. Prc'imratioii.

E,pe.|ment 72 ....t i„t<, h flask, of .....ce, ,. „f ,,,„, .^^.,, ^
tills, H.Xj.A),, 111(1 liii™ II Sf) Il..,.„ ti 1 i .

- ''

XaOIli,/. W.H.lff hot- ' '• " "'" *"• '"^^ """ " •^"•"^'"" °^

lit' (Fij--. ;$]), and cul-

ifct the gas over wa-
ter. Heat the fla.sk

slowly, and avoid in-

lialintj tliu nas.

117. Tests.

Experiment 73.

Ilcinovo a receiver ot _JiiluS
thegas.andtrytoliglit

tlie latter with asplin- Fijr. 31,

:
' ^'^;"'"l'"«tihle, or a supporter of (C) con.bustio.i ? What is

.0 olor of the fla.neV AVhen the con.l.ustion ceases, shake u, Tlit^le hu,e water with the gas left in the receiver. WhU gas has be nor.ned by the co.nbnstiou, as shown by the test? See page 80 Givetlie reaction for the combustion.
^^

e«nlts':/HT(/''"\,"^"\"" ^""^ ""'"^^ ^"•' "^O. Oxalic acid

n rf i ,
• ' " ^'"•' ''*''''* proportion to form IIJ), CO and CO

t «:; h:::;"r"V^''
^"^ ^'^-'"^ '-'--''- ^^ ^mwr r;

N CO ^n^i nn "w '"" '''^'"°^''^' ^''^ f^°'" '^' '"^''ture, forming^a.COa, and leaves CO. Write both reactions.

118._ Carbon Protoxide, called also carbon monoxide,
carbonic oxide, etc., is a gas, having no color or taste, but
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possessing a faint odor. It is very poisonous. Reing the
lesser oxide of (', it is formed when C is binned in a limited
supply of O, whereas CO^ is always prod need when O is

abundant. The formation of eaeh is well shown by trae-

ing the cond)ustion in a coal (ire. Air enters at the bot-
tom, and CO.. is fust formed. C -| 2 C) (

'(),,. As this gas
passes up, the white-hot coal removes one aton» of (),

leaving CO. CO, f C 2 CO. At the toj), if the draft be
open, a blue llame shows the combustion df CO. C0 +
O^COo. The same reduction of CO, takes ])lace in the
iron fni iiace, and whenever there is not enough oxygen to

form CO,,, the j)roduct is CO.
Great care should be taken that this gas does not escai)e

into the room, as one i)er cent has proved fatal. Not all

of it is burned at the top of the coal ; and when the st

door is open, the upper drafts should be open also. It

the most poisonous of the gases from coal; hence tl

danger from sleeping in a room having a coal lire.

ove

IS

le

IIJ). Water Gas. — CO is one of the constituents of

"water gas," which, by reason of its cheapness, is sup-
planting gas made froui coal, as an illuminator, in some
cities. It is made by pass-ng superheated steam over red-
hot charcoal or coke. C unites with the O of HaO, form-
ing CO, and sets II free, thus producing two intlanima-

ble gases. CMI.O =? As neither of these gives much
light, naphtha is distilled and mixed with them in small
quantities to furnish illuminating power See page 183.

^
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CAIiBON hlOXllJE.

120. Preparation.

downward dis .iZ^;; w,^f,"
Z'^,

"^'
^l';

-"-^ *'"' K- by

weak co,npo„n.l, and at once ^uks ., hy on.e U^^^^is !
' "'^

compound is .loubted.
^'^ '^omt, its existence as a

121. Tests.

receiv,.,. nf .

^'*' '"l'I'°'"^ eond.ustlon ? (;i) Pour a

i^>.H^ «.;*! 1-. y,.
"ttleCO, into some ILO (Fi-. a^) ^^a

test It witli htiiius. Give the ro'ipli/.i. f-,.. fi i ..
V« '-,• o.,;, ana

^iivL uit reaction lor tlie solution of CO, in II O.
Experiment 76. -Put i„to a t.t. o- of clear Cifom i .•

;'• iune water; insert in this the end of a dt
^ ^-'

^"'"""''

ron. a C(), generator (Fig. «•>). Notice any ,M
funned. It is CaCO,. Lot the action ooiai^u.
u'.til the ppt. disappears and the liqui.l is clear.
Then remove the d.t., boil the clear liquid for a
"inute, and notice wliether the ppt. reappears.

122. Explanation.

Ca(OH),+CO,..CaC03+ H,0. The
curious phenomena of this experiment ^
are explained by the solubility of CaCO £. -#m water containing C0« and its insolu' "^
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bility in water, liiivinj? u,, CO.,. Wlioii all tlio ('a(()ll),

is combined, or clian^n-d to CaCO;,, the excess of CO. unites

with llaO, forniln^r the weak acid IIoCO,!, which dissolves

the precipitate, CaCO;,, and gives a (Hear liiinid. On
heating this, lloCO;, gives up its CO,,, and CaCO,., is re-

precipitated, not being soluble in pure water. See i)age

147.

I.inie water, ("a(OlI),. solution, is therefore a test for

the jtresenee of CO,,. To show that carbon dioxide is

formed in breatliing, and in the combustion of C, and that

it is present in the air, perform the following e:"])eriment:

Experir.eiit 77. — (1) I'lit a litlh- liiiio water hito a t.t., amlblow
into it tlnouLili a pico' ot' ylas.s tiil>iiin. Any turliidity sliows wliat?

(•J) Hurn a caiuU'; for a few minutes in a receiver of air, tlien take out
the caiidio and sliaUe up lime water witli the j^as. (•$) Kxpose some
lime water in an u.d. to tiie air for some time.

12.*J. Oxidation in tlie Hiiiiian System. — Carbon di-

oxide, or carbonic anhydride, carbonic acid, etc., CO2, is a

heavy gas, without color or odor. It has a shar[), prickly

taste, and is connnoidy reckoned as poisonous if inhaled in

large quantities, though it does not chenncally combine
with the blood as CO does. Ten [)er cent in the air will

sometimes produce death, and five per cent produces

drowsiness. It exists in minute portions in the atmos-

phere, and often accumulates at the bottom of old wells

and caverns, owing to its slow diffusive power, before

going down into one of these, the air should always be

tested by lowering a lighted candle. If this is extin-

guished, there is danger. CO,, is the deadly "choke
damp" after a mine explosion, CII4 being converted into

CO3 and HoO ; a great deal is liberated during vol-

canic eruptions, and it is formed in breathing by the

L_.
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(^ «.Kl O tak» place ,„ ll,o lungs ,uk1 in all the tissues
f

< .c b„dv, eve,, „„ the surface. Oxvgeu is taken ,1
Y "7. I>« th,„„gU the thin ,„e,,,bn,„e i.'tn „

'. ...Kl, funu, a weak ehe.nical uni„„ „it|, ,Ue re,l ,,,

!

. s, and „ cmvoye,! h,- then, to all ,,a,ts „t the syZ,
li,.'ougho,,t the h,„ly. whceve,- necessary, „„,1 I a ^,.pl,ea for the O an.l unite with it to f,™, Co'a,I/). Ihese a,.e taken u,, by the h ,1 th.,,,;;!, thcv ,1, 1,0forn, „ ehe,a,cal union with it, are ca,-rio,i to tl, lu ,7

:||"1
l-ass out together with the nnuse.l N and s,„ ,lus O

iiel by tood. The process .ilso keeps up the l,eafof
l.e body ,,s realy as the con,bustio„ of (. „ P i„ „ ,,"

,z f :: 99^";
'"""'^'"""^

v''^
'"'"^ ""- "v^rauth t„ m 99 I.., any excess of heat passing off tlnouirh

l.erspu,.t,on, and being changed into oti'er fo,™s of e,!Z

10"' F 'tir'lT
7"' "«^">l'-'""« -i-s above ab,uU

"6 t., the blood corpuscles a,e killed, and the person
'Iks )ur,ng violent exercise n,uch n,aterial is consul ,e:Moulat,o„ ,s rapid and quick breathing ensues. Ox "nIS necessary for ife A hcUi,,, , • , ,

^"^vVfeen

"Hy ad this element ,s one of nature's best reme-
<hes or urease. Deep and continued inhalations ncXH ather are better than furnace fires to heat the systemAll annnals breathe () and exhale CO.,. Fishes and o hT;
^iuatic animals c^tain it, not by dej.m^^thorn air dissolved in water. Being cold-blooded theveed relatively little; but if no fresh water is sZliedZthose m captivity, they soon die of starvation.

124. Oxidation in Water. - Swift-running streamsare clear and comparatively pure, because thJr orgal
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impurities are constantly brought to the surface and oxi-

dized, wliereas in stagnant pools these impurities accumu-
late. Reservoirs of water for city supply have sometimes
been freed from impurities by aeration, i.e. by forcing

air into the water.

125. Deoxidation in Plants.— Since CO2 is so con-

stantly poured into the atmosi)here, why does it not accu-

mulate there in large quantity ? Why is there not less free

O in the air to-day than there was a thousand years ago ?

The answer to these questions is found in the growth of

vegetation. In the leaf of every plant are thousands of

little chemical laboratories; CO2 diffused in small quan-
tities in the air passes, together'with a very little HgO, into

the leaf, usually from its under side, and is decomposed
by the radiant energy of the sun. The C is built into the

woody liber of the tree, and tlie O is ready to be re-breathed

or burned again. CO2 contributes to the growth of plants,

O to that of animals ; and the constituents of the atmos-

phere vary little from one age to aiiother. The compensa-
tion of nature is here well shown. Plants feed upon
what animals discard, transforming it into material for

the sustenance of the latter, while animals prepare food for

plants. All the C in plants is supposed to come from the

CO2 in the atmosphere. Animals obtain their supply
from plants. The utility of the small percentage of COj,

in the air is thus seen.

?>126. Uses. — CO2 is used in making "soda-water,
and in chemical engines to put out fires in their early

stages. In either case it may be prepared by treatino'

NaaCOg or CaCOs witli H2SO4. Give the reactions. On a

small scale CO2 is made from HNaCO,.
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W With ft H Co"t 'T''''.
'"^ ^^^^^^' ^"^ I-b^%rorms with it H.COa. Much carbon dioxide can be forcedmo water under pressure. This forms soda-water, h ohreally contuuis no soda. The justification for th;ranie

horn H CO,, called carbonates, are numerous, Na.COa andUtO, being the most important.
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CHAPTER XXVI.

OZONE.

127. Preparation.

Experiment 78.— Scrape off tlie oxide from the surface of a piece

of phosphorus 2'^'" long, put it into a wide-mouthed bottle, half cover

the P with water, cover the bottle with a glass, and leave it for half an

hour or more.

128. Tests.

Experiment 79.— Roniove the glass cover, smell the gas, and hold

in it some wet iodo-starch paper. See page 104. Look for any blue

color. Iodine has been set free, according to the reaction, 2 KI + 0^=^

K204-0,2 + L, and has imparted a blue color to the starch, and

ordinary oxygen has been formed. Why will not oxygen set iodine

free from KI ? What besides ozone will liberate it? See page 104.

129. Ozone, oxidized oxygen, active oxygen, etc., is

an allotropic form of O. Its molecule is O3, while that

of ordinary oxygen is O2.

D + D + D-CD-

3 ntomg
oxygen

1 raol.

ozone.

Three atoms of oxygen are condensed into the space of

two atoms of ozone, or three molecules of O are condensed

into two molecules of ozone, or three liters of O are con-

densed into two liters of ozone.

Ozone is thus formed by oxidizing ordinary oxygen.

02+0 = O3. This takes place during thunder storms

and in artificial electrical discharges. The quantity of
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ozone produced is sninll, five per cent being the nuixinmm,
and the usiiul quantity is far less tlian that.
Ozone is a powerful oxi.lizing agent, and will change S,

1
,
and As nito their ic acids. Cotton cloth was formerly

bleached, and linen is n..w bleached, by spreading it on the
grass and leaving it f„r weeks to be acted on by ozone
which IS usually present in the air in small quantities, es-
pecia ly in the country. Ozone is a disinfectant, like <.ther
bleaching agents, and serves to clear the air of noxious
gases and germs of infectious diseases. So much ozone is
reduced m this way that the aii'of cities contains less of it
than country air, A third is consumed in uniting Avith the
substance which it oxidizes, while two-thirds are changed
into oxygen, as in Experiment 79.

It is unhealthful td*breathe much ozcme, but a little
in the air is desirable for disinfection.

Ozone will eause.the inert N of the air to unite with H
to form ammonia. No other agent capable of d„ing this
IS known, so that all the m\, in the air, in fact all am-
monium compounds taken up by plants from soils and
lertihzers, may have been made originally through the
agency of ozone. At a low temperature ozone has been
liquefied. It is then distinctly blue.

Electrolysis <.f water is the best mode of preparing this
substance m quantity. When prepared from P it is mixed
with P2O3.



CHAPTER XXVII.

CHEMISTRY OF THE ATMOSPHERE.

130. Constituents. — The four chief constituents of

the atmosphere are N, (), H2O, CO2, in the order of their

abundance. Wiiat experifuents show the presence of N,

O, and C02in tlie air? See pages 22, 80. Set a i)itcher of

ice water in a warm room, and the moisture that collects on

the outside is deposited from tlie air. This shows the

presence of HoO. Rain, clouds, fog, and dew prove the

same. H2S04 and CaClo, on exi)osure to air, take up water.

Experiment 18 shows that there is not far from four

time*? Jis much N as O by volume in air. Hence if the

atmospher3 were a compound of N and O, and the pro[)or-

tion of four to one were exact, its symbol would be N4O.

131. Air not a Compound.— The following facts show

that,au' is not a compound, but rather a mixture of these

gases.

1. The proportion of N and O in the air, though it

does not vary much, is not always exactly the same. This

could not be true if it were a compound. Why ?

2. If N4O were dissolved in water, the N would be four

times the O in volume i but when air is dissolved, less than

twice as much N as O is taken up.

3. No heat or condensation takes place when four

measures of N are brought in contact with one of O. It

cannot then be N4O. for the vapor density of N4O would
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be 36 -Le. (14 x 4 |- 16) ^ 2 ; but tluvt of air is 14^ nearly
7 '"; 9^

""'^ ^) S- ^-- V-Se 108. Analysil showsHbout ^9 parts of N to 21 parts of O by volume in air.

ViJ. Water. The volume of H.O, watery vapor, i„
the atmosphere is very variable. Warm air will hold
'"ore than cold, and at any (emperat,„-e air may be near
saturation ,... having all it will hold at that te.nperature,oMt niay have httle. But some is always present thoug
the hot desert winds of North AtViea are n.>t more thfn
,, saturated. A eubie n.eter of air at 26% when saturated,
contauis more than 22" of water.

133. Carbon Dioxirto. - Carbon dioxide does not make
"!> more than three or four parts in ten thousand o'th

: '; 1
'"' ^" '^'' ^^^^^^^ ^f ^1'^" atmosphere, this gives a

e y large aggregate. Why <loes not CO, form a layerbelow the O and N? See page 114.
^

134. Other Ingredients.- Other substances are foundm the an- m nnnute portions, e.^/. NH, constitutes nearly
-nulhonth. Air is also impregnated with living2ead germs, dust particles, unbu,-ned carbon, etc but

t::^'
most part are confined to the po'rtL: 'ne

t .e eaiths surface. In pestilential regions the germs of
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THE CHEMISTRY OF WATER.

135. Pure W.ater. - Review the experiments for elec-

trolysis, and for burning II. Pure water is obtained by

distillation.

Experiment 80.— Provide a glass tube 40 or 50'='" long and 3

or 4'™ in diameter. Fit to eacli end a cork witli two perforations,

throngh one of whicli a long

tube passes tlie entire length of

the larger tube (Fig. ;5:.*a). Con-

nect one end of this witii a flask

of water arranged for heating

;

pass the other end into an open

receptacle for collecting the

distilled water. Into the other

perforations lead short tubes,

—

the one for water to flow into

the large tube from a jet ; the

other, for the same to flow out.

This condenses the steam by circulating cold water around it. The

apparatus is called a Liebig's condenser. Put water into the flask,

boil it, and notice the condensed liquid. It is comparatively pure

water; for most of the substances in solution have a higher boiling-

point than water, and jvre left behind when it is vaporized.

Fler. 32a.

136. Test.

Experiment 81.— Test the purity of distilled water by slowly

evaporating a few drops on Pt foil in a room free from dust. There

should be no spot or residue left on the foil. Test in the same way

undistilled water.
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137. Water exists in Three States,— solid, liquid,
and vaporous. It freezes at 0°, suddenly expanding con-
siderably as it passes into the solid state. It boils ie
overcomes atmospheric pressure and is vaporized, at 100=
(T60-" i.ressure). If the pressure is greater, the boil-
ng-point is raised, i.e. it takes a higher temperature to
overcome a greater pressiue. If there be less pressure, as
on a mountain, the boiling-point is lowered below 100°
Salts dissolved in water raise its boiling-point, and lower
Its ireezing-pomt to an extent dei.ending on the kind and
quantity of the salt. Water, however, evaporates at all
temperatures, even from ice.

Pure water has no taste or smell, and, in small quan-
ities, no color. It is rarely if ever found on the earth.
What ,s taken up by the air in evaporation is nearly
pure; but^when it falls as rain or snow, impurities are
absorbed from the atmosphere. Water falling after a
long ram, especially in the country, is tolerably free
irom impurities. Some springs have also nearly pure
water; but to separate all foreign matter from it, water
nuist be distilled. Even then it is liable to contain traces
ot ammonia, or some other substance which vaporizes at a
tower temperature than water.

138. Sea-Water.- The ocean is the ultimate source
of all water. From it and from lakes, rivers, and soils,
water is taken into the atmosphere, falls as rain or snow,
and sinks into the ground, reappearing in springs, or
tlowing off in brooks and rivers to the ocean or inland
seas. Ocean water must naturally contain soluble salts;
and many salts which are not solible in pure water
are dissolved in sea-water. In fact, there is a probability
that all elements exist to some extent in sea-water, but
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many of them in extremely minute quantities. Sodium
and magnesium salts are the two most abundant, and the

bitter taste is due to MgSt^ and MgCIj. A liter of sea-

water, nearly 1000^ holds over 37* of various salts, 29 of

which are NaCl. See Hard Water, page 147.

139. Kiver Water. — River water holds fewer salts,

but has a great deal of organic matter, living and dead,

derived from the regions through which it flows. To
render this harmless for drinking, such water should be

boiled, or filtered through nnglazed porcelain. Carbon
filters are now thought to possess but little virtue for

separating harmful germs.

140. Spring Water.— The water of springs varies as

widely in composition as do the rocks whence it bubbles

forth. Sulphur springs contain much HgS; many gey-

sers hold SiOo in solution: chalybeate waters have com-

pounds of Fe; others have NagSO^, MgSO^, NaCl, etc.



CIIAPTKR XXIX.

THE VIIEMISTUY or FLA ME.

141. CtiiuIIe name.
Experiment 82 -Kxu.nine ,t candlo flauns J.ol.linj. a dark ol.-

J
cfc .ehnul ,. Note throe cliHtinct j-ortions : (1) a colorless interior

abou he ^v.ck (2) a yellow light-giving portion l.eyond that. (:j) atlunWue envelope outside of all. and scarcely discernible. Hold a
small stick across the flan.e so that it n.ay lie in all three parts, and
observe that no combustion takes place in the inner portion.

142. Explanation.-A candle of paraffine, or tallow,
IS chiefly composed of compounds of C and II, in the solid
state. The buniing wick melts the solid; the liquid is
then drawn up by the wick till the heat vaporizes and
decomposes it, and of the air comes in contact with
the outer lieated portion of gas, and burns it completely.
Air tends to penetrate the whole body of the flame, but
only N can pass through uncombined, for the O that is
left after combustion in the outer portion seizes upon the
compounds of C and H in the next, or yellow, part. There
IS not enough O here for complete combustion; at this
temperature II burns before C, and the latter is set free
In that state it is of course a solid. Now an incandescent
solid, or one glowing with heat, gives light, while the com-
bustion of a gas gives scarcely any light, though it may pro-
duce great heat. While C in the middle flame is glowing,
during the moment of its dissociation from H, it gives
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light. Ill the cuiter flame the temperature is higli enough
to burn entirely the gaseous compounds of C' and }' to-

gether, so that no solid C is set free, and hence no liglit is

given except the faint blue. No combustion takes place

in the inner blue cone, because no O reaches there.

My piieking a wick into a cylindrical tin cup 5 or 10«"' high and i<""

in ilianietcr, containing alcohol, and lighting it, gunimwdcr can bo hold in

the middle of the Hanie in a def. spoon, without burning. This shows the

low tenipernture of that portion. Hurning 1' will also be extinguished,

thus showing the exclusion of O.

14.'? BiinHcii Flume.

Experiment 83.— Kxaiiiinu u lUiiisen luirner. Unscrew the top,

and noto tiie orifices for tlie admission of gas and of air. Make a draw-
ing. Heplace the parts ; tlicn liglit the gas at the top, opening tlie air-

holes at the base. Xotice that the Hanie burns with very little color.

Try to distinguish the three parts, as in the candle flame. These parts

can best be seen by allowing direct sunlight to fall on the flame and
observing its shadow on a white ground. Make a drawing of the

flame. Hold across it a Pt wire and note at what part the wire glows
most. Also press down on the flame for an instant with a card-

board or piece of paper; remove before it takes fire, and notice the

charred circle. Put the end of a match into the blue cone, and note

that it does not burn. Put the end of a Pt wire into this blue

cone, and observe that it glows when near the top of the cone. What
do these experiments show? Ascertain whether this inner portion

contains a combustible material, by holding in it one end of a small

d.t., and trying to ignite any gas escaping at the other end. It should

burn. This shows that no combustion takes place in the interior of

the flame, because sufficient free O is not present.

Next, close the air-holes, and note that the flame is yellow and gives

much light. From this we infer the presence of solid particles in an

incandescent state. But these could not come from the air. They
must be C particles which have been set free from the C and II com-
pounds of the gas, just as in the candle flatnc. The smoke that rises

proves this. Hold an e.d. in the flame and collect some C. Try the

same with the air-holes open.
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144. Llfflit ami II,,at of Flame. _ Whii-h „r the two
lla.nes ,s l.otter, tho one with the air-holes o|,e.,, or that
with then, eh>se.iv Evidently the former; for air is drawn
'• ami mixes with the gas as it rises in the luhe, and, on
.euclm.g the ilame at the top, the two are well nnnrded
and the gaseous compounds of C and'II burn at so hiffh a
tc.nperature that solid (' is not freed ; henee there is little
light. On closing the air-holes, no () ean reach the Ilame
except from the outside, and the heat is much less intense

Fig. 33.
FIr. 34.

Ihe II burns first, and sets the C free, which, while glow-
n.g, gives the light. This again illustrates the facts (1)
liat flame is caused by burning gas

; (2) that light is pro-
.laced by incandescent solids. Charcoal, coke, and anthra-
cite coal burn without flame, or with very little, because of
tile absence of gases.

145. Temperature of Combustion.
Experiment 84. -Light a IJunsen fla.ne, xvith the In-usal orificesop n, and hold over it a fine wire gauze. Notice that the flau" doenot r.«e above the gauze. Extinguish the light, and try to ig e the
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I

gas above the gau/.i', holding the hitt^er witliin ."i or 0'"' of tho burijor

MfUv. Votici! tliat it does not Imru be(^>\v tliu gauze (Fij,'. ;W).

Gas and () iiru both present. Evidently, then, the only

conilitinn wanting for c(»nil)usti(in is a sniliciently higli

teni[(enituie. Tiie ganze cools the gas below its kindling-

point.

This prliifiple la iiiadt' usi' of in tlif ihIiut's lump of Davy (Fi(t. .31).

In coul minis a viTy inHanniiablf gas, ClI^, lalkd iiri'-dami), issiits fr

the coal. If tiiis collects in large quantities and mixes with () of the air, a

kindling-point is all that Is needed to make a violent explosion. An ordi

nary lamp would i)r()ilui'e this, hut tlie gauze lamj) prevents it ; for, tliougli

the inside may he filled with burning gas, C'H,, the tiame cannot connnuni-

cate with the outside.

FiK- 3».
Fig. 30.

a, reduulni; Hnmc, b, oxidizing flame.

140. Oxidiziiij; and Keducini; Flames. — Tlie hottest

part of a IJunsen llanie is jnst above tlie inner blue cour

(/>, Fig. 86). Evidently there is more O at tha^ poi'-.i,.

If a reducing agent, i.e. a substance which takes up O,

be put into this part of the ilame, the latter will remove

the v) and appropriate it, forming an oxide. Cu heated

there ^')!d become copper oxide. This part is called

the 02:\(*\. t iam^^^.
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tlie liurnur I ho ii.ner blue ,,art of tho liiu.soM lla.ne is .Icvoid of O
It ought to reuiovo O fn.M. an oxi.lizing aj,..,.t, .•... u nub-
.tanco wlMch supplies (). If ,o,,,,.., ..xi.lo bo boated there
", 1 «g. 36) by means of a n.outh blow-pipo (Fig. 35), theHume will aj,,>,u,„i„te the () and leave tho copper. This

.s called tho rodu, ing (ia.ue. Only tho upper part of this
bh_>e cei.trul .mu.o has heat ouough t(, act in this way. By
ns.pg a prep,ue.l piece <.f n.etal, to u.ako tho Ihune thiu
nu.l U, shut off the air, an.l thou blowing the flan.e with a
I)low-p,pe, greater strength can bo obtained in both oxidiz-
nig and reducing llanios (Fig. nH).

147. Co...I,u.stll.I« «,u| Supimrto.. Interchangeable._
was found to burn in (). H was the cou.bustible, O

the supporter. Would () itself burn in U^-ie would
thecombustiblebeco.no tho supporter, and the supj.orter
tlie combustible? As il-

linninating gas consists

hvrgely of I[, and as air

is part O, we may try the

experiment with gas and
air. Gas will burn in

air. Will air burn in gas /

Experiment 85. — Fit a
cork with two holes in it to
tlio large end of a lamp chiiii-

iii'3
. Throiigli oacli hole pass

.1 ' lovi, piece of tul)ing, and
connect one of these with a
rubber tube leading to a gas

Fig. 37 «.

jet. I ass a metallic tube, long enough to reach the top of the chimney,through the other, so fhat it will ...... easily up and down. TuTnon the gas and hght jt at the top oi the chimney. Hold the endof the tube passing through the cork in the flame for a minute,
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li

then draw it down to the middle of tlie ehinniey (Fig. •}?, a) and finally

slowly I'eniove it (h). Note that O from the air is burning in the gas.

Which is the supporter, and which the eoni-

hustilile in this case? () will hiirn ('([iially

well in an atmosphere of IJ, as can be shown
hy experim(Mit.

148.

CJascs.

Explosive Mixture of

Experiment 86.— Slowly turn down
the burning gas of a Hunsen lami), having

the orifices open, and notice that it sud-

denly explodes and goes out at the top,

but now burns at the base. An the gas was

gradually turned off, more air became

mixed with it, until there was the right

proportion of each gas for an explosion.

Fijj. ;J8. Figure 158 shows the same thing. Light

the gas at the top «, when the tube c covers

the jet b. Then gradually raise the tube c. At a certain place there

is the same explosion as with the lamp.

149. Generalizations. — These experiments show (1)
that three conditions are necessary l^)r combustion,— a

combustible, a supporter, and a burning temi)erature

which varies for different substiinces. Given these, "a
iire " always results. The conditions for "•spontaneous

combustion " do not differ from those of any combus-

tion. See Exi)eriments 34, 112, 113, 114. (2) That

cond)ustible and supi)orter are intorchangeable. If II

burns in (), () will burn in II, the jiroduct being the same

in each case. (3) For any combustion there must be

a certain jjrojxjrtion of combustible and of supporter.

Twenty per cent of CO^ in the air dilutes the O to such

an extent that C will not burn. Hence the utility of the

chemical engine for putting out fires. (4) When two
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gases, a combustible and a supporter, are mixed in the
requisite proportion, they form an explosive mixture,
needing only the kindling temperature to unite them.
Chemical combination is always accompanied by dis-

engagement of heat. Chemical dissociation is always
accompanied by absorption of heat. The disengagement
or the absorption, is not always evident to the senses.
Combustion is the chemical combination of two or more

substances with the self-evident disengagement of great
heat, and usually of light.

The temperature of ignition varies greatly with differ-
ent substances. PH3 burns spontaneously 'at the usual
emperatures of the air. P takes fire at 60°, but even at
10 It oxidizes with rapidity enough to produce phospho-
rescence. The vapor of CS. may be set on fire by a glass
rod heated to 150°, but a red-hot iron will not ignite illu-
nunating gas.

Spontaneous combustion often takes place in woolen or
cotton rags which have been saturated with oil. The oil
rapidly absorbs O, and sets fire to the cloth. Tiiis is
thought to be the origin of some very destructive fires
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CHLORINE.

150. Preparation.

Experiment 87.— Tut into a t.t. uR of fine granular MnOj and

lO"^": IICl. Api>ly lieat carefully, and collect the gas by downward

displacement in a receiver loosely

covered with paper (Fig. IJO). Add
more IICI if needed. Have a good

draft of air, and do not inhale

the gas. If you have accidentally

breathed it, inhale alcohol vapor

from a handkerchief; alcohol has

great allinity for CI. Note the

color of the gas, and compare its

weight with that of air.

MnO,+ l IICl = MnClj + 2 II,0

+ 2 CI. How much CI can be sepa-

rated with uK MnO.,?

If preferred, a flask may be used for a generator instead of a t.t.

CI can be obtained directly from NaCl by adding

HjSO, (which produces HCl) and MnOj. 2 NaCl +

2 H,SO« + MnO, = MnSO, + Na,SO, + 2 11,0 + 2 CI.

Try the experiment, using a t.t. and adding water.

IBI. CI from Bleacliing-Powder.

Experiment 88.— Put a few grams of bleaching-

powder into a snrall beaker, and set this into a larger

one. Cover the latter with pasteboard or paper, through

which passes a thistle-tube reaching into the small

beaker (Fig. 40). Pour through the tube a little

H,SO^ diluted with its volume of IIjO.

Fig. 3<).

Fig. 40.

152. Chlorine Water.— A solution of CI in water is

often useful, and may be made as follows :
—
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Experiment 89. _ To 3 or 4 crystals of KCIO, add a few drops of

1 TT n ,
'^

l""i
"^'' •'""^ '"''"" *'" S''^'* I'egins to disengage, po.ir in

10'= IIA wlucli dissolves tlie gas. 2 KCIO, + 4 HCl = 2 KCl 4- CI ()
+ 2 11/) + 2 CI.

^ity^l,^^^

ir*ii. Bloncliin^ I*ropcrties.

Experiment 90.— Put into a receiver of CI, preferably before
generating it, two pieces of 'I'nrkey red cloth, one wet, the other dry
a small piece of printed paper and a written one; also a red rose
or a green leaf, each wet. Xote from whicli the color is discharged
If It IS not discharged from all, put a little Up into the receiver
sliake it well, and state what ones are bleached.

'

Ilxperiment 91. -(1) Add Hoo of CI water to f,- of indigo solu-
tion (2) Treat in the same way 5- K^Cr/), (potassium dichromate)
.solution, and record the results.

Indigo, writing-ink, and Turkey red or madder, are
vegetable pigments; printer's ink contains C, and K,CrA
is a mineral pigment. State what coloring matters CI will
bleacli.

154. Disinfectinpr Power.

Experiment 92._ Pass a little II,S gas from a generator (page 120)
into a t.t. containing CI water. Look for a deposit of S. Notice that
the odor of H;iS disappears. H,S + 201= 2 IICI + S.

155. A Supporter of Combustion.

Experiment 93.— Sprinkle into a receiver of CI a very little fine
powder or filings of Cu, As, or Sb, and notice the combustion. Ob-
serve that here is a case of combustion in wliich O does not take
part. Chlorides of the metals are of course formed. Write the re-
actions. See whetlier CI will support the combustion of paper or
of a stick of wood.

Experiment 94.- Warm 2 or .3™ „£ oil of turpentine (C,„H,e) in
an evaporating-dish; dip a piece of tissue paper into it, and very
quickly thrust this into a receiver of 01. It should take fire and
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deposit carbon. C,oH,g+ 16 CI = ? Test the moisture on the sides of
the receiver with litmus. Clean the receiver with a little petroleum.

Ezpsriment 95.— Prepare a H generator with a lamp-tube bent
as in Figure 41. Light tlie H, observing the cautions in Experiment

23, and when well burning, lower the flame

into a receiver of CI. Observe the change of

color which the flajne undergoes as it comes
in contact with CI. Give the reaction for the

burning. Test with litmus any moisture on
the sides of the receiver. A mixture of CI
and II, in direct sunlight combines with ex-

plosive ^violence ; whereas in diffused suiiliglit

it combines slowly, and in darkness it does
not combine. From these experiments state

the chief properties of CI, and what combus-
tion it will support.

Fig. 41. j^g Sources and Uses. — The
great source of CI is NaCl, though it is often made from
HCl. Its chief use is in making bleaching-powder, one
pound of which will bleach 300 to 500 pounds of cloth.

CI is very easily liberated from this powder by a dilute

acid, or, slowly, by taking moisture from the air. Hence
its use as a disinfectant in destroying noxious gases
and the germs of infectious diseases. CI attacks organic
matter and germs as it does the membrane of the throat

or lungs, owing to its affinity for H.
CI is the best bleaching ngent for cotton goods. It is

not suitable for animal materials, such as silk and wool, as

it attacks their fiber. It does not discharge either mineral
or carbon colors. The chemistry of bleaching is obscure.

As djy material will not bleach, CI seems to unite with H
in H2O and to set O free. The O then unites with some
portion of the coloring matter, oxidizing it, and breaking
up its molecule. Colors bleached by CI cannot be restored.
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Exa.niue I.ron.iiR., i-otassium bromide, sodiun, bromide, maot.P.
Slum bromide. "

I.'*!. Prc'i»arati<ni.

Experiment 96 - I.,dvori.e 2 .,r :). KMr, and mix ih with about
he same bull< of MuO, Alter puttin, this into a t.t., add a.s u.uchpO, nnxthem ton-ether by .shaking;-, attach a d.t., and conduct

tl.e end of it into a t.t. ti,at is i, rsed in a l,ottle of cohl water.
Mowly heat the contents of the t.t, and notice the color of the escan-
ing vapor, an.l any li.inid tiiat con<len,ses in the r.'ceiver. Avoid in-
hahng the fnines, or {>etting them into the eyes.
MnO + 2 KBr + 2 II,S(), = ? Compare tJiis with the equation for

making CI from NaCl.
^'^•

158. Tests.
y-j A;

Experiment 97. _ Try the bleaching action of Hr vapor as in the
case of CI. IMeach a piece of litnms paper, and try to restore the
color with MI.OII. Explain its bleaching and disinfecting action.
1 ry the combustibility of As, Sb, and Cu.

tm. Description.— IJiomine lit usual temperatures is
a iKimd element; it is the only eommon cme except Hg; it
quickly evaporates on exposure to air. The chemistry of
Its manufacture is like that of CI; its bleaching and dis-
infecting powers are similar to the latter, though they are
not quite so strong as those of CI. Its affinity for H
and for metals is also strongly marked. A drop of Br on
the skin produces a sore slow to heal.
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Bromine salts are mainly KI3r, NaBr, MgBra. These in

small quantities accompany NaCI, and are most com-
mon in brine springs. The world's supply of Br comes
chiefly from West Virginia and Ohio, over 300,000 pounds
being produced from the salt (NaCl) wells there in 1884.
The water taken from these wells is nearly evaporated, after

which NaCl crystallizes out, leaving a thick liquid— bit-

tern, or mother liquor— which contains the salts of Br.
The bittern is treated with H2SO4 and MnOa, as above.
For transportation in large quantities, Br has to be made

into the salts NaBr and KBr, on account of the danger
attending leakage or breakage of the recejitacles iov Br.

160. U.ses.— Its cliiof uses are in photography (page
167), medicine, as KBr, and analytical chemistry.
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KWINE.

Examine iodine, potassiuni i(Hli(l(!.

101. Preparation ot" I.

Experiment 98. _ I>ut into a t.t. L> ,„• .jk of powdero.l KI mixed-tl. annual bulk of Mn(,„ add ir,S(). eMo„,i! ,o cov. J ,/
"

eogetLer, complete ti.o apparatus as f,..- n.aking J'.., and l.eat. Xo ieho color ot He .,,,0, ,„, ,„, ,,,,,,i,„^„,._ ,j,,,,,
^--

l.e .sohdifieatum ot a vapor is .ailed a .nU.na,. Tl.e process is .1
U^n,,Uon. Observe any crystals formed. U'rite the reaction, and co n-pa e tl,e process .uth that for n.aking I,, and CI. Con.pare the vZ
'tensity of ^vith that of l>.r and of CI. With that of air Whatv po

^j-

102. Tests.

- nr
^h

Bxperiment 99. - (1) ,...t a crystal of T i„ the palm of the hand.md watch It for a mnu.te. (J) I>,a -j or ;! crvstals into a 1 1 andwanni, meanwhile holdin, a stirrin,-rod half-^'d^ '^\^.
Notice le vapor also a sul.lin.ate on the sides of the t.t. and rod.
(.5) Add to 2 or ;j crystals in a t.t. 5- of alcohol, CJI.OII • warm" tan see whether a solnticni is forn.ed. If so, add l.^ uh L^^^^
x:oiniae^i^:ho;7

"" ' " "" ''
'' -'^''^ - "^^>'-

1«3. Stareh Solution and Iodine Te.st.

Experiment 100. - Pulverise a gran, or two of starch, pnt it inton evaporatmg-dish, add 1 or r> drops of water, and mix ; t , n heat toe boihng-pcn,, KKc „^o in a t.t., and pour it over the starch str"
I ing it meanwhde. '

(1) Dip into this starch paste a piece of paper, hold it in the vaporof r, and look for a change of color. (2) Pour a drop of the starch
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paste into a clean t.t., and add a drop or two of tlio solution of I in
alcoiiol. Add -)<="= II,{), noto tiic color, tiicn hoil, and finally cool. (;])

The presonco of starch in a potato or apple can ho shown hy putting
a drop of 1 solution in alcohol on a slice of cither, and ohserving the
color, (t) Try to dissolve a few ci'ystals of I in a'''^ II„() hy hoilinj,'.

If it does not disappear, see whetlu'r any has dissolved, hy touching'
a drop of the water to starch paste. 'I'his should show that I is

sliglitly solul)lo in water.

KJ4. Io<lc>-Starc'li Paper.

Experiment 101.— Add to some starch i)asto that contains no I

o« of a solution of Ki, and stir the mixture. Why is it not colored
hlucV Dip into this several strips of paper, dry them, and save for use.
This paper is called iodo-sldrrh jxiprr, and is used as a test for ozone,
cldorine, etc. ISriiig a piece of it in contact with the vapor of cldorine,
bromine, or ozone, and notice the blue color.

Experiment 102. — Add a few drops of chlorin(> water (se(( page
98) to 2" of the starch and KI solution in Id"' II^O. This should
show the same effect as the previous experiment.

165. Explanntioii. — Only free I, not compounds of it,

will color starch blue. It must first be set free from KI.
Ozone, chlorine, etc., have a strong aflluity for K, and
when brought in contact with KI they unite with K and
set free I, which then acts on the starcli present. Com-
plete the equation : KI f CI -= ?

160. Occurrence. — The ultimate source of I is sea
water, of which it constitutes far too small a i)ercentage
to be separated artificially. Sea-weeds, or alg;c, especially
those growing in the deep sea, absorb its salts— Nal, KI,
etc.— from the water. It thus forms a part of the plant,

and from this much of the I of commerce is obtained. Algic
are collected in the spring, on the coasts of Ireland, Scot-
land, and Normandy, where rough weather throws them
up. They are dried, and finally burned or distilled ; the
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f.sl)es are leached to dissolve I salts; the water is nearly
evaporated, and the residne is treated with HoSO^ an<l
MnO^, as in the case of lir and CI. I also occurs" in Chili
as Nal and NalO^, mixed with NaNO,. This is an ininor^
tant source of the I sujiply.

107. Uses. — I is much used in medicine, and was for-
merly employed in taking daguerreotypes and photographs.
Its solution in alcohol or in ether is known as tincture of
iodine.

108. Flaorine.-F, CI, Rr, T, nro called halogens or haloids, an.l
I'xist in eon.pouM.ls- salts - in .ea water. F is the most active of all ele-
ments, combining with eve.y el..,nent except (). Until recently it has never
Leon isolated, for as soon as set free from one compound it attacks the near-
est substance, and seems to be as much averse to combining with itself or
to existing in the elementary state, as to uniting with O. It is supposed to
.e a gas, and, as is claimed, has lately been isolate.l bv electrolysis fromU¥ in a J't r-tube. Fluorite (CaK,) and cryolite (Al,!-; ,- NaF) are

.ts two principal mineral sources. The enamel of the teetli contains F in
composition.
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77/ A' IIAlJ)ai:NS.

KM). Halosreiis CoiiipjinMl.— The elements F, CI, Br,
I, form a niitunil group. 'J'heir properties, as well as those
of their componiifLs, vary in a step-by-step way» as seen
below. F is sometimes an exception. They :ire best re-

membered by comparing them with one another. Notice:
1. Similarity of name-ending. Each name ends in ine.

2. Similarity of origin. Salt water is the ultimate
source of all, except F.

3. Similarity of valence. Each is usually a r>onad.
4. Similarity of preparation. CI, Hr, I, are obtained

from their salts by means of Mn(X and ILSO4.
5. Variation in occurrence. CI occurs in sea-salt, Br

in sea-water, I in sea-weed.

6. Variation in color; F being colorless, CI green, Br
red, I violet.

7. Gradation in sp. gr. ; F 19, CI 35.5, Br 80, I 127.
8. Gradation in state, corresponding to sp. gr. ; F being

a light gas, CI a heavy gas, Br a liquid, I a solid.

9. Corresponding gradation in their usual chemical ac-

tivity ; F being most active, then CI, Br, and I.

10. Corresponding gradation in the strength of the II

acids; the strongest being IIF, the next, IICl, etc.

11. Corresponding gradation in the explosibility of their

N compounds ; the strongest NCI3, the next, NBrg, etc.

12. Corresponding gradation in the number of H and
O acids ; CI 4, Br 3, I 2.
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1 70. ('oiniMnnHls. - 'Ihc following are some of the oxides, aci.is.
ami suits ol tliu lialoKeiis. Siuim tliein.

pm! ^'^ly^^l
- '"'"*• '^'''^' -^""^ "'^' ''>l'"'-'''""tc.8. as Ca(Cl()),.

ilp,(+llfl = '>2llCU),. Ti,c salts are chlorites, as KCIO,.

II('1(>,. 'I"Iu' Baits arc cliloratcH, as K(^iO.,.
IICIO^. The salts are perclilonites, as KCIO^.

V», (+ii,o^)

IlHrd. 'I'he salts arc 1

The salts arc waiiliiif,'.

IIBrO,. The salts arc .'

nHr(»^. Tlie salts are ?

Tlic salts arc wantiin;.

'i'l'c salts arc wanting.
-'IIIO,. The salts arc ?

IIIO^. The salts are ?

KHrO.

IvBrOj

KBrO.,

KIO,,.

KI()«.

F forms no oxides, and no aei.ls except IIF. IIF, IICI IlUr III are
striking illustrations of acids with no ( ). IICK », is a very strong ,,'xi.li'zing
agent. A dro,, of U will set paper ..„ fire, or with powdered charcoal ex-
plode violently. This is owing to the ease with which it gives up (). Noticewhy Its molecule is broken up more readily than IICIO,. Tlie higher the
molecular tower, or the nmre atoms it contains, the greater its liability to
iMlI Some organic compounds contain hundreds of atoms, an.l hence arecnsdy broken down, or. as we say, are unstable. Inorganic compounds are
MS a rule, much more stable than organic ones. It is not always true, bow!
ever, that the compound with the least number of atoms is the most stable
SO, 18 more stable than bU„ but 11,S0, is less so than H,SO,.



CIIAPTKK XXXIV.

VAJ'Oll DENSITY AM) MOLECULAR WEIUHT.

Kxaiulno a liter iiieasuns in tlio funu ol' a nil..., -cubic decimeter,— and a cubic centimeter.

171. Gaseous Weights ami Voliiines. — A liter of IF

"* ^° ''^'"^ '^^^^
\ ^veiglis i.carly O.U<J«. This weiirht is called'

u cntli. Find the weiglit of II in the following, in criths
and 111 grams : 1;V, 0.07', 50.3', 0.085', 0.0'.

It lias been estimated that there are (lO)^* iii„leeules ofH in a liter. Does the number vary for different gases'^
The weight of a molecule of II in jnirts of a erith is

^r, in parts of a gram^,. If the H molecule is com-
posed of 2 atoms, what is the weight of its atom in frac-
tions of a crith? What in fractions of a gram? The
weight of the II atom is a microcrith. What part of a
crith is a microcrith?

172. Vapor Density.— Vapor density, or specific grav-
ity referred to H as the standard (Physics, page 59), is
the ratio of the weight of a given volume of a gas or vapor
to the weight of the same volume of H. A liter of steam
weighs nine times as much as a liter of H. Its vapor den-
sity is therefore nine. For convenience, a definite volume
of H is usually taken as the standard, viz., the H atom. The
volume of the H atom and that of the half-molecule of
H2O, or of any gas are identical, each being represented
by one square, D- If, then, the standard of vapor density
is the H atom, half the molecular weight of a gas must be
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its vapor .IcM.sitj, since it is evident that we tl.ns euinpare
the we.jrhts .,f e.inal vohnnes. The Vii,„.r density „f II„()
steam, is tound fi„ni fho symbol as follows: (^2 f 10) • '>

9. To obtain the vapor density of any eon.pound fron"
I.o forn.ula, we have only to divi.le its moleeular weight

I'.v two. iMnd the vapor density of IICI, N.O NO
^•.;|y>..^<'l,n>.IIF,SO.. Kxph -n eaeh el ' '

Ihc half-molecule, instead of the whole, is taken, be-
cause our standard is the hydrogen atom Q, the smallest
portion of matter, by weight, known t.. science.
How many eriths in a liter of IICI ? 11,,^ n.any grams?

••n.pute the number of eriths an.l of gnuus in one liter of
tlie compounds whose symbols appear above.

I'UOIJLli.MS.

(1) A certain volun.o of 11 weighs 0.:5(J« at, stan.Iard (...nporature-yrossun.. How n.any liters does it contain V If one lite/ e'
«-<)l)B, to weig], 0.3G« it will take 0.30^ 0.09 = 4 liters

..,,,??
""'', '"'"^ /''"'' "' "''"'•"• "^ " '" (i;i«v "-.Z^? 1«V 5n_.j(jB .' r.xiijam each.

(:i) Supi^so the gas to l.e twice as heavy as II how n.anv liters in

Mil ic (..,0 ^0.18 = 2. ^Ynswer the question for C;}«. l'.Ts, etc.
•0 ow n.any hters of CI in each of the above nun.bers of gran.s?

eve!?cl!r^
'''"'^ ^' "'"^ "^^MsteanOV CO.. Kxplaiu fully

Vapor density is very easily determined from the for-
>"u a by the method given above. But in practice the for-
"ui a ,s obtained from the vapor density, and lience the
inetliod there given lias to be reversed.

173. Vapor Density of Oxygen._ Suppose we were
to obtain the vapor density of O. We should carefully
seal and weigh a given volume, say a liter, at a noted
temperature and barometric pressure, which are reduced
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to 0° aiul 760""", and compare it witli the weiglit of the same
volume of II. This lias been done repeatedly, and O has
been found to weigh IG times as much as II, volume for
volume, or, more exactly, 1.5.90 |-. Now a liter of each gas
has the same number of molecules, therefore tlie O mole-
cule weighs 10 times tlie II molecule. Tiie half-molecule
of each has the same proportion, and the vapor density of
O is 16. Atomic weiglit is obtained in a very different way.

Compute its vapor

ritOHLEMS.

(1) A liter of CI is found to weigh ;].19;j!!.

density, and explain fully. '

^
(2) A liter of Ilg vapor, under standard conditions, weighs 9b.

Find its va^ior density, and explain.

The vapor density of only a few elements lias been satisfactorily deter-
mined. See page 12. Some cannot be vaijorized ; otiiers can be, but only
under conaition.s which prevent weigiiing tiiein. The vapor density of
very many compounds also is unknown.

(a) A liter of CO. weighs 1.98b. Find tlie vapor density, and from
that the molecular weight, remembering that the latter is twice the for-
mer. See whether it corresponds to that obtained from the formula, CO^;.
This is, in fact, the way a formula is ascertained, if the atomic weights
of its elements are known.

(4) A liter of a compound gas weighs 2.88b. Analysis shows that
its weight is half S and half O. As the atomic weight'of S is 32, and
that of O is 16, wliat is the symbol for the gas?

Solution. Its molecular weight is 0-1, i.e. (2.88-^-0.09) x 2, of which
32 is S and 32 O. The atomic weight of S is 32, lience there is one
atom of S, while of O there are two atoms. The formula is SO^.

(5) A liter of a compound gas, which is found to contain f C and
f O by weight, weighs 1.2Gb. Wliat is its formula? Atomic weights
are taken from page 12. Trove your answer.

(6) A liter of a compound of N and O weighs 1.988. The X is ,\
and che O j\. Wh.at is the gas?

(7) A compound of N and H gas weighs 0.705b to the liter. The
N is ^ of the whole, the H ^V- What gas is it ?
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ATOMIC WEIGHT.

weight of u compound, as well n. of most elements, is ob-tained from the vapor density by doubling the latter. Itremains to explain how atomic weights are obtained. Theterm IS rather misleading. The atomic weight of an ele-ment IS Its least combining weight, the smallest portion that
enters into chemical union, which is, of course, the weicrht
or an atom. *=

/.nd the ato„„c we.gl.t of oxygen. We must find the
smallest pioport.on by weight in which it oconis i„ any
con,,,„„n,

. This can only be .lone by analyzing all theomponnds of O that can be vaporized. As LsLtive of
these oomiioinids take the six f<,llowing: _

Nnmes.

Ciirbon monoxide
Carbon dioxide .

Hydrogen monoxide
Nitrogen monoxide ,

Nitrogen trioxide

Nitrogen pentoxide .

V.d.

14

22

9

22

.38

54

Mol. «-t.

28

44

18

44

7(!

108

Wt. of O

10

32

10

10

48

80

Wt. of other
Klc>m.'

12

12

2

28

28

28

Symbol.

?

?

17G. Molecular Symbols.- From the vapor density ofthe gases-column 2- we obtain their molecular weight-
column 3. To find the proportion of O, it must be sfpara-
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I

i

I

ted by chemical means from its compounds and separately

weighed. These relative weights are given in column 4.

Now the smallest weight of O which unites in any case is its

atomic weight. If any compound of O should in future be
found in which its combining weiglit is 8 or 4, that would
be called its atomic weight. By dividing the numbers in

column 4, wt. of O, by 16, the atomic weight of O, we ob-

tain the number of O atoms in the molecule. Subtracting
the weights of O from the molecular weights, we have the
parts of the other elements, column 5, and dividing these

by the atomic weight of the respective elements, we have
the number of atoms of those elements ; these last, com-
bined with the number of O atoms, give the symbol. In
this way complete the last column.

Show how to get tlie atomic weight of CI from these compounds,
arranging them in tilmlar form, and completing as above: HCl, KCI,
NaCl, ZnClj, MgCl^ ; tlie atomic weight of N in tliese : NjO, NO, NH3.

177. Molecular and Atomic VoliiFnes.— We thus see

that vapor density and atomic weight are obtained in two
quite different ways. In the case of elements the two are
usually identical, i.e. with the few whose vapor density is

known; but this is not always true, and it leads to inter-

esting conclusions regarding atomic volume. In O both
vapor density and atomic weight are 16. This gives 2
atoms of O to the molecule, i.e. the molecular weight ^

the atomic weight. Tlie size of an O atom is therefore

half the gaseous molecule, and is represented by one square,

D. S has a vapor density and an atomic weight of 32 each.

Compute the number of atoms in the molecule. Compute
for I. in which the two are identical, 127. P has an atomic
weight of 31, while its vapor density is 62. Its molecule
must consist of 4 atoms, each half the size of the H atom,
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D The vapor density of As is 150, the atomic weight
75. Compute the number of atoms in its molecule andrepresent th^r relative size. Hg has an atomicl"
200 a vapor density of 100. Compute as before, an! com

atomic weight of 16, a vapor density 24. Compute.



CHAPTER XXXVI

DIFFUSION AND CONDENSATION OF GASES.

i

178. Diffusion of Gases.— Oxygen is 16 times as heavy

as H. If tlie two gases were mixed, without comluiiiug,

in a confined space, it niiglit be supposed that O would
settle to the bottom and II rise to the top. This would, in

fact, take place at first, but only for an instant, for all gases

tend to diffuse or become intimately mixed. The lighter

the gas the more quickly it diffuses.

179. Law of nitfiision of Gasos. — The diffusibility of

gases varies inverseb/ as the square roots of their vapor densi-

ties. Compare the diffusibility of H with that of O.

dif . II • dif . () : : VlO" : ^/l, or dif . H .• dif. O : : 4 : 1.

That is to say, if H and O be set free from separate re-

ceivers in a room, the H will become intermingled with the

atmosphere four times as quickly as the O. Compare the

diffusibility of O and N ; of CI and H. Take the atomic

weights of these, since they are the same as the vapor

densities. In case of a compound gas, half the molecular

weight must be taken for the vapor density; e.g.

dif. N,0 : dif. O : : Vm : V^.

180. Cause, — Diffusion is due to molecular motion; the liglitcr

tlie gas the more rapid the vibration of its molecules. Compare the diffu

sibility of CO^j and that of CI ; of HCI and SO,, : of IIF and I.
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181. IJ<iueUu'ti«„ and Solitliflcation «f Gases - Wi
te. bods at 100°, undo, .ta.ula.l p.es.n-e, tho:;h eZZrating at all ten.peratures; it vaporizes at a lower point ifthe pressure be less, as on a mountain, and at a hi^^her
empenjture if the pressure be greater, as at pointsbelow the sea level. Aleohol boils at 78°, standard pres-

sure, and every liquid has a point of temperature and
pressure above winch it n.ust pass into the gaseous state,
l.dcewise every gas lias a crifical temperature above whieh
It cannot be liquefied at any pressure.

lliisccuiditi.m was not recognized formerly, and before
H7., (), H A, CII„ CO, NO, etc., had not been liquefied,

though put under a pressure of more than 2,000 atmos-

!',?!". -"'7,7^'-« «^^H^^^l permanent gases. In 1877
( aiUetet and Pictet liquefied and solidified these and
..tilers. Ihe owest temperature, about -225°, was pro-duced by suddenl^' ,e]easing the pressure from solid N to
4 ,

winch caused it rapidly to evaporate. Evaporation,
."specially under diminished pressure, always lowers the
temi)erature by withdrawing heat.

l^iese low degrees are indicated by a II thermometer,
..1 if too „w for that, by a -thermo-electric couple" of
copper and German silver.

The pupil can easily liquefy SO, by passing it through a U-tube which

A few results obtained under a pressure of one atmosphere are : -

J;>^^difyiny PouUs
: a-102- IICI-II6O; Ether-1290; Alcohol-
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SULPHUR.

Examine brimstone, flowers of sulphur, pyrite, chalcopyrite, spha-
lerite, galenite, gypsum, barite.

182. Separation.

Experiment 103.— To a solution of 2s of sodium sulphide, Na,S ,.

in 10™ 11,0 add 3 or 4« IICl, and look for a ppt. Filter, and examine
the residue. It is lac sulphui, or milk of sulphur.

brimstone.

183. IJrystals from Fusion.

Experiment 104.— In a beaker of 25 or 50" capacity put 208

Place this over a flame with asbestus paper interposed,

and melt it slowly. Note the color of the liquid,

then let it cool, watching for crystals. When part-

ly solidified pour the liquid portion into an evapo-

rating-dish of water, and observe the crystals of S
forming in the beaker (Fig. 42). The hard mass
may be separated from the glass by a little HNOj

Fig. 42. ^"d ''^' tl"" knife-blade, or by CS^.

184. Alloti-opy.

Experiment 105.— Place in a t.t. 15k of brimstone, then heat
slowly till it melts. Notice the thin amber-colored liquid. The tem-
perature is now a little above 1 00°. As the heat increases, notice that it

grows darker till it becomes black and so viscid that it cannot be poured
out. It is now above 200°. Still heat, and observe that it changes to

a slightly lighter color, and is again a thin liquid. At this time it is

above 300^. Now pour a little into an evaporating dish containing
water. Examine this, noticing that it can be stretched like rubber.

Leave it in the water till it becomes hard. Continue heating the
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brunstone m tho t.t. till it boils at about 4.^0° and note the color ofho escaping vapor. Just above this point it takes fire. Cool the 1

1

holding It :„ the bght nieantinie, and look for a subliniate of S on the

185. Solution.

Experiment 106. - Place in an ovaporating-dish a gram of pow-d red brnnstone, and add .> CS„ carbon disnlphide. Stir and slevvl.eU.erS. disso^e.L Put this in a .Iraft of aiJ, and note C^va^.at,<
,

of the ..pud CS, an,l the .loposit of S c.-vstals. These crvstakare different i.i for.n f.-o.n those resulting from cooling frl fuX

veil Ilustrute allotr<,,,y. We found S to crystallize inwo different ways. Substances can crystallize in seven
different systems, and usually a given substance is foundm one of tbese systems only; ..^. galena is invariably
cubical. An element having two such forms is said tobe dimorphous. If it crystallizes in three systems, it istnmorphous A crystal has a definite arrangement of its
molecules. f without crystalline form, a substance is
called amorphous. An illustration of amorphism was S after
1

Imd been poured into water. Thus S has at least three
allotropic forms, and the gradations between these probably
rep-esant others. Allotropy seen.s to be due to varied
molecular structure. We know but little of the molecular
condition of souls and liquids, since we have no law toguide us hke iWogadro's in gases; but, from the density
of S vapor at different temperatures, we infer that liquidsand solids have their molecules very differently made upfrom those of gases. The least combining weight of S is
3-. Its vapor density at 1,000° is 32; hence its molecular
wejght IS b4, le. vapor density X 2; and tliere are 2 atoms
in Its molecule at that temperature, molecular weighs -.

atom-c weight. At 500», however, the vapor density is 96

M*
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and the molecular weight 192. At this degree the molecule
must contain G atoms. How many it has in tlie allotropic
forms, as a solid, is beyond our knowledge ; Init it seems
quite likely that allotropy is due to some change of
molecular structure.

The above fXiKiiments show two modi's of obtaining co'stals, by fusion
and by solution.

187. Occurrence ami Purificatioii. ~ Sulphur occurs
both free and combined, and is a very common element.
It is found free in all volcanic regions, but Sicily furnishes
most of it. Great quantities are thrown up from the inte-
rior of the earth during an eruption. The heat of volcanic
action probal)ly separates it from its compound, which may
be CaS©4. Vast quantities of the poisonous SO, gas are also
liberated during an eruption, this being, in volume of gases

evolved, next to H.O.
S is crudely separated

from its earthy impuri-

ties in Sicily by piUng
it into hea[)s, covering

to prevent access of

air, and igniting, when
some of the S burns,

and the rest melts and
is collected. After re-

nioval from the island

it is further purified

by distilling in retorts
connected with large chambers where it sublimes on the
sides as flowers of sulphur (Fig. 43). This is melted and
run into molds, forming roll brimstone. S also occurs as a
constituent of animal and vegetable compounds, as in mus-

Fig. 43.
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)

tard, l.air, eggs, etc. The tarnishing of silver spoons by
eggs IS due to the formation of silver sulphide, Acr,.S
Ihe yellow color of eggs, however, is due to oils, not to"s.

TlK. main impounds of S arc sulphides an.l s..l,.l,utc.s. What acids do
ti.cy rc-siH.ctivdy .vprc.s.nt I MvUMUc .suipl.ldcs arc as co.nn.,.n as oxi.lcs •

r.:,. iH.S,, or pyritc, PbS, or jfalcnitc, ZnS, or spl.aicritc, CuKcS,, or chal-
.o,.vntc, etc Tiu. n.ost abundant sulpl.atc is CaSO,, or jrvpsun.: BaSO.,
..r banto, and \a,S( »„ or Glauber's salt, arc others.

The .)nly one of these eon.iK.unds that is utilize.l for its S is FcS In
I'-...-ope tins furnishes a srcat -leal of the S for II„S(),. S is obtained by
roastnif.' FcS,. ;] FcS, = Fe,,S, + 2 S.

188. rsos.— The greatest use of S is in the manufac-
ture of II,S(),. A groat deal is used in making gunpoAvder,
matches, vulcanized rul.l.er, and the artificial sulphides,
hke IlgS, ILS, CS„ etc. The last is a verv volatile, ill-
smellmg liquid, made by the combination of two solids,
S beuig i)as.sed over red-hot charcoal. It dissolves S, P,
rubber, gums, and many other substances insoluble in HA

18». .S,,Ji,iun. iMoxUio, S(\„ bas been made in many
experim.'iits. It is a bleaching agent, a disinfectant, and
a very active compound, having great afTinity for water,
but It will not support combustion. Like most disinfec-
tants, It IS very injurious to the system. It is used to
bleach silk and Avool— animal substances— and straw
goods, which CI would injure; but the color can be re-
stored, as the coloring molecule seems not to be broken
up, but to combine with SO,, which is again separated by
reagents. Goods bleached with SO, often turn yellow
after a time.

1»0. SOo u Uleiicher.

E^cperiment 107. -Test its bleaching power by burning S under
a receiver under which a wet rose or a green leaf is also placed.

f

[
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// YDItOGKX SULPHIDE.

Examine ferrouH sulphide, natural and artiiicial.

lOi. I'roparatifMi.

ISxperiment 108. _ l'„t' a gran, of fnrrous sulphide (FeS) into a
t.t. fitted witli ;i d.)., i,s in Figure :)2. Add lo™ n,,, ,„|,| -....

jj^f^^)
II,S is formed. Write the equation, omitting 1I,0.' Wliat is left in
sohition ?

l»2. Tests. '

Experiment 109.- (1) Take the odor of the escaping gas ('>)
Pour nitoa t.t. f,™ solution AgNO,, and place tlie end of the d.t. fron,
a I1,S generator into the solution and note the col- • of the ppt What

''•51'M?'!;!.'^^''''^'
*''" "^"''^^>»"- (•') J'^xperin.'^nt in the san.e «av

wi h Ib(NO,), solution. Write the equation. (4) ].et so.ne II„S
buhble n.to a t.t. of clean water. To see ^vhether II,S is soluble in
H,0, put a .ew drops of the water on a silver coin. Ag.S is foi .ned
Describe, and write the equation. Do the sau.e Mith a "copper coin.
(i>) 1 ut a drop of lead acetate solution, PbCCIIjO,),, on a piece t-f
unglazed paper, and hold this before the d.t. from which 11,8 is escaiv

!"^' /IfJ'
^°""'"^' ^^'"*^'' ^^'^ equation. This is the characteristic

test of II^S.

103. Combustion of H^S.

Experiment 110. _ Attach a philosopher's lamp tube to the H,S
generator, and, observing the same precautions as with H, light the
gas. What two products must be formed? State the reaction. The •

color of the flame. Compute the molecular weight and the vapor
density of HjS. ^

,* :,
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194. Uses. — Hydrogen sulpliide or siilpl.nretttMl hy-
drogen, II,S, is employed cliielly as a reagent in the clioni-
ical liihonitory. It forms sniphides witli munv of the
metals, as shown in the last exi)eiiment. 'riiese" ai'e pre-
cipitated from solution, and may he sei)arated from oilier
metiJs whioli are not so precipitated, as was I'onnd in the
case of HCl and NII,()I1. The suhjoined experin.ent will
dlustrate this. Suppose we wished to separate IM) from
Ba, liaving salts of the two mixed together, as Ph(N() ^
andBa(NO,> '

1J)5. H,H an Aiialyzor of I^Fotals.

Experiment 111. _ Pass some ILS gas into 5" solutioi. I',a(X(),,),.
No ppt. IS formed. J),, tho samu witli IM.(\().,), soluti.m. A nnt
appears. Now mix r,- ^i eaei. of lliose solutions in a t.t., au.l pass
the gas from a II^S generator into tlie ILpiid. .Vhat is precipitated, and
what ,s unchanged? When fnlly saturated with the gas, as indicated
l.y the smell, filter. Which metal is on the filter and which is in
the filtrate? Otlier reagents, as Xa^CO, solution, would precipitate
the latter.

^

106. Occurrence and Properties. — ILS is an ill-smell-
ing, poisonous gas, formed in sewers, rotten eggs, and other
decaying albuminous nuitter. It is formed in tlie earth,
probably from the action of water on sulphides, and issues
with water from sulphur springs.

A characteristic property is the formation of metallic sulphides, as
above. A skipper one night anchoreil liis newly painted vessel near the
Boston gas-house, where the refuse was deposited, with its escaping U,H.
In the morning, to his consternation, the craft was found to be black
H,S liad come in contact with the lead in the white paint, forming black
1 bS. Tins gradually oxidized after reaching the open sea, and the white
color reappeared.
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PllOSP/IOltlJS.

Note. — I'liosphorus should l)e kept in water, and handled with
forceps, never with tlio fingers, except under water, as it is liable to
burn tiie flesh and produce ulceniting' sores. Pieces not larger than
lialf a pea should be used, and every bit slionld finally be burned.

197. Huliitioii aiul Conibustioii.

Experiment 112. - Put 1 or -J pieces of V into an evaporating-
dish, and pour over tlieni o or 10™ CS_,— carbon disniphide. This
will be enough for a class. When dissolved, dip pieces of ungla/.ed
paper into it, and hold these in the air, looking for any combustion
as they dry. The I> is finely divided in solution, which accoiuits for
its more ready combustion tlien. Xotice that the paper is not de-
stroyed. Tins is an example of so-called " spontaneous cofnbustion."
The burning-point of P, the combustible, in air, the supporter, is

about G()o.

108. ConibiiHtion iiiulor Wator.
Experiment 113. — P„t a piece of i' in a t.t. which rests in a

receiver, add a few crystals KCIO, and T)"' li.O. Now p(,ur in through
a thistle-tube 1<^<= or more of FI.SO,. Look for anv tlame. II.SO,
acts very strongly on KCIO,. Vviiat is set free? 'From this fact
explain the combustion in waii'r.

199. Occurrence. — P is very widely disseminated, but
not abundant, and is found only in compounds, the chief
of which is calcium phosphate C;),(P04)2. It occurs in
granite and other racks, as the mineral apatite, in soils, in
plants, particularly in seeds an.d grsvins, and in the bones,
brains, etc., of vertebrates. From the human system it is

excreted by the kidneys as microcosraic salt, HNaNHiPO^;
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and when the hraiii is liard-worked, more than usual is

oxcreted. Ilonce brain-workers have been said to "burn
[)hosph()rus."

200. Souroos. — I{ocks are the ultimate source of this

element. These, by the aetion of heat, rain, and frost,

are disintegrated and go to make soils. The rootlets of
plants are sent through the .soil, and, among other things,
soluble phosphates in the earth are absorbed, circulated
by the sap, and selected by the various tissues. Animals
feed on plants, and the phosphates are circulated through
tl blood, and deposited in the osseous tissue, or wherever
needed.

Human bones contain nearly GO per cent of Ca3(P04)i,;
those of some birds over 80 per cent.

The main sources of i)hosphates and P are the phosphate
beds of South Carolina, the apatite beds of Canada, and
the bones of animals.

201. Preparation of Pliosphates ami Phosphorus.—
Bone asli, dhtaiiKHl hy biiriiiiii; or ili-iillini; lioiifs, uiiil griiidiny tlie res-

idup, is treated with II.^SO,, iiiid forms soluble lI^Ca(l'0j2, superphos-
pliatc of lime, and insoluble CaSO,.

CaaCl'O,), + 2 II,S( .. = H,Ca(l'OJ,, + 2 CaSO,.

This completes the process for fertilizers. If P is desired, tlie above is

filtered; charcoal, a redu.mir agent, is added to the filtrate; the substance
is evaporated, then very strongly heated and distilled in retorts, the necks
of which dip under water. Jt is tiuii purified from any uncomblned C by
melting in hot water and passing into molds in cold water.

The work is very dangerous and injurious, on account of the low burn-
ing-point of P, and its poisonous properties. While its compounds are
nenpssary tn human life, P itself destrnys the bones, particularly the jaw
bones, of the workers in it.

Between l,Onn and 2,000 tons are made yearly, mostly for matches, but
almost all at two factories, one in England, and one in France.
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202. Properties. -P is a colorless, transparent solid,
when imre; the impure article is yellowish, translucent,
and waxy. It is insoluble in water, slightly soluble in
alcohol and ether, and it readily dissolves in CS,„ oil of
turpentnie, etc. Fumes, having a garlic odor, rise when it
IS exposed to the air, and in the dark it is pbosphorescent,
emittnig a greenish light.

203. Uses. -The uses of this element and its com-
pounds are for fertilizers, matches, vermin poisons, and
chemical operations.

*

204. Matches. -The use of P for matches depends on
Its ow burning-point. Prepared wood is dipped into
melted S, and the end is then pressed against a stone slab
having on it a paste of P, KCIO3, and glue. KNO, is often
used instead of KCIO, In either case the object is to
turnish O to burn P. xMatches containing KCIO3 snap
on being scratched, while those having KNOa burn qui-
etly The friction from scratching a match generates
heat enough to ignite the P, that enough to set the S on
tire, and the S enough to burn the wood. Give the re-
action for each. Paraffine is much used instead of S.
batety matches have no P, and must be scratched on a
surface of red P and Sb^S^, or on glass.

205. Red Phosphorus. -Two or three nllotropic forms of Pare known the pnneipal one beh,g red. If heated between 230° and
260 away from a.r. the yellow variety changes to red. which can be kept
at all temperatures below 260° Above that it changes back. Red P is

200.
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aO«. Spontaneous Combustion of Pliosnlicnc or Hv-
drogen Phosphide, PH,.

Experiment 114._l>«t into a 200™ flask Ik V and 50- saturated
solution J.aOII or KOH. Connect with the p.t. hy a long d.t, as in
iigure 4-1, tl.e en.l of which n.nst be kept under water. Pou; 3 or
4 of ether into the flask, to drive out the air. It is necessary to excUide
all air, as a dangerously explosive mixture is formed with it. Heat the

Fii;. 44.

mixture and as the gas passes over and into the air, it takes fire snon-
taneously, and rings of smoke successively rise. It will do no harm if
on takmg away^tlie lamp, the water is drawn back into the flask: butm tha case the flask should be sliglitly lifted to prevent breakage by
the suddeurush of water. On no account let the air be drawn over
Ihe experiment has no practical value, but is an interesting illus-
tration of the spontaneous combustion of PII, and of vortex rinfis.What are the products of the combustion? An admixture of anothercompound of P and H causes the combustion.



CHAPTER XL.

ARSENIC.

Examine metallic arsenic, realgar, oriiiiiient, arsenopyrite, arsenic
trioxide, copper arseiiite.

The coinpouiuls of arsenic are very poisonous if taken into the sys-
tem, and must be handled with care.

\

207 . Separation.

Experiment 115. - Draw out into two parts in the Bun-
sen flfitne a piece of glass tubing liO""' long and 1 or 2<"" in

diameter. Into the end of one of the ig.nition tubes thus
formed, when it is cool, put one-fourth of a gram of arsenic
trioxide, As.O.„ using paper to transfer it. Xow put into
the tube a piece of cliarcoal, and press it down to within 2
or ;5<^"' of the As^ (Fig. 45). Next heat the coal red-hot,

and then at once heat the As^jO^,. Continue this process till

you see a metallic sublimate— metallic min-or— on the tube
above the coal. Break the tube and examine the sublimate.
It is As. Heat vaporizes the As/).,. Explain the chemi-
cal action. What is the agency of C in the experiment?
Of AsA? 2AsA + i5C==V

208. Tests.— Experiments 116 and 116 are

used as tests for tlie presence of arsenic.

Experiment 116.— Prepare a II generator,— a flask with
a thistle-tube and a philosopher's lamp tube (Fig. 40), put in some
graimlated Zn, water, and IICl. Test the purity of the escaping gas
(Experiment 23), and when pure, light the jet of H. II is now burning
in air. To be sure that there is no As in the ingredients used, hold
the inside of a porcelain evaporating-dish directly against the flame
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Fig. 46.

la.np is still bun.inJ5r:,E„"^^t ^^^H^ '''I ''lAsa i.ot larger than a g.-ain of wheat in^ liee^^Jir
"^^^"^ ^'^ ^^

hee whether the color of the flame changes ; then holdhe evaporatn.g-dish once „,ore i„ the flame, and Z
t.ce a n.eta^hc deposit of As. Set away the appara-
tus under the hood and leave the light burning

This experin,ent must not be perfor.ned unless allhe cautions are observed, since the gas in the flask(ASH3) IS the most poisonous known, and a single
bubble of It inhaled is said to have killed the dil
coverer. By confinh.g the gas inside the flask there]
IS no danger.

""cie i

Instead of using As,0, solution, a little Paris green
^vaIl paper suspected of ....tau.ing arsenic, green'
silk, or green paper la. -•, n.ay be soaked in HCl. and tested.

2«»- Explanation. --The chemical changes are as fol-

H,0, and thus is .eadeied comparatively ha.ndess as itpasses .nto tl,e aiv. TJ.is is wl.y the fla.ne „,u be Znl
e'SrCl^sJ?:;;!-"''-"^

'»''-<>-''• 2ASH.;

In the combustion of AsH, H hnvnc of „ i

th^n A. T-1 • ^ 1 .
^ ^* ^ ^o^ver pointthan As. The introduction of a cold body like porceliin

cools the flame below the kindling-point of As ufd 1
1"

ctad, while H burns, in exactly the same way as 1!;black was collected in Experiment 26.
^

210. Expert Analysis.- A modification of this experi-ment is employed by experts to test for AsA poisoning.
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The organs— stomach or liver— are cut into small pieces,

dissolved b iiascent CI, or HCIO, made fiom KCIO3 and
HCl, ana the solution is introduced into a H generator, as

above. As20a [(reserves the tissues it comes in contact with,

for a long time, and tlie test can be made years after death.

All the chemicals must be pure, shice As is found in small

quantities in most ores, and the Zn, HCl, and H^SO^ of

commerce are very likely to contain it. The above is

called Marsh's test, and is so delicate that a mere trace of

arsenic can be detected.

211. Properties aiifl Occurrence. — As is a grayish

white solid, of metallic luster, while a few of its charac-

ters are non-metallic. It is very widely distributed, being

sometimes found native, and sometimes combined, as AsS,

realgar, AS2S3, orpiment, and FeAsS, arsenopyrite. Its

chief source is the last, the fine powder of which is

strongly heated, when As separates and sublimes. It has

the odor of garlic, as may be observed by heating a little

on charcoal v/ith the blow-pipe.

212. Atomic Volume. — As is peculiar in that its

atomic volume, so far as the volume can be determined,

is only half that of the H atom. Its vapor density is

150, which gives 300 for the molecular weight, while its

least combining or atomic weight is 75. 300, the molec-

ular weight, ^75, the atomic weight, =4, the number ol'

atoms in the molecule. All gaseous molecides being of

the same size, represented by two squares, the atomic

volume of As must be one-fourtli of this size, represented

by half of one square, D^ Of what other element is this

true ? See page li
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iJttt ^'"V A^O,._A«enio is used in shot-manu-
faoture, for l.arde.ung the metal. Its most importantompouud .s AsA, a«e„ic trioxide. called also ar entuanhydr.dc arsenious acid, white arsenic, etc. So poi on

ce'l Hll a"]
"'™"'' """' '"' '""" •"' " "--piece to kill a dozen persons. Taken in too lar™ quan-tics ,t acts as an emetic. The antidote is ferric iXtete,(OH). and a mustard emetic, followed by oil or mi^

.(he vapor density of this compound shows- that itssymbol should ho AsA. but the improper „,Te A "o slikely to remain in use. Another oxide A ,n
l.e..toxide, exists, but is less in! Itr'^tf1,,^;;:

Set'leetgelo:"""
"' "'"*'"^'' "^ "^ -'^-

AsA is used in making I'aris green (page 165-) • inmany gi-een coloring materials, in which i exis s as 'con
lier arsemte; in coloring wall papers, and in fly afd "[t.Olsons. It is employed tor preserving skins, etc. Fa honab'^ women sometimes eat it for the purpo e of beautifynig he complexion, to which it imparte a ghastly wWteunhealthy hue. Mountaineers in some parts of'eu ^e'eat ,t for the greater power of endurance which it ksupposed to give then,. By beginning with n^ dosese arseniceaters finally consume a considerable quanity of the poison with apparent impunitv; but as Von
eV :

^
Wall

'""'''' "" *^ p""^ °f -;„ic- ol
™

set 111. Wall paper containing arsenic is said tn h. •

lurious to some people, while apilrently'lInTelf to ot'.: '



CHAPTER XLI.

SILICON, SILICA, AND SILICATES.

214. Comparison of Si and C.— The element Si resem-
bles carbon in valence and in allotropic forms. It occurs
in three forms like C,--a diamond form, a graphite, and
an amorphous. C forms the basis of the vegetable and
animal world; Si, of the mineral. Most soils and rocks,

except limestone, are mainly compounds of O, Si, and
metals. While O is estimated to nii ..ve up nearly one-
half of the known crust of the eartli, Si constitutes fully

a third. The two are usually combined, as silica, SiOo,
or silicates, SiOa combined with metallic oxides. This
affinity for O is so strong that Si is not found uncombined,
and is separated with great difficulty and only at the high-

est temperatures. No si)ecial use has yet been found for

it, except as an alloy with Al. Its comi)ounds are very
important.

215 Silica.— Examine some specimens of quartz, rock
crystal, white and colored sands, agate, jasper, flint, etc.

;

test their hardness with a knife blade, and see whether
iliey will scratch glass. Notice that quartz crystals are

hexagonal or six-sided prisms, terminated by hexagonal
pyramids. The coloring matters are impurities, often

Fe and Mn, if red or brown. When pure, quartz is trans-

parent as glass, infusible except in the oxy-hydrogen blow-

pipe, i
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pipe, and harder than glass. Rock Piv«f..i i.
SiO «j.,..,i

•

,,
ciystal is massiveSiO,. Sand IS generally either silica or silicates.

Crystalloids will diffuse throuLl "1? ^ ,'''"" ^"«I'^'"''«'' '» ^vater.

This principle for.^XtrS dilUs'"'^'"'"""^'
'' ''''' ^^ ^ -•-^-•

crZ:^::z :n:r°^s;:';;:
^'"^^ ^'^"''""'"^' ^•^- ^--^^'^'•^ °^

in liquids „f an W ~;^ ^ '
"'"''"'• "*^' *** tho most diffusibfe

tents of the stomach are ciuohlll'
^^"""^ ""^^ ^' ^"^ ^^"^ -""

Pb; Ca. Na,S.O, and Na.SiO., are typical silica'tes of Na, bu! others 'elt!

217. Formation of SiO, from Sodiiuu Silicate.
Experiment 117. — To 5™ Nt Sio j,, n,HC m.c,.ib. the effect, Pou^:'% v e'L^E ^ f;,""'

"'



CHAPTER XLII.

GLASS AND POTTERY.

Examine white sand, calcium carbonate, sudium carbonate, smalt

;

bottle, window, Bohemian and flint glass.

218. Glass is an Artificial Silicate.— Si O., alone is al-
most infusible, as is also CaO ; but mixed and heated tlie
two readily fuse, forming calcium silicate. CaO + SiO., - ?
Notice that SiO, is the basis of an acid, while CaO is essen-
tially a base, and the union of the twc forms a salt. There
are four principal kinds of glass: (1) Bohemian, a silicate
of K and Ca, not easily fused, and hence used for chemical
apparatus where high temperatures are required; (2) win-
dow or plate glass, a silicate of Na and Ca • (3) bottle
glass, a silicate of Na, Ca, Al, Fe, etc., a variety which is
impure, and is tinged green by salts of Fe; (4) flint glass,
a silicate of K and Pb, used for lenses in optical instru-
ments, cut glass ware, and, with B added, for paste, or
imitation diamonds, etc. Pb gives to glass high refract-
ing power, which is a valuaule property of diamonds, as
well as of lenses.

219. Manufacture.— Pure white sand, SiO„ is mixed
with CaCOa and Na^COa, some old glass— cullet— is
added, and the mixture is fused in fire-clay crucibles.
For flint glass, PbsO;, red lead, is employed. If color is
desired, mineral coloring matter is also added, but not
always at this stage. CoO, or smalt, gives blue ; uranium
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oxKle, green
; a mixture of A,i and Sn of uncertain com-

I-siti..n, called the ''purple of Cassius," gives purple.MmO, is used to correct the green tint caused by FeO,
Nvh.ch It is supposed to oxidize. Opacity, or enamel,
as in lamp-shades, is produced by adding ..s,0„ Sb.O^,
SnO„ cryolite, etc. The glass^worker dips his blow-
pipo-a hollow inm rod five or six feet long-intothe
fused mass of glass, removes a small portion, rolls it
on a smooth surface, swings it round in the air, blow-
ing meanwhile through the rod, and thus fashions it as
desired into bottles, flasks, etc. For some wares, e.g. com-
inon goblets, the glass is run into molds and stamped; for
others It IS blown and welded. All glass must be annealed.
I.e. cooled slowly, for several days. The molecules tiius
arrange themselves naturally. If not annealed, it breaks
very easily. It may be greatly toughened by dipping, when
nearly red-hot, into hot oil. Cut glass is prepared at great
expense by subsequent grinding. Glass may be rendered
semi-opaque by etching either with HF, or with a blast
ot sand.

220. Importance.— Few manufactured articles have
more importance than glass. Without it the sciences of
chemistry, physics, astronomy, microscopic anatomy, zool-
ogy, and botany, not to mention its domestic uses, would
be almost impossible.

221. Porcelain and Pottery. - Genuine porcelain
and china-ware are made of a line clay, kaolin, which
resu ts from the disintegration of feldspathic rocks.
Bricks are baked clay. The FeO in common clay is
oxidized to FeA, on heating, a process which gives their
red color. Some clay, having no Fe, is white ; this is
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usedfor fire-bricks and clay pipes. That containing Fe is
too fusible for fire-clay, ^vhich nmst also have nmcli SiO,The electric arc, however, will melt even this, and the
most refractory vessels are of calciun. oxide or of graphite

Pottery is clay, molded, baked, and either glazed like
crockery, or unglazed, like flower-pots. Jugs and coarse
earthenware are glazed by vohtlilizing NaCl in an oven
which holds the porous material. This cats the ware
with sodium silicate. To glaze china, it is dipr.ed into apowder of feldspar and SiO, suspen.led in water and vin-
egar and then fused. If the ware and glaze expand uni-
formly with heat, the latter does not crack.
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METALS AM> TIIEIR ALLOYS.

222. Conipariso,, «f Metals and Non-Mctals Th«

non-nieUl],c m tl.eir properties. TJ.e division line beween he two classes is not very well .lefined. thas car an. properties whicl. ally it to metals; ha ttli
1. opert.es winch are non-n.etallic. II occupies 1 p acbetween the two classes. The following a e the moremarked characteristics of each group :-

METALS.

1. Metals are solid at onlinary
temperatures, anil usually of liiyl,

specific gnivitj'.

Exceptions: Hg is liquid above
—"0.5°; Li is the liirii test solid known •

Na and K will float on water.

2. .Metals reflect lipi.t in a way
peculiar to themselves. They have
what is called a metallic luster.

3. They are white or gray.
Exceptions: Au, Ca, Sr are yel-

low ; Cu is red.

4. In^rene.'al they conduct heat
and electricity well.

NON-METALS.

1. Non-metals are eithet gaseous
or solid at ordinary temperatures,
nnd of low specific gravity.

Exceptions
: Br is a liquid ; I haa

the heaviest known vapor.

2. Non-metallic solids have dif-
ferent lusters, as glassy, resinous
silky, etc.

Exceptions: I, B, and C have
metallic luster.

3. Non-metals have no charac-
teristic color.

•*. Tiiey are non-conductors of
heat and electricity.

Exceptions
: C and some others

are conductors.
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5. Tlipy arc ik-flcient in inallca-

>)ility and dnctility.

0. Tht-y often form liquid goin-

tions, giniilar to alloys in metaU.

7. Non-metals are t'lcctro-nc(^a-

tive, and witli II, or with H and O,
form acids.

6. They are usually malleable
and ductile.

''. They form alloys, or "
, hi-mi-

ciii mixtures," with one another,
Bimiiar U> othe' solutions.

Kxceptions: Some, as I'li and
Zn, will not alloy with one another.

7. Metals are eleitro-positive el-

ements, and unite with <) and II to

form bases.

Kxceptions- Some of the less

electro positive metals, witli a large
quantity of (), form acids, as Cr,
As, etc. 1

Numbers 2, 0, and 7 are the most
characteristic and important proj)-

erties.

Examine brass, hro.ize, bell-metal, pewter, German .silver, solder,
tyj>e-inetal.

'

223. AIloy.s An alloy is not usually a definite chemi-
cal compound, but rather a mixture of two or more metals
which are melted together. One metal may be said to dis-
solve m the other, as sugar dissolves in water. The alloy
has, however, different properties from those of its elements.
For example, plumber's solder melts at a lower temperature
than either Pb or Sn, of which it is composed. Some metals
can alloy in any proportions. Solder may have two parts of
Sn to one of Pb, two of Pb to one of Sn, or equal parts of
each, or the two elements may alloy in other proportions.
Not all metals can be thus fused together indefinitely:
e.ff., Zn and Pb. Nickel and silver coins are alloyed with
Cu, gold coins with Cu and Ag.

Gun-metal, bell-metal, and speculum-metal are each alloys of Cu and
Sn. Speculum-metal, used for reflectors in telescopes, has relatively more
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n.nn silver, of l,r„«s an./ Ni; l.ron ; Tf Cu Sn Z 7:' ? """' ^"' "•^^-

<>f<'uan(IA!.
"'•'"'""'**"•""« Zn; aiuniinium bronze,

224. Low Fusibility is a feature of n,a,.y alloys

<"»; Cd hree melts at just above 60°, ... r,, bek.w the'•"'Iing-ponit of water. Rv varvincr t1. ., "
'^eiow the

-tfusiug-pointsareohtai o^'^J 2 ri'^^•'^"
automatie fire alarn.s, and in saflJ; ";; t ' .^^^^^^'"•e extmguishers. Water nines ckLu L ;,

^''.,^"^^

o-ani fif <a„ T- r -1 • ,
^"veieu With an amal-

eied with Hg, and the glass is pressed thereon.
Various amalgams are employed for fiHincr fppfV. . „

- d Si :Z1 ""n
«"" """ '" "''-""«• Articles ."^

C I a r T "™''-''' '"""S'" "'contact withi Ig. If a tl„n amalgam cover the surface of a gold ring orcoin, Hg can be removed with nxrn „ a •
''"S"i

by it Wn„i 1 ,1.1 r ^' *^^ ^^' '^ "«t attacked

f Cu and

re\y more
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CHAPTER XLTV.

SODIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Examine NaCl. Na,SO„ Na^COa, Na, NaOH, HNaCO,, NaNO,.

226. Order of Derivation.- Thougli K is more metal-
lic, or electro-positive, than Na, the compounds of Na aremore important, and will be considered first. The onlytwo compounds of Na Which occur extensively in nature
are NaCl and NaNO^. Almost all others a'e ob^ated
from NaCl as shown by this table, which should be mem-onzed and frequently recalled.

( ,
( Na

NaCl
{ Na,SO,

{
Na,CO,

] NaOH
NaNOj < HNaCOj

Na!coT?''Na^''
^'^^^^ ^''^'''^' "" '^^'''" ^^ '^' '^^^''^

227. Occurrence and Preparation of NaCl.— NaCl
occurs in sea water, of which it constitutes about three
per cent, m salt lakes, whose waters sometimes hold thirtvper cent, or are nearly saturated, and, as rock salt, in lari
masses underground. Poland has a salt area of 10 000square miles, in some parts of which the pure transparent
lock salt IS a quarter of a mile thick. In Spain there is amountain of salt five hundred feet high and three miles in

ArCw-r-; /'""'" '^''"" "'"'^^ '^^' f-™ ««- water.At high tide It flows into shallow basin,, from which the

ZJJT •''*'' '"
^f^''

^'^^'"^ ^^^^ *« crystallize. InNorway it is separated by freezing water, and in Poland it
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is mined like coal. In New York and Michigan it is ob-
tained by evaporating the brine of salt wells, either by air
and the sun's heat, or by fire. Slow evaporation gives
large crystals ; rapid, small ones.

228. Uses. -The main uses are for domestic purposes
and for making tiie Na and CI co.npounds. In the United
btates the consumption amounts to more than iorty
pounds per year for every person.

229. Sodium Sulphate._ What acid and what base
ai-e representee! by Na.SO,? Which is the stronger aciu,

Zu'wtyV ^-^^ ^^^ ^-er be apt to^ct on

230 Manufacture._ This comprises two stages shown
by the following reactions, in which the first needs moder-
ate heat only ; the last, much greater.

(1) 2 NaCl + H,SO, - HNaSO, + NaCl + HCl
(2) NaCl + HNaSO, - Na^SO^ + HCl.
The operation is carried on in large furnaces. The gas-

eous HCl is passed into towers containing falling water in
a fine spray, for which it has great affinity. The solution is
drawn off at the base of the tower. Thus all commercial
HCl is made as a by-product in manufacturing Na^SO,.
When crystalline, sodium sulphate has ten molecules

of water of crystallization (Na.SO„ 10 H,0) ; it is thenknown as Glauber's salt, This salt readily effloresces; i.e
loses Its water of crystallization, and is reduced to apowder. Compute the percentage of water.

N^cn ^r*-^*"' !''^'"^ "'' °^ ^^^^^Sa is to make
JNa^COa; It IS also used to some extent in medicine, and in
glass manufacture.
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232. Sodium Carbonate.- Note the base and the acidwhich his sa t represents. Test a solution of the salt with
red and blue htmus, and notice the alkaline reaction. Doyou see any reason for this reaction in the strong base and
tJie weak acid represented by the salt ?

233. Manufacture. _Na,C03 is not n.ade by the union
of an acid and a base, nor is IhCO, strong enough to acton many salts. The process must be indirect. This con-
sists in reducing Na.SO. to Na.S, by taking away the Owith C, charcoal, and then changing Na,S to Na.CO^ byCaCa, Innestone. The three substances, Na.SO„ C,
CaCOa, are mixed together and strongly heated. The
reactions should be carefully studied, as the process is one
ot much importance.

(1) Na2S0,+ 4 C - Na,S + 4 CO.
(2) Na,S + CaCOa - CaS + Na^COg.
Observe that C is the reducing agent. The gas CO

escapes. Ihe solid products Na^CO^ and CaS form black
ash, the former being very soluble, the latter only sparingly
soluble in water. Na.COa is dissolved out by water, and
the water .s evaporated. This gives commercial soda.
Cab, the waste compound in the process, contains the Songinally in the H.SO. used. This can be partially sepa-
rated ami again made into acid. D.sci be the manufL
ture of Na.C03 m full, starting with NaCl. This is called
the Le Blanc process, but is not the only one now em
ployed to produce this important article.

^

234. Occurrence. -Sodium carbonate is found nativem small quantities. It forms the chief surface deposit of
the "alkali belt" m western United States, where it often
forms incrustations from an inch to a foot in thickness.
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It was formerly obtained from sea-weeds, by leaching their
ashes, as, by a like process, K,C03 was obtained from land
plants.

J^inT"'7^"f^' ^'^''"' ^^'' ^""''^ «^ "'^"y alkalies,
as H.SO, does of acids. Of all chemical compounds it is one
ot the most important, and its manufacture constitutes one
ot die greatest chemical industries. Its economical manu-
tactin-e largely depends on the demand for HCl, which isalways formed as a by-product. As but little HCl is used
n. this country, Na.COa is mostly manufactured in Europe.Ihe chief uses are for glass (page 132) and alkalies.

236 Sodium. -Na must always be kept under naphtha orson,e other h,uid compound containing no O, since it oxid^zls aJ onceon exposure to the air. For this reason it never occurs i^Tfll^fe!

237. Preparation._ By depriving Na.COa of C and O,
metallic sodium is formed. As usual, heated charcoal ithe reducing agent. The end of th vetort, which holdsthe mixture, dips under naphtha.

on^^fv"" ^
^ == 2 N'^ + 3 CO. The process is a difficult

one, and Na brings five dollars per pound, though in its

daHt as Na, but more difficult of separation, and is worthUiiee dollars per ounce. Notice the position of K andNa at the positive end of the elements, page 43.

238. Uses.- Na is used to reduce Al, Ca, Mg, Si, whichare the most difficult elements u. separate fi'om^ieir compounds. It acts in these cases as a reducing agent.

239. Sodium Hydrate.

Review Experiment 62, page 69.
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Experiment lia-Put into a ttlocc up a.ul 2 or 3« NaOII^ote Us ea.sy solubility. Test with lifnus. Will it neutralise any
acids ? See page 53. •'

240. Preparatiou._ Sodium liydrate, caustic soda, or
soda by lime, is made by treating a solution of Nii.CO, with
uulk of linio (page 69). CaC03 is precipitated and al-
lowed to settle, the solution is poured off, and NaOH is
obtained by evaporating the water and running the residue
into molds.

241. Use NaOH is a powerful caustic, but its chief
use IS in making hard soap. See page 187.

242. Hydrogen Sodium Carbonate.— Hydrogen so-
dium carbonate, bicarbonate of sodium, acid sodium car-
bonate, cooking-soda, etc., HNaCO^, is prepared by i,assing
LO, into a solution of Na^COa. Na^COa + H^O + CO^=
2 HNaCOa. Test a solution of it with litmus. Account
tor the result. Its use in bread-making depends o> the
ease with which CO, is liberated. Even a weak aci is
the lactic acid of sour milk, sets this free, and thus cases
the dough to rise.

243. Sodium Nitrate.— Sodium nitrate occurs in Cfeili
and Peru. It is the main source of HNO..
Review Exi)eriments 46 and 52. From NaNOg is also

made KNO3 (NaNOa + KCl ^ NaCl-l KNO.), one of the
ingredients of gunpowder. By reason of its deliquescence
iNaNOs IS not suitable for making gunpowder, though it is
sometimes used for blasting-powder. The action of the
latter is slower than that made froui KNO3. N^NOg is
cheaper and more abundant than KNO3; this is true i

'

most Na compounds in comparison with those of K.



CHAPTER XLV.

POTASSIUM AND AMMONIUM.

POTASSIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Exa,„ine K, KCl. lv,S()„ K,C(), KOII, HKCO, KCIO,, KCN.

244 Oeeurrenco and Preparation.- Potassium oc-curs only n. combination, chiefly as silicates, in such
minerals as feldspar and mica. By their disintegration itorms a part of soils fro-, which such portions as are solu-
ble are taken np by plants. The ashes of land-plants are
le^vched in pots to dissolve K.CO«; hence it is called pot-

Z- ,^'^f''^' ^;^T''"^
Siy^ li^^ to Na,CO, Wood ashes

oi.ginu ly forn,ed the main source of K,CO,, From plantsthm substance is taken into the animal system, and makes
a portion .,f its tissue. Sheep excrete it in sweat, which isthen absorbed by their wool. La. ^ quantities are now
obtainecl by washing wool and evap .ating the water.

from KrVrV'^^r'i'T^'"""'^'
^'^ '^ '''' "^^i»Jy derived

from KCI, beds of winch exist in Germany.

In the following list each K compound is prepared like the same Na

Na a" KClTZT ""
""'V"

'"'"" '"'''' ^"""''''^ ^»>- those o«a, as KCl IS far less common than NaCl.

KCl { K,SO,
{ K,C()3 ] KOH

KNO, ^

( HKCO,

Des^rrtfur;"'"'
"' ''''' '''' '^ ^"'^ "'^^ '^' ^a compounds.Describe in full the.r preparation, giving the reactions. Also, perform the
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KCIO^KOH
i KCN

245. Potassiu,,, Chlorate.- KCK), is ,„acle by passing Ci
into a hot concentrated solution of KOU.

KOH + CI = KClOj + ,-, KCl + .') f i,o.

Its uses are in making u, and ns an oxidizing agent.

S46, Potiimium Cyanide, KCX, is a salt from HCN --Indrocvmuc or pru«sic a...). EaeJ, is about equally poisonous, and .nor- lo thanany other known v,...t,anv.. A droj, .f pure HCN on the tongue wHproduce death quick!. I,; .h.^irption into the system. In examinr.hese compounds tnk. ... , „.. to handle then, or to inhale the l"KCN IS used as a soh-.a: ior met.ls in dectro-plating, and is the . urceo n.any c,-an,.., /... compounds of CX and a n.etal. KCN =s " m!ployed to k.
1 msects for cabinet specimens. In a wide-n.outhed < ,Ue.s placed a little KCN. which is covered with cotton, and ove/^

'

orated paper. The bottle is inverted over the insect, and th fm.es

a^d H^t " '""' '"^"'"^ ''" "^""'^^ '''''^- "C^ - "-de IZnZ^

247. Gunpowder. -Gunpowder is a mixture of KNO
I-

,

and h. Heat or concussion causes a chemical changJ,and transf<,rn.s the solids into gases. These gases at themoment of explosion occupy 1500 or more times the vol-ume of the sohds Hence the great rending power of pow-
;

er. If no confined, powder burns quietly but quickly,
he appended reaction is a part of what takes place, but

It by no means represents all the chemical chnnges.

2 KNC), + s + 3 C = K,S + 2 N + 3 CO,.

From this equation compute the percentage, by weight, ofeach substance used to make gunpowder economicaL
Thoroughly burned charcoal, distilled sulphur, and tl >

purest nitre are powdered and mixed in a revolving druu.

maao ir
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'na.in into a paste with water, put under great pressurebe.
. ,en sheets of gun n.etal, granulated, Ited, T ^^lat. .he course and fine grains, and ghtzed by revolving fna barrel which sometimes contains a little powdered"raVh.

B^rperiment 119. __ p„iverize and nux intimately 4« KNO -k S

AMMONIUM COMPOUNDS.
'*^"* Rf'id tlie cliantor on fiu \ i„„

Ainmouiuin, NH., is too unstable to exist alone but itt.>r,ns salts si„,il«,. to tbose of K and Na. NH. « s„ vld
111 water forms NH,OH.

"»uivea

Tlie food of plants, as well as that of animals, must con-

use ot tbat contained m tlie air, but tliev do absorb it,

:r'r"t !:r "^ ^""- ^" '^'"-- -•' —^c^ttan, a soluble compound of NH.. All NH, compounds

ZT:T7 "f'/"'" """'• "' ">'"'''« .'"".ni a ing!gas, or Irom bones, by distillation.

I,: I



CHAPTEU XI. VI.

CA LCIUM ( 'OMPOUNDS.

Kxa.Mh.e CaCO -.narl.Io, lin.ostone. cl.alk, not cmyon -CaSO— gypsum or seIeiiite— CaCl„CaO.
'

'

of 1*r* ^,r"7'""'
~7^'' '^^""' ^'^ '^'^ «hi«f compoumls

vLv'i-ffi u . T''
'^''^^ '' ''''' ^"""^^ unoo.nbined, isveiy chfhcult to reduce (page 141), is u yellow ..etal, /uulims no use. Its most abundant compound is CaCO^ Shells

ol oystersclams, snails, etc., are UKunly CaCO, and coral
leefs sometin.es extending thousands of miles in the oceanare the .una. CaCO,., dissolves in water holding CO., and

selt! ^'"'^"^T
'"""'^^ ^'^^'-^"^ '' ''"d ther;fron,

secie e their bony framework. All mountains were first
aid down on the sea botton, layer by layer, and afterwards
l.tted up by pressure. Rocks and mountains of CaCOwere formed by marine animals, and all large masses ofCaC03are thought to have been at one time the frame-

Ze.U "tT
^"^^^ ^^ crystallized, transformed

Jinestone. The process, called metamor,,hism, took placem the deptlis of the earth, where the heat is greater than
at tlie surface.

250. Lime. -If CaCO^ be roasted with C, CO, es
capes and CaO is left. CaCO.-CO. = ? This is cllled
burning hme, and is a large industry in limestone coun-
tries. CaO is unslaked lime, quicklime or calcium ox-
ide. It, may be slaked either by exposure to the air,
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air-slaking When it gradually takes up H,0 and CO, or bv"nx:ng ..th HA wate;-slaldng. CaO H.O - Ca(OH>Great heat as generated in the latter case, though m>t soinnch as In the formation of KOH and NaOH f fl^ TCirrni\ ri- 1 .

^'-v^Ji aim i>auj:i. j^ike them,(..(OH), dissolves m water, forming lime-water. Milk ofInne, cream of lime, etc., consist of particles of CarOmsuspended in H^O.
'-aC^H)^

251. Uses of Lime._CaO is infusible at the highest
•

t r„peratu..s. If it be introduced into the .,xy-lVZgeb ow-pipe (page 28), a brilliant light, second Lly tofhe

ZZa lio "t- . r^"- '' ''-'' ^^ -^"'^ ^^o
n T X

" '^ ^^''^^''' ^y evaporating the extraHA absorbH.g CO, fron. the air, and unitinglith Sio'to<n-m calciun, sdicate. It often continues to absorb CO for

IS found m the Egyptian pyramids. Hence the tenacity

d CaT r ?'r"^ "^^^^^^- ^""^^"- silicatesTf1^and Ca and is not affected by water. What are the ustsof mortar? Being the important constituent of mortarand plaster, lime is the most useful of the bases x

252. Hard Water. — Review Experiment 7fi TV.
solubmty of CaCO, in water that JtanTcoJtads tomportant results. Much dissolves in the waters of al^toestone countries; and the water, t lulh pert ctt

01 uacUj being formed as a crust on the tpttle «„„i
water is called water of temporary hardness. MgCofp™luces a sinular effect, and water containing it is softened

sulphates of Ca and Mg, which cannot be removed bvboihng, but may be by adding (NH,),CO..
^
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263. TlH. Format^... ., . , .« in limostone rocks is
due also to the s '..bdify f OaQO, Water collects on
the mountains an.l trickles down through crevices, dissolv-
ing, if It contai.us CO„, some of the CaCO,, and thus
making a wider opening, and forcing its way along fissures
and lines of least resistance into the i!it»- of the earth
or out at the base of the mountai.. Jts channel widens
as It dissolves the rock, and the stream enlarges until in
the course of ages an immense cavern may be formed, with
labyrintlis extending for miles, from the entrance of which
a river oU.en issues. In the long ages which elapsed dur-
ing the slow formation of Mammoth Cave its denizens
lost uiany of the characters of their ancestors, and eyeless
nsh and ulso eyeless insects now abound there.

254. Reverse Action Drops of water on the roofs of
these caverns lose their CO, and deposit CaCO^. Thus
l"!ig, pendant masses of limestone, called stalactites, are
slowly formed on the roofs like icicles. From these, water
charged witli CaCO, drops to the bottom, loses CO, and
deposits CaCOa, which forms an upward-growing mass
called stalagmite. In time it mav meet the stalactite and
form a pillar. Notice that th. same action which formed
the cave is filling it up ; i.e. the soli bility of CaCO« in
water charged with Ci X.

255. Famous Marbles. -The marble from Carrara.
Italy, IS most esteemed ou account of a ])inkish tint given
by a trace of oxide of iron. The best of Grecian marbl >

was from Paros, one of the Cyclades. Vne isles of the
Mediterranean are of Umestone, of ^olcanic, origin
often of both. ^ '
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250. Calcium Sulphate occurs in two forms, (nwith water of crystullmtion-gypsuin, CuS0,-f-2ILO- .-) without it-anhy<lnte, CaSO,. The former, onbeing strongly heated, gives up its water, and is re-duced to a powder -plaster (,f Puris. This, on beingnuxed with water, again takes up 2 II.O, und hardens
01 sets, witliout crystallizing. If once n.ore heated toexpel water, it will not again absorb it. When plaster
o Pans sets, >t expands slightly, and on this account isadmirable for taking casts.

257 Uses. -Gypsum finds use as a fertilizer and asan adulterant in coh)ring-materiaIs, etc.
CaSO is en.ployed in making casts, n)olds, statuettes,

wall-plaster, crayons, etc.

How c..„ CaCl, be made ? WImt is its use ? See paRe 07 wimt p1« ,used for n sw.ihir purpose ?
'^^ " "' ^''® '

...irif, ,^ . '"''' "^ *'"' <=«n8tit"t-nt8 of bleaching-powder



CHAl'TER XLVII.

MAdNKSlUM, AIJ'M/\/UAf, AM) ZINC.

MAGNESIUM AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Examine .nagnesite, .lolonut.. talc, serpcM.tin,., hoinl.lende meersclKuun, ...agnes.un. ribbon, magnesia alba. Kj.son. «alt.

258. Occurrence a.ul Pnimration. ~ Mir is verywulely chstribute.1, but does n.,t occur uncon.bined. Its
«ul s are found in rocks and soils, in sea water and in thewater of some springs, to winch they impart a brackish
LcisrG*

Tlieniost common minerals containing Mg are matrne-
sjte, MgCO dolondte, MgCO.f CaCO. ^nd talc' serpen-
tine, hornblende, and meerschaum. The last four are
sdicates, and often are nnctions to the touch Whll

pige m" '' "" ""''''' ""'' " '""^"^^' ^'^ "^'^^ S.e

iNa. Why ,s the process expensive/ Write the reaction-

E3q>eriment 120.- With forceps hold a short strip of M^ rJM.
n. a flan.e. Note the brilliancy of'the light, and^ ^the fere LnExamine and name the product.

reaction.

Photographs of the interior of caverns, where sunlight
does not penetr. e, are taken by Mg light. Gun-cotton
pnnkled with powdered Mg has recently been employed

for that purpose. Mg tarnishes slightly in moist air
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Hi:r::;':.!:,:;:,!'^-^;«'.''™;"-''«.''^-c,,,,,,„„, ,,,,,,,,,,.

M„(„E,), M ™ „,c.,l , ;' "
"'"''' """ "' »lB">.

;ll,(..
'
"'"' '" '""l'>-"»-." i. «l... i:i....n,,.l,,MgS().+

AI.HMINU'M AND ITH COMpodNMS

^^
5«,t |,..„« 1 ,.1. c,„„pa,e tl,e al,„„da„cc. ot Al will, tl,at of

8.». C.mp„,„..„ „, Af._ Al <,ccu..s o„lj. in c„,„bi„„.

J 1 T-.
"';"'"' ""''''"""• '"i™- »''"^- ""-1 >^iay

•
Kl SO „,„, ,„ ,„,„,,y ,00 inincnUs. Tl.„u„l,' f„u„,l j,n 8.>,K Its c,„„i,o„,Kl» „,.o „„t taken up l,y ,,|t,„ "^'J

'"

It- o,e». r„n ,,ntc ,t» per cent „f Al. Co,np„nn<ls ot Al^"e very n.fusible and dinicult of reduetion.

tduub e l.j C Of II, ,t was oiiginally obtained bv eleotrol-
y».s. but n,o,.e recently fron, it, ddoride, by the r due „1

What is the chief use of Na? See page 141. As ittakes three pounds of Na to n.ake one pound of A? the

lU use has thus been restricted to light apparatus and

dikT'id :;:,"' " """^ °^ ^^^ '*»• ^' ^"'^^^^ » t
-

luiiiKe goia iji a])|)earaiice.

AlA has lately been rednced by C. Hi^ier tempera-

ZlZ^ri ""*''"" ^^" '"""" are obtained bymeans of the electric arc and large dynamo machines. A

i
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furnace made of graphite, because fire-clay melts like wax
at such a high temperature, is filled with AI2O3— corun-
dum, -C, and Cu. In the midst of this are embedded
large carbon terminals, connected with dynamos. The
reduction takes several hours.
The following reaction takes place : AI2O3 + 3 C - 2 Al

+ 3 CO. Cu is also added, and an alloy of Al and Cu is
thus formed. This alloy is not easily separable into its ele-
ments. Explain the action of the C. CO escapes through
perforations in the top of the furnace, burning there to
(.O2. Only alloys of Al have yet been obtained by this
process. This method has not been employed before, sim-
ply because the highest temperatures of combustion, 2000°
or 2500;, would not effect a reduction. In the same way
bi, B, K, Na, Ca, Mg, Cr, have recently been reduced from
their oxides; but a process has yet to be found for sepa-
rating them easily from their alloys.

262. Properties and Uses. — Al is a silvery white
nietal, lighter than glass, and only one-third the weight

fnnT; ^^ '^°'' """^ ""'''^"^ '"'^ °^ o^^^'z^' it fuses at
1000 (compare with Fe), is unaffected by acids, except byHCl and, slightly, by H,SO„ is a good conductor of elec-
tricity, can be cast and hammered, and alloys with most
metals, forming thus mfny valuable compounds. Everv
clay-bai:k is a mine of this metal, which has so many of
the useful properties of metals and has so few defects
that, if it could be obtained in sufficient quantities, it
might, for many purposes, take the place of iron, steel
tin, and other metals. From its properties state any ad-
vantages which it would have over iron in ocean vessels,
railroads, and bridges. Why is it better than Sn or Cu
for culinary utensils ?
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For the uses of alununa, AIA. and its silicates, see page 133.

ZINC AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Examine zincite, sphalerite. Smithsonite, sheet zinc, galvanizediron, granulated zinc, zinc dust.
feaivanized

263. Compounds. -The compounds of zinc are abun-
dant. Its chief ores are zincite, ZnO, sphalerite or blende,Z.S Sinithsonite, ZnCO. For their reduction these oresa e first roasted, i.e. heated in presence of air. With ZnS
this reaction takes place : ZnS + 3 O - ZnO + SO, Th^
oxide is reduced with C, and then Zn is distilled. Statethe reaction. Zinc is sublirned-in the form of zinc dust

of zincte as supposed to be imparted by Mn present in the compoutd!

264. U.es._Name any use of Zn in the chemical lab-"latory. a is employed for coating wire and sheet iron-galvamzed iron. This is done by plunging the vZor the sheets of iron into melted Zn. DescrShe usl/n as an alloy. See page 136.

Znlo7? H n '" '"": "^
?

'''''''' P"'"^ ^'^"^•' ^'"^ -hite. White vitriolZnSO,+ 7 HA IS employed in medicine. Name two other vitril.
'
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IRON AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

iro^'S!'
""'""''^' '"""'''^' ""'°'"^«' «^'^-^^«' Pig-O". wrought-

265 Ores and Irons. -As Fe occurs native only inneteon es and xn small quantities of terrestrial origin, it istanned fro.n .ts ores. There are four of these ores- Inag-nehte (Fe/M, hen.atite (FeA), limonite (2FeA +
3 H3O; and sidente (FeC03). Which is richest in Fe^Compu e the proportion. FeC03 occurs niostlv in Europe"The reduction of these ores, as well as of other n.etalli;
oxides, consists in removing O by C at a high tempera-
ture. As ordmnrily classified there are thrfe kinJs ofiron,-p,g. or cast-iron, steel, and wrought-iron.
Study this table noting the purity, the fusing-point, andthe per cent of C in each case.

Per Cent Fe „ t, ^
(genenil). Fusibility. Percent

sieei' : :

:

;; jf
0° 2%

w y*^ 1400" OS >
^^°"^'^

««'^ 1500O
p:j,;„,

fronr^hJ"" T^'' ''. '^'"' ^^^^°- ^'^^^^'^» ^« obtained10m the ore by smelting, and from this are made steeland wrought-iron.

JTll'^'^''""-^^'
°^^ '' ^^^^"^^^ ^" - blast furnaceK ' "' '"'"^ ''^'^' ^'^^'^y "^' «"« lumdied feet hx^rh

and having a capacity of about 12.000 oubic fee* The
reducing agent is either charcoal, anthracite coal, or coke
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nger":rir:'
•;""'" '^° '"^'""- ^'---^ - ^^e bestngent,and IS used ni prcpuriiig Swedish iron; but it istoo expensive for general use.

f', upper portion, elag, lower portion, mefteuiron
"" ^°'"^ '"'° ^'"^ '"y^^^"-

Were ores absolutely pure, ouly C would be neededt<^^reduce the.u. Complete: Fe^O, f4C^-? _Fe!o!

'

siloes r:f'
-7-^-.8;U.gne-eo,.tai„ing siiiea andMlicates ,s al. ,

. , . found with iron ores. These are infusi-

M

it
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ble and something must be added to render them fusibleCaO forms with SiO, just the flux needed. See page I32"CaO + SiO.-^y Which of these is the basic, and^vhic;
the acidic compound ? CaO results from heating CaCO •

lience the latter is employed instead of the former !„'

what case would SiO, be used as the flux ?

Into the blast furnace are put, in alternate layers, the
fuel, the flux, and the ore. The fire, once kindled, is kept
l>urning for months or years. Hot air is driven in through
the tuyeres (tweers). O unites with C of the fuel, form-
ing (.0. and CO. The C also reduces the ore. Fe.A + 3C- .'' CO accomjolishes the same thing. 3 CO ^- Fe O =. ?The intense heat fuses CaO and SiO. to a silicate wliich'
with other impurities, forms a slag; this, rising to the sur-
tace of the molten mass, is drawn ofl'. The iron is melted
falls in drops to the bottom, and is drawn off into sand'
molds See Kgu,e 47. This is pig-iron. It contains as
nnpurities, C, Si, S, P, Mn, etc. If too much S or P is presentm an ore, it is worthless. This is why the abundant min-
eral beb, cannot be used as a source of iron. From the
top of the furnace N, CO, CO,, H.O, etc., escape. These
gases are used to heat the air which is forced through the
tuyeres, and to make steam in boilers.

267. Steel.— The manufacture of steel and wrought-
n-on consists in removing most of the impurities from pio-
n-on. It will be .een that the most common compounds of
^, fe, Si, and P, are their oxides, and these are for the most
part gases. Hence these elements are removed by oxida-
tlO!i.

''

Bessemer steel is prepared by melting pig-iron and blow-
nig liot air through it. A converter TFig. 48) lir.P.l w^i.
siliceous sand, and holding several tons, is partially filled
with the molten metal; blasts of hot air are driven into it
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the appearance of the escapi,,g
flame. It usually takes from
<ive to ten minutes. The blast
IS then stopped, and the metal
I'as about the comj.osition of
'ought-iron

; it contains some
'UJCon.binedO. A white pig-iron
(spiegeleisen), which contains
a known quantity of C and of
Mil, IS at once added. Mn re-
moves part of the extra O, and
tliough it remains, does not in-
jure the metal. TheCis-dissoIvprl"! .1 T.
tl^en run into nmlds (ingoN) Tl s

^^ ', ^V^'''^'
''

invented in 1856, has revol.
^'"' ^'^'^^^^^^'^''^ Bessemer,

No less than ten 'tot of r trtl"' """"^^"'^'^•

«teei, in five nnnutes, in a si^le co,:ver
"'""'"' '^^°

268. Wrougrht-Iron.
— The chemical princi-
ple involved in making
vvrought-ironisthesame
as th.'it in making steel,

but the i^rocess is dif-

ferent. Impuiities are
ouii;ed out from pig.
iron in an open rever-

Flg. 48.

Fig. 40.

•eratory furnace, by constantl /,•.;" ''"JP^^Jf
contact w,th air. T„i» , called ,..dHn|. t ..eTeXr:
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tory furnace is one in which the fuel is in one compart
ment, ancl tlie heat is reflected downward into another,
that holds the substance to be acted upon (Fig. 49).

Steel may also be made l.y carburizinff wrouttht-iron. Iron aii.l char-
coal are packed together an.l heate.l for .lays, without nu-lting, when it is
•fouiul tliat, 111 some unknown way, solid C has penetrated solid Fe The
finer kinds of steel are made in tins way, but tliey are verv expensive

Wrought-iron may also be made direetly fron. the ore in an open heartli
furnace, with charcoal. This was the original mode.

269. Properties.— The vaiying properties of pig-iion,
steel, and wrought-iron are due in part to the proportion of
C and of other eletnefUs present, either as mixtures or ns
compounds, and in part to other causes not well under-
stood. Wrought-iron is fibrous, as though composed of
fine wires, and hence is ductile, malleable, tough, and soft,
and ctiunot be hardened or tempered, but it is easily welded.
Pig-iron is crystalline, and so is not ductile or malleable ; it

is hard and brittle, and cannot be welded. On account of
its low melting-point it is generally employed for castings.
Steel is crystalline in structure, and when suddenly cooled
from red heat by plunging into cold water, becomes hard
and brittle. The tempering can be varied by afterwards
heating to any required degree, indicated by the color of
the oxide formed on the exterior. The higher tempera-
tures give the softer steel.

270. Salts of Iron.— Examine FeSO^, FeS, FeS,.

Fe has a valence of 2 or 4. This gives rise to two kinds
of salts, ferrous and ferric, as in FeCL and FcsCU The
valence of Fe in ferric salts is 4. See page 40. Ferrous
sulphate is FeS04; ferric sulphate, FesCSiXX. Write the
symbols for ferrous and ferric hydrate; for the oxides;
for the nitrates. Write the graphic symbols for each.
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271. c„.„r,. _ TI,o clunacteristic clo.- of fe„„„3salts IS giet.,,, as in KeSO,. These salK „:„„ ,1
coi".- t„ the chlorophyll i" leaves 1 '..'.r .'17'
g^^ass owes its green color to ferrous siHcft: 'f ,c fcare a l,r,.«„,sh rcil, as shown in heniatite -n,,!
and in some bottles. Ue,l s-unls „ 1

'"""nite,

e.u.hs, are illustration "ttirt;^^^^^
of vertehrates owes its color to ferric v 1

'

,/ 1'",
"""'^

hy.lrated ferric oxi,lc, Fe.O, and FeKOH).
' '"

272. Cliaiigre of V alciiee.

Fe(OH),. 0,iJi.e .he olle ,,",;..m"'" ST"'*/'"""''
and boiling a laiaute. X„w add N ()

"'
, t "f °' '™°'

tolorof th«|,i,t., Fe,(01I)°. '
' ''

*""'« "" "'Wisli

if an!.»'T?'f'7\»"lt» "ill gradually change to ferric

e tee. V T •
""'' ,''""""» "'" S'-»'-^ ^tabilit; „;the lattei. In changing from FeCl, to Fe,Cl. oxidationdoes not consist in adding O, but iu iucreas ng tto „

"

t.ve eleu,e„t or radical. This is possible only by eS"
..g t e valence of Fe frou, 2 to 4. Hence oxidation i,Slarger sense^ u,eans increasing the valence of the p^ iveelement. To oxidize FeSO, is to make it Fe,(SO^^/cZnr.ng the „,ence of Fe as before. ReductLu „

'

deoxT

Illustrate this by the same iron salts. In,„t„t. it 1,PbO and PbO.; AuCl and AuCU; Sb,S id SbS l'
tins sense de^ie an oxidizing ageul' Atddng'tnt
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273. Ferrous Sulphate.

Experiment 123._ Dissolve a few iron filings in dilute H SOand slowly evaporate for a few minutes. Write the equaiior
' ''

Ferrous suli.l.ate. green vitriol, or coppen.s, FeSO + 7 H f) U msource of what acid
> See page «0. It i.Tlso J ^the ngred'ients t'...any ..nu,g ink. On being heated, or expose.l to the a 'u los" iwater of crystallisation and l.econ.es a white powder. It is ^LZaabove, or by oxidizing n.oistened FeS, by exposure to the air

l-orrous sulphide, protosulphide of iron, FeS, is how prepared > S.e

V:T'^\-T'' '' '"'• '"' ^'•^•^^•""^^"^ ''' I^ also oTcurs na,';

Kxainii

nate, aceta

cubical cry

compound.'

if long exp

274. ]

f'ccurring

its main
Pb libera;

Pb is b

tiated. I

To show 1

the manuf

Bxperim
""le of If,S

pended. Pb
the test for I

276. Pc
soft, and is

soon coatee

posing a fre

dissolve in i

ous, water t
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cubical crystallisation and ^^:^7^^:^'''^ °f
^''^ -'^-' ^'-

con.pounds, the softness of Pb and thff
' f'^J'^^fi^ ^^'-^vity of the

if long exposed. '
'"^ *^' *^""«''' ^\0, which covers it,

274. Distribution of Ph pi •

it» main source. By l.eath^.

'.''S. gal^;"»e ,„ gale„„, ;,
•

I'b liberated a,«l drawn off!
^

'

"''' ^''^ '^ f™"^''' »'"1

.ie'd!' Desl::t Hstf
°" ^°°"' «'^0" ""'- --e,.-

To show t. „ Hu P ;::";':'"" f' r'"-
^"-^ >"'8^ "•'

tbe n,a„„,.e.re o. ^.V -d, :::LtrjtV: 'I^'•
'"

Experiment 124.— To o™ r.f «„* •

-- of H,SO„ not C.P.; shake td7t
'•*•'''

^^^^^'"^^^l-
Pended. PbSO, being insoluble' in 1 ^"^ ^"^ P°^'^- «»«-
the test for Pb '/ See Ixper" ment ll Z

'' P^^^^ipitated. What is

276. Poisonous PronertiV. pi •

-ft, «,d is much usedCZ~^, '%""' ".^^'"^ -*

"US. water that has stood in pi, . sh^^rd 1','C^^Z
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drinking. Lead is employed us lui alloy of tin for cover-
ing sheet-iron in "terne plate." This plate is rarely used
except for roofing. The '^bright plate," used for tin cans
and othei' purposes, scarcely ever contains any lead except
the small portion in solder. In soldering, ZnClg is em-
ployed for a flux. Sn, I'l), and Zn are somewhat soluble
in vegetable acids. If citric acid be present, as it usually
is, citrates of these metals are foinied, and all of them are
poisonous. The action is far more rapid after opening the
can, since oxidation is hastened. Hence the contents
should be taken out directly after opening.

Load poisons seem to liavc an affinity for tlio tissues of tlic body and
accun.ulatt. little by little. Painter's colic results fron. lead poisoning.
Epsom salt, or other soluble sulphate, is an antidote, since with Pb it

makes insoluble PbSO^.

276. Some I,en<l Compounds. — Lead salts form the basis of
many paints. Whit.; pdni is a mixture of PbC( ), and Pb(OII)j suspendedm linseed oil. It m; ,*f-..n adulterated with BaSO,, ZnO, CaCOj, Other
lead compounds «n- .!,<,e<l for colored paints. The two chief soluble sals
are PbCNfg,^ an.J k,,.! acetate, Pb(C,II.,().,),.

Red-lead, Pb^O,, and, to some extent, litharge, PbO, are employed in
glass manufacture. Name the kind of glass in wliieh it is used, describe
Its manufacture, and write a symbol for lead silicate. What is the charac-
teristic of lead glass ? See page 132.

Experiment 125.— Put a small fragment of Pb on a piece of
charcoal, and blow the oxidizing flame against it for some time with
a mouth blow-pipe. Note the color of the coating on the coal. PbO
has formed.

Experiment 126.— Dis,solve a small piece of lead in dilute HNO,.
Pour off the solution into a t.t. and add HCl or other soluble chloride
Pb(N03)j + 2 HCl = ? What is the insoluble product ?

Experiment 127._ Add to a solution of PbCC^HgO,), some H,SO,.
Give the reaction and the explanation.
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Examine cassiterite, tin foil, •' terne plate," " bright plate."

readi,, tarnish, and is used to cover thin plates If epper^ndir T^nfoil IS generally an alloy of Pb and Sn
Sn is sometimes a dyad, at others a tetrad. Write symbols for it.chlondes, stannous and stannic, also for its sulphides and oxides
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CHAPTER L.

COPPi:n, MERCURY, AXI> SILVER.

278. 0<.oi,rpciK.c._rv,,,|,<.r occurs both native and i„

quantises, ,u m,h, waters, plants, .a,,.! a„i,„al8. Spain

4 000 000 , T '""' ""^ "^'^'" '»""' "'""" Induces

M I i 1 ? •"; ?'"''"W"''' "• »"l'I'er ryritcs, C„FeS,..

cartel:
"'"''"* Sreen, a,„l a.nri.e, which is blue, arecarbonates, the former being used for ornamental pur-

Ou is, next t„ Ag, the best oondnotor of electricity andW among the elen.ents
; it is ver, dnetile. ^alleabl^. Zl

...He .h.„ oupr"„.
" ""'™ -'"P""""'. «• « rule, .re more

279. Uses. -Thousands of tons of On find use in d„
ujesfc utensils, ocean vessels, electric v-lres, b.ut r" .".td"plafng Name the chief alloys of Cu and tbeir „s.s. Seepage ISn. ^
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How m„y CuS be ..btnine.l ? ^!ee Kxpc.ri.ni.„t 7. Cu.,0, c.upro,.s oxi.U, is
used to cole 5la«8 re.l. CuSO, is en.ploye.l in cnlico-printinK, el ctric
battcr.es, etc. It is tilled blue vitriol.

Paris green, used for killin- potato-beetles, is con.p,..st,l chiefly of
copper arsenite. Writo tbe symbol for tbis con.pound. .All soluble salts
of Cu are poisonous; bence care shoul.l be taken not to brin,/ any acid
.n contact with copper vessels of domestic use. With acetic acid, what
would be formed ?

MERCURY AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

Examine cinnabar, vermilion, mercury, red oxide, niercurou. and
inercuric chloride.

280. Cinnabar, IlgS, is practically the only source of n.ercury _
qu.ck8.1v.,r. Austria. Spain, and California contain nearly all the mines
In these mmes the metal also occurs native to a small extent It is
the only commonly occurring metal that is liqui.l at ordinary tempera-
tures; .t eohd.fles at about- 40". What other common liquid element 1

Z fT l\
'' " '"'"'"' ^™'" '''" '"•'-' '•>• ^^'- "« ^'-'^^ ''i^ti»^"l ^verand collected m water. Heat regularly expands the metal.

an.fl^o* ^f«•— ^"'-
»«f

««• Reduction of Ag ami Au, pages 105and 1,0; amalgams, page 137; laboratory work, pa,c (i8. It is also em-ployed for thermometers and barometers and as the source of the redpigment vermilion, win h is artificial IlgS.

Compare the yapor density and the atomic weight of Ilg, and explainSee page 12 Hg ,s either a monad or a .lyad. Symbolize its ous and ic ox-
ules and chlorides. Which of the following are /. salts, an.l which are ousand why? HgNO^, Hg(NO,),, IlgCI, HgCy Calomel, IlgClorllgCI
used in medicine, and corrosive sublimate, IlgCl,, are illustrations of the ou'sand ,c salts. The former is insoluble, the latter soluble. All soluble com-pounds of Hg are virulent poisons, for which the antidote is the white of
egg, albumen. With it they coagulate or form an insoluble mass.

SILVEi: AND ITS COMPOUNDS.

282. Occurrence ami Reduction. - Silver is found uncom-bmed and combined, as Ag,S, argenite. and AgCl. horn silver. It occursusually w^h galena PbS. It is abundant in the Western States. Mex!
ico and Peru Silver is separated from galena by melting the two
metals. As they slowly cool. Pb crystallizes, and is removed by a

1 1,
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'loes net oxhIiH,, ,„„| u |rf, ,„ ,|,^. ,„^,.,|||^, ^,,^,^,

+ u _ 1 bO. As

.nd\r:;"..;;;;:::: ;;!;r.:":;;;: i ";, r ""f- -" •» ^- «'""i".-.

"hmce 2\..f 1 A « .: .
Hoasting w.tl. NaCl ,„ai..s the flrs.

+ ir-Fen /-^ '^ "'" ^^'^^ ^"'^' ^'-—!.^AgC,

uble, colorless crystal, a.,,1 is thd basis of the silve. sa ts It .11 .

in contact with organic nritter ^t-in *"

^";*^"'»'f*- " blackens wlien

Experiment 128. — Put, vc \,vVn „ i i-T ^i i2 . , .
•»S->'>3 solution in pach of tlirpp f t

^thought, „ Ag,Ci a„.l A(r.B,.. Try t„ ,Ii»„lv» ?l,e „ ,„
t."

'i
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CHAPTER U.

PiioronRAPUY.

284. r>c.scrii>tiv<> ii

'.once r«l., „ass is u.od i.. 1 'llLk-.:,.;!-''
™^« ^'" '"•' "«-t ti.e.n;

rhot„gra,.l.y involves tw„ procc.s^.s. TI.e neu'itiv.. of m . •

«rst taki.n upon a i,rej.M.T,l Klass ,.1-Ui. -.n.

"'*^*'•"^"f "'^' I>"^^turo is

.'jc^parea paper. ^..^ ne.!;!:;: 1 ! ^^ ^rtrVlT"
'''''""^

TwhUe tl.e positive ,ivos obje... thel,. . ..e ^..'tnlL:
'"^ ""'"^''

tow pliotojrrapliers now make their own 1,.,. »i
'

, •

iarjre manufaetories. TI.e «l si is' '
'

'
""'' '""'^' '""'-'P-^''^^ "»

onuHsion of gelatine an.I L R V '''"' "" """ ''''''' ^^'"' <» ^'"^
plates. Tl.is e a^ ' •"V"f-

'''" '''' "'""' t^'latine-bromicJe

artist opJns M.c^ i^ 1 s hrk '

''"

'"'.
"'"' *" "''"»<>«"'P''^"-s. The

viousi, foeuse.,. „., ...Ikes thl :^ ::^t li^' Th '
I '^T'^"'

'*"

varies with tlie kin.l „f ,>i... .i ,

'""""^^
'" "^''t. Hu' time of exposure

-inutes, or i.ou.s
'2' ^'

'""' """ ^'"' "'«"'' ^'•»'" «--«• -conds.

the dark room J. pYa^r r: :.?^"t "T'""
'-^""^"->- -rk. I„'

kept for any tin,e u'y fron h ,
2" N T '"' '"' "'"•^' "^'^^''"''^'"' ^

"nU.deve,opn.ont.t,.^,:rl;,:;tsd^;trr^''^^ ^" ^"^ '"^^^

aoXo::'z c:.:!::^;';^ t '"^7 -•-'•" -^ i^-.ai.io a^d. «.
other de;eIopr:f:;I;;'^;';;: ^^' ":"^;-' '••>-- - the process,

obscure, but those mru M ,

/ ''^^•'"^'"•^" action here is son.ewhat

made vi ib aTart o 1 T '
1 7

"''"-" "^"•^' "''^"''^^' ^'^ »'-' "«"* are

the Kdat'ine and prL i^^^^^^^^^^
^^•^'""' ^° '^-'^en

in a solution of sodium tinos InhnWh^ T^'^'
^''^ ^n^''^ «oaked

I s-:

I !/
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8 calleu fixing, a. the plate may thereafter be exposed to the liri.t withnpun.ty. It „.ust be left in this bath till al, the white part, best « JonU.e back of the plate, disappears. 2 AgBr + S Na.S.o' . kg NaTs o1
Any dark objects become light in the negative, and .ce versa W^y f

i^or the positive, the best linen paper is covered on one side with

lion ot AgNOj. What reaction takes place ? What is denositP.l «n /i
paper, and what is dissolved 7 This sensitized paper Th n^ plae'dover a negative, film to film, and exj.osed in a printing Lme' to d.rrt-nhght till much darker than desired in the fi.dshed pi re What•lark ... the negative will be light in the positive. Why% The reduc n^act.on of sunlight is similar to that in the negative. Explain it

"'

mg1tarich"'T'';'''^'?"'''
'' '""'^^ ''"" ''-^^"^- Toning consists in giv-

-af^eted AgCl/as in t£^;::S:s:^':^Lcfb -^3^^^

. -^sts n. removing blemishes with colored pencils or IndLiTThe negative. -m. 1. Dissolve: sulphite soda crystals 2 oz CSTg^ i„
8 oz. (23600) water (distilled); citric acid. 00 grai„/( ^ in Tof J i ^water; bromide ammonium. 25 urains (V6\ in > n.

"z. (loo)

acid. 1 o^. (28«) i„ 3 oz. (OOo^) wa^ "
AJi;r 1 liv^ ^l^x iLron'^named and filter No. 2. Dissolve: sulphite soda, ^(k; r/f(11800) water; carbonate potash. 4 oz. (113g) in 8 oz. (230oe)^ wa er Di

'

N 137 f'
'"';•?"'!,«'!-• '^'o «'-^^'0P P'atos. mix 1 dram "^oe)'' ;

1^0. 1 a..d 1 dram of No. 2 with 2 oz. (OQoo) water. Cover the plate with^.e mixture, and leave as long as the picture increases in diSltne^Remove, wash, and put it into a saturated solution of alum for a minuteor two, then wash an.l put it into a half-saturated solution of hypo Leavetdl no wh.te AgCl ,s seen through the back of the plate. Waslfu wd^

(45SCer- TP r""'""'" ''r""'
^'"^ """'^ '"'' ^"'-''^^ - 15 -

of borax fprn :

"
''°^' '"""'""•

'• ^''''' ' '^'^^'^''^ -l»tionof borax.
3. Propare a toning bath by adding ,', oz. (15oo) of the goldchIor.de solution and 1 oz. (30oo) „f the borax solution to 7 oz. 210oc wate

^at rand", ' ':
?'"''' ""' '' '" ' °^ ^ '''''''' ?"* '' "'« ^"e toS ngbath and leave it t.ll considerably darker than .lesired; wash, and put i^

with 3 or 4 volumes of water. Then wash repeatedly.
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PLATINUM AND GOLD.

PLATINUM.

Kxaniine platinum foil and wire.

„« 5*.f
•
**'""""'» '-^ "'»'^^'' ^'-^r than gold, and is about two-thirdsas costly as the huter. It is found alloyed with other n.etals as Au al

-s obtamed ron. sand, in which it occurs, by washing. Iqua r gfa^s t

'

Pt is r: „; f";
''"•'^'"'^ ''' '^"•^ ^'"^ '^^•""" '^ --•''lowerTn^

. ^IIt
^

one of the heaviest metals, having a specific gravity three times thaof Fe, or twenty-one and a half ti.nes that of water. Its fusinTno nt i«a out lOOOO o j,,, ,,,,,, ,.^ ^^.„,^^^^^^_.^ ^^ the oxy- ydr geriLike A
,
has little affinity for other elements, but alloys wTh many

naket'eve b"
^^^^^^^""-.'"'^^ '* -» »>« drawn into wire invisible to henaked eye. bemg drawn out in the center of a silver wire which is afforwards dissolved away from the Pt by UNO, NotingT alnc^ 2 anH"write the symbols for the ous and ic chlorides and oxides.

'

286. Uses Pt is much used in chemistry in the form of foilw.re. and crucibles. On what properties does this use dependTVlSIts use m making H,SO,. See page G5
i^escribe

PtCl, is made by dissolving Pt in aqua regia. and evaporating thp.qu.d On heating PtCl,, half of its CI is given'up leaving PtCLiHbe stdl more strongly heated, the CI all passes off. lllving spongy Pt Bynamg t,,, ,„ the oxy-hydrogen flame, ordinary Pt is obtaLed' Spongy

SL M l ?"'"' "'^ *° '"'"*' ''*''^'- «»bstances. and thus becomes

:c;s z:T''
^«-*- ^^'- <>«- ^^-nt has this proper?;:;

GOLD.

y
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-87. Gold i8 rarely found combined, and has small affinity for
otlier eenients, tl.ougl, forming nll„y« with Cu, A^-. and Ilg. Its source
is usually either quartz rock, called auriferous quartz, r sand in placernunes The element ,s widely distributed, occurring in n.inute quantities
in mo8t soils, sea water, etc. California and Australia are the two greatest
gold-producmg countries. That from California has u light color, .lue to
.1 slight aduuture of Ag. Australian gold is of a reddish l.ue. due t..nn alloy of Cu. Gold-bearing quartz is pulverized, and treated with Hg todisso ve the precious n.etal. which is then separated from the alloy by
distillation. Compare this with the preparation of Ag.

Such is the malleability of Au that it has been hammered into sheets
n.^ over one-millionth of an inch thick ; it is then as transparent as glass.Gold does not tarnish or change below the melting-pomt. On account of
Its softness ,t ,s usually alloye.l with Cu. sometimes with Ag. Pure gol.l
IS tvvc-nty-four carats fine. Eighteen carat gold has eighteen parts Au and
SIX Cu. Gold crm. has nine parts Au to one part Cu. The most important
compoun.l Ks AuCl,. Describe a use of it. See page 108. This metal ismuch employed iu electroplating, and somewhat in coloring glass
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CHAPTER LI 1 1,

L'lIEMISTRY OF HoCKS.

288. Classification.— Rocks may be divided, accord-
ing to tlieir origin, into three classes: (1) Aqueous rocks.
These have been formed by dei)osition of sedimentary ma-
terial, layer by layer, on the bottoms of ancient oceans,
lakes, and rivers, from which they have gradually been
raised, to form dry land. (2) Eruptive or volcanic rocks.
These have been forced, as hot fluids, through rents and
fissures from the interioi' of the earth. (3) Metamor-
phic rocks. These, by the combined action of heat, pres-
sure, water, and chemical agents, have been crystallized
and chemically altered. The rocks of the first class, such
as chalk, limestone, shale, and sandstone, are distinguished
by the existence of fossils in them, or by the successive
layers of the material which goes to make ui. their struc-
ture and to give them a stratified api)earance. The rocks of
the second class are recognized by their resem^i.aice to the
l)roducts of modern volcanoes and their non-stratified ap-
pearance. Rocks of the third class are composed of crys-
tals, which, though often very minute, are minerals having
a definite chemical composition. Examples of the third
class are gneiss, slate, schist, and marble. The last two
classes abound on the Eastern sea-board, while the interior
of our continent is composed almost exclusively of strati-
fied sedimentary rocks.

289. Composition. — Rocks are not definite com-
pounds, but variable mixtures of minerals. Some, how-

m
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:::;.""
'•"'™'"^ ""-• - "-"<>- (r,.co3) .,.,ua„d.

>8 the opaque white „r red n.i„erHl.
"'"''• ""** '^''^«P'"'

aiM) Importance of Sllleeoiis Hocks Sl«fo ,

tiK leil variety lien.g colored by ir„„
"

Hione legioii. VVe sec how iniDorf'inf <J; ic • ^i

n,etals, „, the order g,ven, rank next in abundance.

slatestone el^ i >

" ^^ " ''<«=°">l'™ed feldspar,biateitone, etc. Sods are composed of these with ii. -,,1,1J
portion „f carbonaceous matter from deoa;-,rg "eg tatfo„winch imparts a dark color. The reddish bfown hueTo'often observed in soils and rocks results from fell salts

kn!™ ^^T''"' rl-'* "-"l.v 1000 v,arieties are nowKnown, may be simple substances, as graphite and sul.
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plnir, or c,uni,„u,Kls, us galena an.l gypsu,... (,,,1^ s.-vn.•sy. eu.s of crystallizali<.ns are known, l.ut these a es.no,h .ed as to give in.n.l..e.ls of ^.nns of e.-vstals S
I lO^'ifs, page 21. A given el.en.ical snbstanee usually oe-eurs ,n one systen. only, but we saw iu the case o S t tthis was not always true.

th^iir;:;;:,r"r ;:;:^"r ;^
'"^' '-'-

r^ - - -
i" the c.rvstalli,n. forn. wi I o„rfJrtti,

" """'""""'« -'"""' •"i^'

called .. water of e^stani;; ' V ;: JH^'r ''
r'"'

'''"' '

a»3. The Karth-s Interior— We are ignorant of the

IS but httle more than a mile, and volcanie ejeetions proba-bly eome fnnn but a very few n.iles belo v the su ^ ee

twL^xfri^^ ''^ '"^'T' '' ''-'-^ ^'^ '^ -•-
'"-

twice that of the surface rock. Fro,,, this it has beenui^gined that towards the center i,eavy metals lik
^

dAu p,.edominate; but this is by no .neans ce.tain, since

citic giavity of any substance to increase.

294. Perceiitaure of EIeiiieiit«> ^.

"f O i„ tl.e follow...... .ocks .W.el comn:~^^ "'' '"'"^•^•"'''^^

earth's crust: SiO„ A' .. Tk^ro v f T "" '"'*-''" l"-"P'"-'''>" «'f the

water. In air. I'ak..
,
'^.^^ V^l'V „'T"'"^'

'*^ '' '" ""-
ectage of O i„ vegetation

^ .«"^.o<>.5. as the bas.s, fln.l the per-

O, 40 per cent.

Si, 30

Al, 8

Fe, 6 «

Ca, ,3 j)er cent.

Na, 2 "

K, 2

Mg, 1

)
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Olla.WH' CIIIIMISTHY.

Orga.M. clionnshy wus fonnerly <lo(ino(l as the cLcMnistry"
fI^co,npoun,lsio,„Kl in plants and ani,Mals;lnU of latehas taken a nn.ch wuler ran^.s an.l is n,.w cl.fined asthe chonnstry of the (" con.pounds, since V is the nnd

avoun.l winch other elenuM.ts centre, an.l with which tlveon,bM.e to lonn the organic snhstances. New ..mani •

con^pouncs are constantly heino. .liscovere.l an.l sv:.Mh.-
s.zed, so that nearly 100,000 are now known. The" n.ole-
cule of ..rganic n.utter is often very con.plex, son.etin.es
coniainn.g hundreds of aton.s.

I.i organic us in inorga..ic ehen.istry, atoms are honnd
together by chenucul um..ity, thongh it was forn.erlv sup-posed that an additional or vital fo-.e was instrn.nental infoi.nnig o.-ga>.,c co,.,pounds. For this reason none ofthese substances, it was thought, could be built up in

18-8 the firs orga..ic con.pou..d, urea, was aVtificiallv
preimred, and sn.ce then thousa..ds have bee., synthe-
sized. They are not necessarily manufactured fnun or-ganic products, but can be made fro.n mineral matter.

296. Molecular Differences._ Molecules may differ
u. three ways: (1) In the kind of aton.s they conftinCompare CO, and CS. (2) In the ...5./of ^ om

'
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^mni)art' CO and CO r
••

> r. ,\

,,11 .,

'tiLiiiK. i.iiiyi alonlK, and met hvl

mt then- n.oNHM.ar stnuuu.. is not n.e sanies uMl iW^^^^^^

Qualitiitiv,. analysis shows what Honienls .-ntcM- into c-H,.uund; ,nantita.ive analysis shows th..,.o,ortiun .:so oloments; s,..i„.tn,.al analysis oxi.ibils nioh. ,atn.ctnro, ainl ,s n. hianH. to whid. org-anic choniists e
""•^vg>vlnJJrpa,•ti,Mllal• attention
A specialist often works lor years to synthesize a series"f conipoun.ls i,, the hiboratory.

2J>7. S«„n.os .-Some organic pio.lncts are now made
.U.ur.^ and cheaper lorni than Nature 1.^^^^^
e

.
A,.arn.e the coloring principle of madder wasntd Jately obtained only from the root of the n.I.ldcn--t; now .t is almost wholly n.annfactured fron. c a,

"ettu than the native product. Ten million dollars'
;--th,sannua]Iy„.de,and Holland, ^

•Hl.go has also been synthesized. Certain compounds-. een predicted from a theoretical n.olecula/ t t
e, then made, and afterwards f.-ind to exist in plantsHhers are niade that have no known natural exiZce

hesou..ec.alargen.nnber<.fartindalo.^^^^^
1^ coal-tar, from bituminous coal. Saccharine, a com-KUHKl with two hundred and eighty times the s^eete i ^power of sugar, is one of its latest products. Woocf
l>ones, and various fermentable liquids are other sourcesof organic compounds.

sources
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298. Marsh-Gas Series._ The chemistry of the hydro-
carbons depends on the valence of C, which, in most cases,
IS a tetrad Take successively 1, 2, and 3 C atoms, satu-
rate with n, and note the graphic symbols:—

H H H „ „ H
H-C-H,orCH,.

I

H
H-C-0.

I I

II H

II

I.I
n.or

? II_,;-C-C-H,orIII
H H H

Write the graphic and common symbols for 4, 5, and 6 C
atoms, saturated with H. Notice that the H atoms are
louiid by doubling the C atoms and adding 2. Hence the
general formula for this series would be C.,H2„+s, Write
the ccmimon symbol for C and H with ten atoms of C-
twelve atoms; thirteen. This series is called the marsh-
gas series The first niember, CH„ methane, or marsh
gas, may be written CH,,H, methyl liyd.ide, CH, being
the methyl radical. C,M«, ethane, the second one, is ethyl
hydride, CJIJI. Theoretic.illy this series extends without
limit; practically it ends with C35H;2.

In each successive co.npound of the following list, the C atoms
...crease by u.nty. (;ive the sy.nbols and names of the compoundand commit tlie latter to memory :— ""ipounas,

^3^8

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

1. CH,
2. C,II„

3.

4. ?

f

f

?

I

1

nutliiino, or CII,,H,

C'tllilllU,

propiine,

butiino,

peiitane

liextine,

heptane,

octane,

nonanp,

dekftne,

C3H,H,
9

7

?

1

1

1

methyl hydride,

ethyl hydride,

propyl hydride,
t

?

?

Boiling-point,

gas.

«

«

1°

38°

70°

98°

125°

148°

171°

Note a successive increase of the boiling-point of the compounds,
trude petroleum contams these hydro-carbons up to 10. Petroleum
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frlZ^7rX7'^' ""'^ ^' -'^'P"'''^*^^ "'^'^ '^' different oils byfractional distillation and subsequent treatment with H,SO„ etcRhigohne IS mostly 5 and G; gasoline. G and 7; benzine. 7; na^itha^and 8 kerosene. 9 and 10. Below 10 the compounds 'are sc^d^!None of those named, however, are pure compounds. Explosions of

.IZu^Zr^r' ^ ^"""" °' '''^ ^^«^^- hydrlcaZ:

o Cto I bt;.
''"''°\""'*' "• S°"^S down the list, the proportionof C to II becomes much greater, and the lower compounds are theheavy hydrocarbons. To them belong vaseline, paraffi' e. asphaTtut

299 Alcohols._ The following replacements will showhow the symbols for al-^ohols, ethers, etc., are derived from
those of the marsh-g... .eries. Notice that these symbols
also exhibit the molecular structure of the compound.
in CHaH by replacing the last H with the radical OH
"""

. T„^^'f^' "^"'^'^^ ^'y'^'^''- ^y ^ like replace!
ment C^H.H becomes C,H.OH, ethyl hydrate. These
hydrates are alcohols, and are known as methyl alcohol,
ethyl alcohol, etc. The common variety is C,H,OH. How
does this symbol .differ from that for water, HOH^ No-
tice in the former the union of a positive, and also of a
negative, radical.

Complete the table below, making a series of alcohols, by substitu-tions as above from the previous table.

1.

2.

Cir,OH, metliyl liydrate, or methyl alcohol.
CiH^OH, ethyl hydrate, or ethyl alcohol.

4. ? 1
,

5. ? ? ,

Continue in like manner to 10.

The graphic symbol for CHjOH is_
H
I

H-C-OH;
I

H
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for CjHsOH it is -
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H H
I I

H-C-C-OH
II n

Write it for the next two.

oxilTj;' ^f
"'»•'*; -'^"""'«'- i-te'esting class of con.pounds are theoxides ol the i.uirsh-gas series. I„ this series, (> replaces JI (III

place ot H, m the table on page 170.
b " '"

1. (CH,),0, nirfliyl oxide, or metliyl ether.

j- (^2^h)P. '^'thyl oxide, or ethyl ether.
3. 1 ? ,

4. ? ? J

5. etc. 1 1 ^
'

Graphically represented the first two are •-

(1) II-C_()_C-1I.
(2)

'
'Il-d-O-C-II.

I I

H II

H
I

H

H-(;_c-()_c-c_ii

A .{ ,1 ,1

»01. Substitution,.-A large „u,nl,e,- of other substi-

many ditterenc coinpouiids.

In CH4, by substituting 3 CI for 3 II, _
H CI

n-C-II beecnes H-C-Cl. or CIICI, the symbol for chloroform.
H CI

Replace successively one, two, and four atoms with CI

mtl, Br. For each aton. of H iu CH, substitute the n^li-
eal LH3, giving tJie graphic and common formula; Also
substitute C.H.. Are these radicals positive or negative?
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From the above series of formulae, of which CH, is the
bu«i«, are derived, in addition to the alcohols and ethers,
the natural oils, futty acids, etc.

302. Olefino.s.-A second series of hydro-carbons is
represented l,y the general formula C\,H„.. The first men.-
ber of this series is CJI,, or, graphically,—

II H
II
C = C.

I I

II II

Compare it with that for ^11, in the first series, noting
the apparent molecular structure of each.

H H
l_

I

C-C-O-H, or C,n,, is tliL" sucon.I member.

H II II

Write fonnuliw for the third and fourth members.

Write the common formuhe for the first ten of this series
Ihis is the olefiant-gas series, and to it belong oxalic an.l
tartanc acids, glycerin, and a vast number of other com-
pounds, many of which are derived by replacements.

303. Other Series. - In addition to the two series of
hydro-carbons above given, C„n,„,, and C„H,„, other se-
ries are known with the general fornuilte C H C H
i" .i'"

0, C„Hj„
8, etc., as far as C,,U,„_,^ or C^H^. Each

of these has a large nr.mber of representatives, as was
found m the marsh-gas series. Not far from two hundred
direct compounds of C and H are known, not to mention
substitutions. The formula C..H..-e represents a large
and interesting group of compounds, called the benzine
series. This is the basis of the aniline dyes, and of many
perturaes and flavors.

"^

i



CHAPTER I,V.

n-I.UMINATIXa GAS.

to, a,e O, H, C A„- supplies O, the supporter; a,ulH ae usually united, a« l,y,,,„.carb„u», i,, lu,„i„auts an,co,ubu»t,be. H gives little light i,. burning; C gi"e"uch I he nbe,. of plauts eontain hy.h-o.=a!bo„s In
.y clestrucfve .listillation these are separated, as gas
f on, ,von,l and eoal, and used for illundnating purno e

.«1 most of the volatile hydro-carbons ren,oved by dis.

noting 1;:::

'^"^ °°* "» '"^""^^- »" f---" - «'-

Hp^"?T' .",'~ ''"' '"" » "• -"" "f """«1 """l in fine piece.Heat, .„.d collect the ga., over ,l,o. Test its co,nl,„,tiUli,v SXany nnpunfcs snch as tar, ailhcring to the sides ot tl,e ,.t , or ot the

xriuraZ ""r-
^7 '.°

«""' ^ f'-- °' -.«:.i La.

;

aWV nil? """;
J'

' "'" '^ "'''* •>""". « 'lie hydro.

306. Preparation and Purlflcatloi,._ To make ill,,.

the dltillir'"'''' -'r' " \' "^ ""'"^ " ™'"- Tubes leadthe d,st,lled gas ,„to a horizontal pipe, called the hydrauhe ,„a,„ partly filled with water, into which the endsof the gas-p,pe dip. The gas then passes through con.dense,. eo«s,st,ng ot several hundred feet of verticil pinethrough h,gh towers, called washers, in which a fine spr,^

ft

» n

»

o £

Si ^ to

B a »

9 * 5"

• -^ 3

re 3 '"

Sf i

§ ^ 5=

" M BKb S.

s i O

W f« Q.

3 Ipr 3
» ».

SP
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tX O """''r-"'
«l-'ves containing the

hnl. e,-, ,vl,ence it is distributed. At the hvdmniic nfoo.u.en,e«, „„»he,..,, and ,„„,fiers, certain nul, „ '.

iiiMill.1 ,on. Oas-cnrbon, also a solid, is formed liv ,!,„

sr:::;:r•;::„::—-::::::- •"7?-"- --:"-

It tan llicn V usci niinln H S if „„i .„.. .,"+"" ^ 'V'l + ^S.

"'ovin, it. CO, .,imi„i....s the illununatin; poworV
'"' '"' """ "' ^^'

30«. C«.npositi«„.-Even when freed from its in,I'unties coal-gas is a very con,plex n.ixture, tl,e chie co,

'

ponents being nearly as follows : -^

Diluents, having little C, give
very little light. Notice the small
percentage of luminants, or light-
giving compounds, also the pro-
portion of C to H in them.

Cannel coal contains more of
impurities, the heavy hydro-carbons, CnH^

,

etc., than the ordinary bituminous
coal. Ten per cent of the coal

II

CII,

CO
Cella

C,II,

CO2

N, etc.

Ter cent,

45.

41. ^ diluents.\

1..3 )

1.2 ^ 111

2.5 )

100

ininants.
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should be cannel

;
napl.tl.a is, lunvever, c.fte,, enmloyed toubserve ti.e san.e purpose, one tou of onli.uu,- bitumhl «coal requiring fuuv gallons of oil.

^ "nunous

In Boston, 7,000,000 cubic feet of gas have been burned•»;>H. clay, eons.nning 500 tons of coal; the aveiC kno more than half that quantity. Of the other ruct^.ke IS employed for heating purposes, gas earbouidto some extent m electrical work, and cotl-tar is the so ceof very many artificial products that u-ere formerly on vof natural or gin. NH is flu- ,n..;.,

^'"euy onl.>

salK .....m •
1 t 'i, '"• '"'"'' source of ammonium

salts, and h is made into ILSO^.

."J07. Natural iins occurs lu-ar Pitfshiir.r p. , •

places, in inunense quantities it iJ , 'u^l ''V
"'"' '" "'"">' °"«''-

and 1.OUS0S, but is u c.l f fin. ^ ^
en.plov.d to lij.|.t ti.e streets

is esti-nute.; t^i^^^;^:^,:,r ;""'t •""""^'---- ^t

coal daily in Pittsbu,', O. ,; • 2Z :'7'''' ^'""'^' "»'«»« ^-« "^

than l,ai: the ,«s is ,^s.c.i thr
" .' f^ v' ve"'"

"""' ""
^T""

''""

pressure on ti.e pipes as it issues frou.tl.e c'.^l;:
'
"" """''"'' °' '"^ ^^^''^

»sulnrLr":;:^t;o;':;;;n fV^-^^
^-<-"t.y oeeur in sandstone.



CHAPTER LVI.

ALCOHOL.

308. Fermented Liquor.

fill^^^i"'? "^T ^"*''°^"'=^ -''"^f "'°'^«««« into a flask of ooqcc
fill It with water to tl.e neck, and put in half a cake of veast Fit fn

hine yate Leave n. a wann place for two or three days. Then lookfor a turlnd.ty in the lin.e water, and account for it fpaee ToT t
vltlt7[^.l,

^'"^ '' ^^''"^"*^^ "'i-' ^* -tains a snLi

309. Distilled Liquor.

tlnii rvMQ «ffv, ^j! iu !• -1 , .
v^'o- ''-^» ana aistu not moretiian one-hfth of the liquid, leavintr the rest in fho Ho„i 'pu

,« o, t„e alcohol „iU paa', ovor. itoS, t aU, atL.tlfoTtW.d„,„s.bedi,,inM, what ,« over towariteTaj "llMatei. laste and smell the distillate. Put some into »n .H ! j

r.i ri\i "'f''w " ^"-^ "°''="°"e2ii"hrofr

ormetialaiclL Ti " '"°'"'°'- ^^'^ ""> '"'"'".WHlity of

310. Effect on the System.

n..f?f"^"* ^^.^-~ ^"* * ^^*"^ °^ *he White of egg into an e dor a beaker
;
cover it with strong alcohol and note the fleet S^rontalcohol haa the same coagulating action on the brain and on the tLsues generaUy. when taken into the system, absorbing Iter f"m thethardening them, and contracting them in bulk.

'
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.311. Affinity for Water.

Experiment 133. - To show the contraction in mixing alcohol and
water, measure exactly 5«c of alcohol and o« of water. Pour them to-
gether, and presently measure the mixture. The volume is din.inishedA strip of parch.nent soaked in water till it is limp, then dipped into
strong alcohol, becomes again stiff, owu.g to the attraction of alcohol
tor water.

312. Purity.— The most important alcohols are methyl
alcohol and ethyl alcohol. The former, wood spirit, is
obtained in im impure state by distilling wood; it is used
to dissolve resins, fats, oils, etc., and to make aniline.
It IS i)()is()nous, as are the others.

Etliyl alcohol, spirit of wine, is the commercial article
It is prepared by fermenting glucose, and distilling
the product. It boils at 78°, vaporizing 22° lower than
water, from which it can be separated by fractional dis-
tillation. By successive distillations of alcohol ninety-
tour per cent can be obtained, which is the best com-
mercial article, though most grades fall far below this
hive per cent more can be removed by distilling with
CaO, which has a stronglaffinity for water. The last one
per cent is removed by BaO. One hundred per cent
constitutes absolute alcohol, which is a deadly poison.
Diluted, It increases the circulation, stimulates the system
hardens the tissues by withdrawing water, and is the
intoxicating principle in all liquors. It is very inflam-
mable, giving little light, and much heat, and readily
evaporates. "^

tJZ'r!'^' "r'aT
""'' *° '''' P" '='"* "^ '»'^«''°'5 ^'n««. eight totwenty per cent Ihe courts now repanl all liquors having three per centor ess, of alcohol, as not intoxicating. In Massachusetts it7« one^
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OILS, r,i'i's, AM) so.irs.

iiUi. S«,„.c(vs uii.l KhuiH of Oils and Puts -Oil. .. i

em'uL/ P. f
''. • ^^'''"^ 'I'e classified as /m? and

iire obtained by distillincr wlfl, «...
"'p^'""^'^^^- ^I'e.y

«-, of p,a„.. ^ n,,4";^,:;.::'„:
:^. : .r;- :,:t».-, and thus solklifv. X,.,Hlrvi„.r ,„' „

'

,

Oils and fats are salts of fatty acids ind flw. iopvin 'r;,« *i ^ 'ii-ms ana tiie base o-lv-

Oleiii = Glyceryl

oleate

Stearin = %coryl
,
stearate J

} acid, and f
'^^''^'TI

hydrate.
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',n4 S,ii»«„iHnUioii consists in separating those salts
into their acids and the base glycerin; soainnaking is
the best .llnstratiun. To efTect this separation, a strong
soluble base is nsod, KOII for soft, and NaOM for hard
soaj). Stndy this reaction:

JjpSiil'ltateU
.[ 'i:^:^,J fKiyce,,..

(.lyceryl stearute |
(''>'l'-.t"J

[ Larate
J

( Mrate.

Soaps are thus salts of fatty acids and of K or Na.

;Mr». Soap is soluble in soft water, but the sodium
stearate probably unites wit), water t.» form hvdrojren
soduiin stearate and NaOH. The grease which exudes
from the sk.n, or appears in fabrics to be washed, is
attacked by tins ^aOlI and removed, together with the
suspended dirt, and a new soap is formed and dissolved
in the water. Hard water contains salts of Ca and Mtrand when soap is used with it the Na is at once replaced
by these metals, and insoluble Ca or Mg soaps are formed.
Hence in hard water soap will not cleanse till all the Caand Mg compounds liave combined.

»16. Glycerin, (',lf.(OH)„ is a sweet, thick, colorless,
unctuous hquid, used in cosn.etics, unguents, pomades,
etc. It IS prepared in quantity by passing superheated
steam over tats when under pressure.

317. Dynamite. -Treatcl with HNO3 and H,SO, glycerin formshe veo^ explcve -.poisonous liqui.l nitro-glycerin. ^„\hifpJe t

.5 11,0. H,SO, ,8 used to absorb the 11,0 which is formed. Ni roilycerinabsorbed by gunpowder, diatomaceous earth, sawdust, etc., forms dynCm
'

For obvious reasons the pupil should not experiment with these substance^:

318. Butter and Oleomargarine._ m.iv on„*o- • .

1
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tlXl'r^C''tr
"•' "*^"" '""" '"^ -"^«!ning liquid, „„„ Hso to

|.n.H..„ce of five or ten pc ' „f . T 'V^
'"'"'" '" ''"" '" "'^

It was foiin,! timt cows pave milk after tliey c-ease.l to l...v- f i i.

«tep from fat to ,nilk, as it was from n Ik 1 u,
" ""? ''"^"

l>utterinc, was the ri.Hnh «
""""'/""»'<«'»'. Oli.omnrj.:,rini., or
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CAltliO-liyDli.iTKs.

310. carbon and VVat.r._ Some very important or-game eompuun.ls have II and C), i,. tl.e proper
; .roportion

to form wa er^ t„nte,l with V The three lea.lin, oLes are«yr, (',JI.O„ o,- C-„(ir,0).„ stareh, C„II,„().^,„. . „ ,
cellulose C no. or V. Note the sig:ii;c;ance oMhename carbo-hydrates as applied to them.

320. SugaPH ,nay be divided into two elasses, - the
sucroses, C lU)., and the glueoses, C«H,0«. Su.rose,
the principal member of the first class, is obtained from
tne jiuce of the maple, the pain,, the beet and the su..ar-
cane; m Europe largely from the beet, in America f.^m
cane. Granulated sugar is that which has been refined-brown sugar IS the unrefined. From the sap evapora ^^dby boding brown sugar crystallizes, leaving molass. s,which contams glucose and other substances. Good
molasses has but a small percentage of glucose. T ,

refine brown sugar it is dissolved in water, a smai
quantity o blood is added to remove certain vegetable sub-
tanees, afer which it is filtered through animal charcoal,

,r"''^f ' ^ ^^'°'''' ^^^"'^ ^''^^^ *^"t the coloring-
matter. The water is then evaporated in vacuum-pans,
so as to boil at about 74' and to prevent conversion intogrape sugar. By this process much glucose or syrup is
formed, which is separated from the crystalline sucrose byrajadly revolving centrifugal machines.
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_

Great qiuintities c.f sucrose are used f„r f„„d by all clvil-

"OOO OOoT"'- t ^"t "'""^' "^ ^^^^ York purifies^,WU,WO 2)ouiuls ])er day.

the second class, consists of two distinct kinds of su^ar
-dextrose and levulose. These difler in certain pn^erl
tie., but have the san.e syn.bol. Both are found i, equall-ts n, ru.e fruits, while sucrose occurs in the unHHoney contauis these three kinds of sugar
Sucrose, by the action of heat, weak acids, or fermentsmay be resolved h.to th, other two varieties. C,JI,.0„ +'

H.O.-.C«H,A
1
CJI,A. No nK.de of reversh^g thts pro-

eess, or of transfornung glucose into sucrose fs known
Glucose IS easdy nmde fron. starch or fron, the cellulose
in cotton rags, sawdust, etc. If boi]e<l with dilute H.SO,

ir/^^^ri:^'
"''" '""^ ^'"'"" ^'"""' ^"^'^^

CaCOg is added to precipitate the H,SO„ which remahisunchanged. State tlip rpu.f,\^„ 'n i
•

lenicuns

and fl^r fiif V reaction. Ibe product is filteredand tl e filtrate is evaporated. Much glucose is madeIrom the starch of corn and potatoes.

322. Starch is found in all plants, especiallv in grains,
seeds, and tubers. Green plants -those contliining chlo-
roi)liyll--nuinufacture their own starch from CO, and
H,0. Ihese chlorophyll grains are the plant's chemical
laboratories, and hundreds of thousands of them exist in
every leaf. CO, and a very little H,0 enter the leaf from
the air, H,0 being also drawn up through the root and
stem fi-om the earth. In some unknown way in the
leaf, bght has the power of synthesizing these into starch
and setting free O, which is returned to the atm..sphere
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6 CO2 + 5 H,0 = CgHjoO, 1- 12 O. As no such change takes
place in darkness, all green i)lants must liuve light. Par-
asitic plants, which are usually colorless, obtain starch
ready-made from those on which they feed.

323. Uses.— Glucose is used in the manufacture of
alcohol and cheap confectionery, and in adulterating su-
crose.. It is only two-thirds as sweet as the latter. The
seeds of all i)laiits contain starch for the germinating
sprout to feed upon; but starch is insoluble, and hence
useless until it is converted into glucose. This is effected
by the actiou of warmth, moisture, ifiid a ferment in the
seed. Glucose is soluble and is at first the plant'.^ main
food.

Commercial starch is made in the United States chiefly
from corn

; in Eui'ope, from potatoes. Differences in the
size of starch granules enable microscopists to determine
the plant to which they belong.

324. Cellulose, or woody fiber, is the basis of all vege-
table cell walls. Cotton fiber re[)resents almost pure cel-

lulose. From it are made paper and woven tissues. In
paper manufacture, woody fiber is made into a pulp,
Avashed, bleached, filtered, hot-pressed, and sometimes
glazed. Parchment paper, vegetal>lc parchment, is made
by dipping unglazed paper for half a minute into cold
dilute II,SO„ 1 part HoO, 2^ parts H,SO„ and then wash-
ing. The fiber, by chemical change, is thus toughened.
The cell walls of wood are impure cellulose; hence the
inferior quality of paper made from wood-pulp. Paper is

now employed for a large number of purposes for which
wood has heretofore been used, such as for barrels, pails,

and other hollow ware, wheels, etc.
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anfll03.?ar",t;?^.^^^^^ -ton «.er with H.SO,
Place, .ut .. SU.L.. u^zj:::::^-:zz:::t'' '-- '-'-

trin is made by heating sta et; ,/ j sO T T' " ''""''^- ^-
for dextrose. "»^"« "* " '«^^^'- temperature than

327. Zylonite and Cellniniri ti
embody the latest use of cellulose ,,.?,. T '' '''° '''"''"'• «"l^«tances

linen paper is cut into slips trf'triT' "f'"• ^^°'- ^>'-''^.

mixture of H SO, and H\0 I !
- '" ''

'°"'''^' *'^" """"t^^ *" «
oral hours, then Wound to :«"'?' '" '"' "''™^'°"' washed for sev-

similar to pyroxilfne A^ine cir '' "" ''"""^'"^ ''"^''- ^^ '« »»'-

added, aftefwhiehit\di::tdtsrk-;rsr^ ''^^^"' ^''^^^ '-^

camphor, the liquid is evaporated L77^ T? "'' "' *''^°''°^ «"^

steam-heatediron rollers Sried wit . 1 T' '' ^"'""^"^ ^''^'^^

pressure, to harden it. and ut ir'st: ,7' 7v T^ "'^'^'^^^'^ *° ^^^^
low temperature, and when in h!! ^ ''"'^'' "' combustible at a
coral, amber. bone.'toll'"stK^^^^^^^^^^^^ '-^'
that the imitation can only be derec cS v '*'i' "f*'

«° ^'^^^'^ imitated

canes, piano-keys, and iewelrv arol .
'

"'^"'- ^""o"' ^ombs,
made transpareL'enourforwioTow

"'"'"'' '"'" ''' ''^^ " -" ^



CHAPTER LIX.

CHEMISTRY OF FERMENTATION.

328. Ferments.- A large number of chemical changes
are brought about through the direct agency of bodies
called ferments

;
their action is called fermentation. Fer-

ments are sometimes lifeless chemical products found in
living bodies; but in other cases they are humble plants.

329. Yeast is one of the most common of living fer-
ments wild yeast being a microscopic plant found on the
ground near apple-trees and grape-vines, and often in the
air. The cultivated variety is sold by grocers. The tem-
perature best suited to the rapid multiplication of the
germs forming the ferment plant is 25° to 35°.

330. Alcoholic and Acetic Fermentation. — The
changes which the juice of the apple undergoes in form-
ing Older and vinegar are a good illustration of fermen-
tation by a living plant. Apple-juice contains sucrose.
Yeast germs from the air, getting into this unfer.nented
iquor, cause it to "work." This process changes sucrose
to glucose, and glucose to alcohol and CO,, and is known

-LgH.U + aCO^, 18 only partially correct, as other prod-
ucts are formed. The juice has now become cider ; the
sugar, alcohol. After a time, if left exposed, another or-
ganism finds its way to the alcohol, and transforms it into
acetic acid, HC,H30^ and H,0. This process is called
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acet,
c fcrmeutotion. C.H.O + O, HCUr.O.+ 11,0. Forth » fc„„e„t,.t „„, , ,i,i„„, ,,,oul,l „„t have over ten pecent of alcohol, l.otho,. „f vh.egar c„„»is,» of tl,„ ge™hat caused the fennentation. Still a third „p„ci„. ,^ f"

So„,e ,ni„c,al acids, as 1I,S0, a,„l Hd, and some organicaculs arc regarded as lifeless fcrn.ents. To this elTa eought to bcl,n,g the ,liastaxe of nu.lt and t e nepsTnTfthe stomach. This variety of feru.ents exists in hcseedsof all plants, and changes starch to glucose.

kUW b, !„.,„„ .,,.1 ,:„,,,
'''.""'' '"'' ""> S«"™ Pr»™.„c

Milk l™ b«.„ kp , ,,rr 'l'7''»T.™'"""""'"''"8"'« »"

333 Putrefaction is fermentation in which the prod-

daVLre?'f"'T
"'"""""'*^- ^*"™""y'- "'"dead matter, teed on .t, a.,d cause it to putrefv Tl.i!act.0,,, as well as that of ordinary feru.entat™Zd Itattnbuted solely to oxygen. Gern.s bring back organicmatter tn a more elementary state, and so h.ave a very ,portant funct on. By some scientists, digestion isrlgarded

"fjJerf:;:: ,f'
'"^'*""°:" '-^""'y <•- to the ixfof

em butkfi ff
"'"- '™;*'' '^""'^ ^'' *»'"'" i-'to the sys-tem, but IS first fermented to glucose.
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334. Most Infoctio,,, ,„,„„,„, „e „o,v thought to bedue to i,„nu„tes of vm-ious kin.lH, »„oh ,.s bacteria, ,„!-

b.e, on h,s tissues, n.ultiplyiny with e,„„,„„u, nij.Wh d,se.se» .,.„ s „,,.„, i„t„,.n,it,„„t an,l yellowLeietc. C ,„s „„,,t,o,„ or tuhcMculosis, is l,„lieve,Uo be cause,

exi
*"':<"'.'" I'""» "f "'0 ".ganisnis are estimateto exist „ a eub.e inch. These ,nulti,,ly so rapidly thntfrom a su.gle gern, iu forty-eight hours' Ly b

'

Id, ce"early tl„.ee l„„„lre,l billious. These gern.s'^do u , s
,'

,

'

u.to hfe s,.„u,aueo„sIy f,,„„ i„„,.g„„i„ „,,(,,,, ,,„/',,2
o,„ „re-ex,ste„t siu.ilar for,„s. I-a.-asites are ,ot so r,'

." the systeu, eveu ol^ a healthy person as is jteue,-supposed. They a,.e f,„,„d o„ our' tooth a„d i,,'
y'"',

the tissues of tho bo,ly.
^

Several inteetious ,liseases are „„w warded off or reu-
ere,l ess v,r„le„t by vaoeinatio,,, the philosophy of „,„„,,s tha tie „rga,„s,„s are reu,h ed less ,hu,ger,n,s bv
.nestloat,,,,,; several crops, or geueratics, fre grov™

bo,„e of the more ,Io,uestieatod ones arc i„tr„.l„ced intohe system and tho pc-sou has only a .nodihed for.u of thehxease, often soa.cely any at idl, and is for a m.ne or leI"nited tinio insured against further dan-c,-
Dust particles and motes floating in the air are in part

hailless
' '''^""=""«""- M"»' "f these are



CHAPTER LX.

CHEMISTHY OF LIFE.

335. GrowtI..-Tl,e chemistry of organic life is verycomplex and not well understood. A few of the principal
points of distinction between the tm, great classes of liviL
organisms, plants an.l animals, are all that can be noted here
Minerals grow by accretion, /... by the external addition
of molecules of the same material as their interior. A
crystal of quartz grows by the addition of successive mole-
tniles ot SiO., arranged in a symmetrical manner around
ts axis. Ihe growth of crystals can be seen by suspending
a stnng in a saturated solution of CuSO,, or of sugar. In
P ants and animals the growth is very mucli more complex,
but ,, ft-on, the interior, and is produced by the multipli-
ation of cells. To produce this cell-growth and multipli-

cation, food-materials must be furnished and assimilated
in plants, sap serves to carry the food-materials to the
parts where they are needed. In the higher animals, vari-ous fluuls, the most important of which is the blood, servethe same purpose.

336. Chemistry of Plants. _ In ultimate analysis
Plants consist mainly of C, H, O, N, P, K. In proximate
analyses, ,3 , , ^^^^^^ ^j^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^
cements combined to form substances like starch, sugar,
etc. Water is the leading compound in both animals and
plants. One of the most important differences between ani-mals and plants is, that all plants, except parasitic onesare capable of building up such compounds as starch from
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mineral tood-stuffs, while animals have not that power, but
must have the products of proximate analysis rea.ly pre-
pared, as It were, l,y the plant. Hence plants thrive on
minerals whereas animals feed on plants or on other ani-
mals. The power which plants have of transforming
mineral matter is largely due to sunlight, the action of
wincli m separating CO, was described on j.age 82 The
reaction in the synthesis of starch from CM.)., and H,() in
the leaf, is thought to be as follows: CO, + 5 HoO

-

(W\ fl2 0. C«n„Ais taken into the tree as starch;
12 IS given back to the air. AH the constituents, ex-
cept CO^ and a very small quantity of H,0, are absorbed
by the roots, from the soil, from which they are soon
withdrawn by vegetation. To renew the suf.plv, fertilizers
or manures are applied to the soil. These must contain
compounds of N, P, and K. N is usually api.lied in the

ana P^H.iNU,. Ihe reduction and application of Ca3(PO )for this purpose was described on page 123. K is usually
applied in the form of KCI and K^SO,.

337. Food ofMan.-In the higher animals the object
IS not so much to increase the size as to supply the waste
of the system. The principal elements in man's body are
C, 11, O, N, S, P.

An illustration of the transformation of mineral foods
by plants before they can be used by animals is found in
the CaaCPOOa of bones. This is rendered soluble

; plants
absorb and transform it; animals eat the plants and obtain
the phosphates. Thus man is said to « eat his own bones."
The food of mankind may be divided into four classes:
(1) pi.teids, which contain C, H, O, N, and often S and
P; (2) fats, and (3) amyloids, both of which contain C,
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p ^f;:t ^z;tx ::;:r.::atlie casein of clieese. To tlio seco.,,1 oU.. i i F'

tiee 11,. t took ,1 I,„,„lic..I years to complete its mow l!
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CITAPTKU LXr.

TIIKOIUES.

330. The La Place Tlio<»ry.-Tl.i.s theory s.inposes that atone t.nr.0 the earth u„.l the other ,.huK.,s, together w.th fhe ZcoUitm
'

a s.nge n.a.s of vapor, extending billions of n.iles in s'^ t ,otated aroun.l its center; that it gradually shrank in v.'u .^ W thetransformation of potential into kinetic energy that portionsTit V
rim were thrown off. and finally ..ndensed info ne7 "a 'onr ,:ruonly the remainder of that central n.ass which 'still ro.' arZi
t e planets around with it; that the earth is a cooling gl,>l, tJtleother planets are going through the san.e phases as the Lv^l-M^^Wthat the sun itself is destined like then, to become a cold body'.

'

340. A Cooling Karth.-The sun's temperature is variously es-

st:.::srarr^""'""'''''''""^"^^
If h su^ T. If'"^'-

:'' "•"" - ''••'-' g'-^^es in the dense atmosphere

comnn T\ " '""''' '" ''' ^"^'•'>' '''^'''^''' >""«* Lave beencomposed of gases only, which in after ages condensed into liquids a^d

So intense was the heat at that time, that substances probably existedas eenum s instead of con.poun.ls, i,. ,„e ten.perature was above thepomt of dissociation. We have seen that A\ O cZ ^!o T
dissociated . the highest temperatures .^^"^t^^1^:::;^^:^
above that of comb„,at.on. con.pounds could not exist as such, but matler

con bme. It ,s. then, a fa.r mference that such compounds as need theInghest temperatures to separate tliem as silica siIi,.of! \
oxides, were formed from t.feir elements aTat h eaXTlta^e ofTearth's h.story than were those compounds that are more elify ^ pa'able, such as water, lead sulphide, etc.. and that the most infu bleTu,

.

stances were solidified first.
"uusiuie suo-

341. Evolution.- As the earth slowly cooled. ..lements unitedto form compounds, gases condensed to liquids; and th se t^so d itone nme the enUre surface of our planet may have been liqu ^ Whtthe coohng surface reached a point somewhat below that of boiUng
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water, the lowost f«rm« of llf. n,,,,.aro,l i„ tl.o ...x...... Tins w«, many mil

.« a«..l that I.S. tl.u„ half as .na„, .h,..H„.,s ,,,,.. h.c, is

"
vor^ 1 i t'h^-.n as .„ the earth. „„.. that ccu.ts a.nl ...hula., whiH, a ,oiH. orms of n.attcr than the sun. have a few si.nple substan c ll

It s .asy to fancy that all living ho.lies. both anin.al an.I vegetal" areonly natural growths fn.n. ,he lowest forn.s of life; that th e lowe tforn. are a .levelopn.ent, with new n.anifestatio ,.. of e.K-rL fr„„ j'oRan,en.atter; that con.poun.ls are derived fro. eien^ents f a'n 1 „ X

342. New Theory of Chemistry.- We luvve seen that hnnt.OS a the hasis of ehen.lcal as well as of .hy.iea. ehan . «y iLof .eat, or perhaps by the ehange of potential into kinttic energy in anebulous parent n.ass. planets were forn.e.l, capable of supporS'i'norgan.s„,s. „eat changes solids N liquids, and li,.ids L'g
'

it r

'

^^'hrrd't;
"'

1 ":' ^'""'*'^"' """""• ^" --'^y ^'-'i-i:..;:i:.

Ze w^itttr
"'" '" '"'"' '"" "' ''---'^^i- '-^t is absorbed.

-HaU + hoat; or, c — a-b— heat" r^/ II () >> ir n , ,
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CHAPTER l.Xir.

GAS VOLUMES AND WEKiHTs.

343. Oxygen.

Experiment 134.- Weigh accurately, nsing .idicate l.alancjes,
J8 KLlOj, and mix witli the cry.stal.s 1 or L'k of pure powdered MiiO,.
Put the mixture into a t.t. with a tinht-fittin- cork and delivery-lube,
and invert over the water-pan, to collect the gas, a flask of at least
one and a half liters' capacity, filled with water. Apply heat, and,
witliout rejecting any of the gas, collect it as long as any w-ill separate.
Then press the flask down into the water till the level in the flask is
the same as that outside, and remove the flask, leaving in the bottom
all the water that is not displaced. Weigh the flask with the water it
contains; then completely fill it with water and weigh again. Sub-
stract the first weight from the second, and the result will evidently
be the weight of water that occupies the same volume as the () col-
lected. This weight, if expressed in grams, represents approximately
the number of cubic centimeters of water,— since 1™ of water weighs
IK, — or the number of cubic centimeters of ().

At the time the experiment is performed the temperature should
be noted with a centigrade thermometer, and the atmospheric pres-
sure with a barometer graduated to millimeters.

Suppose that we have obtained 1450« of (), that the temperature is

27°, and the pressure 758""n; we wish to find the volume and the
weight of the gas at 0° and 700""".

According to the law of Charles— Physics, page 132— the volume
of a given quantity of gas at constant pressure varies directly as the
absolute temperature. To reduce from the centigrade to the absolute
scale, we have only to add 273°. Adding the observed temperature
we have 273° + 27° = 300°. Applying the above law to O obtained
at 300° A, we have the proportion below. Since the volume of O at
273° will be less than it will at 300° the fourth term, or answer
will be less than the third, and the second term must be less than
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the first. .'5()0:i'7;{ • • 1 ir,/! . ,. nn • •, .

..1-.. t„„,»™t„;;;',;,;„'
'"' ' '"" "•"'' s"» «» r..„it ,i.,«.,.,i„„.

. ...
,

*' l""l"Jrr,i()ii. i(„3 volume at 7(10""" ujii i,„ i u
-"' ''' '' -• the fourtl. tern, will I.o less Ha,, th. i r m"s.;c«n. ,„ust he less than the first. 7..., : 7.^ , ,

'"'

.f'
^ "-

give the resnlt dependent ,.n pressure alone '

'

'
' '

'"'^ "'""^^

Combining the two proportions in one ._

300 : 27:] } , , ,„

7(iO:7u8r =
"""

=
^=l-»l«""-

•". .
•

"""'""' *° "'"' *'"' ^^"'"'''t "f tl'i-^ Ras. \ liter ofII weighs 0.()8i)Ug. The vapor density of () is ](J Jle.ee i , m nwin weigh 1.310x10x0.0890 =1.8.0/
Henu, l.-HO- ()

From ,
(KCl()3=KCl + ()3)

the e<iuat.on . joo 5 ^g ^. ,,, „,,^, .^ ,,_.^

i

oportion,

o« of kClO,, l.r>o. Ihe weight we actually obtained was 1.6!,k ThisReaves an error of 0.00, or a little over -, per cent of error (0.00J 5

^^dd fin .'u -rr"^^^
'' ^•™'' '' ^'^••^-'"'"^ *"^« -1-i-ent,

Some of the liabilities to error are as follows:—
^^

h Impure ]\InO„ which sometimes contains C. CO, 5s soluble m
2. Solubility of O in water.
3. Kscape of gas by leakage.
4. Moisture taken up by the gas.
5. Difference between the temperature of the gas and tliat of thean in the room.

6. Errors in weigliing,

7. AV^ant of accuracy in the weights and scales.

344. Hydrogren.

Experiment 135.- Weigh 5* or less of sheet or gr.annlated Znand put xt into a small flask provided with a thistle-tube and a
1
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aluiiu) of a

inversely a.s

""", w.f havo

•e k'SH than

; hence the

This would
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A liter of

u l.:n(J' O

proportion,

iitainecl in

'^W. This

0A)G~1.05

«periinent,

soluble in

at of the

ated Zn,

e and a

(lehvory-tuhe. Cover the Zn with water, and introduce through
the thistle-tube measured (juantities of IICl, a few cubic centi-
meters at a time. Collect the 11 over water in large tlasks, obaerv-
nig the same directions as in removing (). W(,igh the water,
eompute the volume of the gas, reduce it to the standard, and obtain
the weight, as before. Should any Zn or other solid substance be
l.'ft, pom- off (he water or filter it, weigh the dry residue, and deduct
Us weight from that of the Zn originally taken. Suppose the residue
to weigh O.-jK. Muk.. and solve the proportion from tlie equation :—

Zn + liIICl = Zn(JI, + L'II.

66 2.

1..5 ^,

Compute tlie percentage of (;rrcr, as in the case of O. If the purity
of the IICl be known, U: the weight of IICl gas in one cubic centime-
ter ot the lupiid, a proportion can be made between IICl and II pro-
vided no free IICl is left in the flask. State any liabilities to error in
this experiment.

PROBLEMS.

(1) A gas occupie;: 2000'^'= when the barometer stands 7,50""", Wiiafc
volume will it fiR at 7(i(l"""?

(2) At ToO"-' my volume of O is U\ What will it be at 730""" ?
(;i) At 825"""?

(4) At 200'""'?

(")) Compute the volume of a gas at 70°, which at 30° is 150'=''.

(0) At Oo I have ;{000- of O. What volume will it occupy at 100°?
(7) I fill a flask holding 2' with II. The thermometer'indicates

26° the barometer 762""". AVhat is the volume of the gas at 0° and
760"'"' ?

If the volumes of gases vary as above, it is evident that their vapor
densities must vary inversely. A liter of II at 0° weighs 0.0896
What will a liter of II weigh at 273°? At 273° the one liter has be-
come two liters, one of which weighs 0.0448( = 0.0896 -^ 2). The
vapor density of a gas is inversely proportion.al to the temperature.
Also, the vapor density is directly proportional to the pressure, since
a Iter of any gas under a pressure of one atmosphere is reduced to
half a liter under two atmospheres.
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PROBLEMS.

of i HJtm "'"" °' »"'"'""'" "^ "..„ compute .he weigh.

(2) Find the weight of oOO"" of N„0 at 60°
(3) Of 200™ of CO at -5°.

fJ,i*^ -XfT v?^"""
""^ ^ ^"'g*^« 0.25K at a pressure of 750- • findthe weight of a like volume of O at 758«"»
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The Author's Laboratory Manual i« published by Ginn ^ Company.

APPARATUS.

Each pupil should be provided with the following apparatus. See fron-
tispiece. Apparatus and clicmicals can be obtained of Dr. A. P. Gage,
Boston

;
minerals and metals, of Dr. A. E. roote, Philadelphia,

"

4 wide-mouthed bottles (horse-rad-

ish size), with corks.

1 soda-bottle.

4 pieces window-glass (3 in. sq.).

2 pieces thick glass tubing (20 in.

long, \ in. outside diam.).

1 glass stirring-rod.

1 glass funnel (2J in. wide, 60°).

2 pieces glass tubing (12 in. long,

I in. diam.).

1 porcelain evaporating-dish (3 in.

wide).

1 asbestus paper and 1 fine wire

gauze (3 in. sq.).

1 iron (or tin) plate.

1 pair forceps.

1 triangular file and 1 round file,

1 copper wire (16 in. long).

6 test-tubes, and corks to fit.

1 wooden test-tube holder.

1 flask with cork (200<:<:).

1 Bunsen burner (or alcohol lamp).
1 iron ring-stand.

1 piece rubber tubing (18 in. long,

8 in. inside diam.).

4 reagent bottles (250«), HCl,
HNO3, HjSO,, NH.OH.

1 pneumatic trough.

Wherever in this work "Bunsen burner " or «' lamp " is mentioned, if
gas is not to be had, an alcohol lamp may be substituted.

~i

GENERAL APPARATUS.

The following list includes apparatus needed for occasional use:—
Metric rules (20 or 30™ long).

Metric graduates (25 or 50'^'=) _

Metric graduates (BOO"").

Scales with metric weights (1-2008).

Filter papers.

Reagent bottles (250 and 600™).
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Mouth blowpipes.

Platinum wire and foil.

Mortars and pestles.

Test-tube racks.

Thistle-tubes.

Filter-stands.

Beakers.

Glass tubing (^^ in., .} in., and 1 in.

outside).

Rubber tubing (J in., and I in. in-

side).

Hessian crucibles.

Porcelain crucibles.

Electrolytic apparatus, including 2

or more Bunscn cells.

Ignition-tubes.

Steel glass-cutters.

Wire-cutters.

Calcium chloride tubes.

Water baths.

Thermometers.

Barometers, etc.

CHEMICALS.
i

The following estimate is for twenty pupils :—
Alcohol 1 pt.

Alum 1 oz.

Ammonium chloride . . . Hb.
Ammonium hydrate . . . 1 lb.

Ammonium nitrate .... i lb.

Antimony (powdered metallic) i oz.

Arsenic (powdered metallic) i oz.

Arsenic trioxide 1 oz.

Barium chloride 1 oz.

Barium nitrate 1 oz.

Beeswax 1 oz.

i>." "aching-powder .... } lb.

Bone-black ^ lb.

Bromine J lb.

Calcium chloride .... 1 lb.

Calcium fluoride (powdered) i lb.

Cannel coal 1 lb.

Carbon disulphide .... J lb.

Chlorhydric acid .... 6 lb.

Cochineal 1 oz.

Copper (filings) 2 lb.

Copper nitrate 1 oz.

Copper oxide J lb.

Ether (sulphuric) .... J lb.

Ferrous sulphide 1 lb.

Ferrous sulphate .... J lb.

Indigo

Iodine

Iron (filings or turnings)

Lead (sheet) . . .

Lead acetate . . .

Lead nitrate . . .

Litmus

Litmus paper . .

Magnesium ribbon .

Manganese dioxide .

Mercurous nitrate .

Nitric acid ....
Oxalic acid . . .

Phosphorus . . .

Potassium (metallic)

Potassium bromide .

Potassium dichromate

Potassium chlorate .

Potassium hydrate .

Potassium iodide

Potassium nitrate .

Silver nitrate . . .

Sodium

Sodium carbonate .

Sodium hydrate . .

Sodium nitrate . .

i lb.

1 oz.

1 lb.

4 lb.

1 oz.

\ lb.

1 oz.

sheets.

3 ft.

2 lb.

1 oz.

3 lb.

jib.

\ lb.

Joz.

\ lb.

}lb.

2 lb.

Jib.

2oz.

Jib.

1 oz.

ioz.

i lb.

1 lb.

} lb.
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cells.

. Jib.

. 1 oz.

?8) . 1 lb.

. 4 lb.

. 1 oz.

Jib.

i oz.

a sheets.

. 3 ft.

2 lb.

^ oz.

3 lb.

}lb.

ilb.

ioz.

Ub.
}lb.

2 1b.

Jib.

2oz.

Jib.

1 oz.

ioz.

Jib.

1 lb.

i lb.

APPENDIX.

Sodium silicate . .

Sodium sulphate

Sodium sulphide

Sodium thiosulphate

Sulphur

i lb.

j lb.

i lb.

1 lb.

2 lb.

Turkey red cloth

Turpentine (spirits)

Zinc (granulated) .

Zinc foil . . . .

Sulphuric acid . .

207

1 lb.

2 lb.

3 ft.

12 1b.

Additional Material.

These giibBtanceB are best obtained of local dealers.

Calcium carbonate (marble), 1 lb.

Calcium oxide (unslaked lime),l lb.

Charcoal 1 lb.

Sheet lead 4 lb.

Molabses . Ipt

Sodium chloride (fine) . 1 lb

Sodium chloride (coarse) . 1 lb

Sugar . i lb

ArgilUte,

Arsenic,

Arsenopyrlte,

Barite,

Calclte,

Caselterite,

Chalcopyrlte,

Chalk,

Cinnabar,

Copper (native),

Corundum,

Dolomite,

Emery,
Feldspar,

Flint,

Galenlte,

Granite,

Graphite,

Gypsum,
Hematite,

FOK EXAMINATION.

Those in heavy type are moet impurtant.

Rocks ond Mi)>eriils.

Hornblende,

Jasper,

Limonlte,

Magneslte,

Magnetite,

Malachite,

Meerschaum,

Mica,

Obsidian,

Orpiment,

Pyrite,

Quartz,

Realgar,

Sand,

Serpentine,

Siderlte,

Sphalerite,

Talc,

Zlnclte.
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Metals and Alloys.

Aluminium,
Aluminium bronze.

Bell metal,

Brass,

Bronze,

Copper,

Galvanized iron,

German silver,

Iron (wrought),

<^pper acetate,

Copper arsenite.

Copper nitrate.

Copper sulphate.

Lead dioxide.

Lead protoxide,

Iron (cast),

Pewter,

Solder,

Steel,

Type metal.
Tin foil.

Tin (bright plate and terne plate).

Zinc (sheet).

Additional Compounds for Examination.

Lead carbonate.

Red lead.

Magnesia alba,

Smalt,

Vermilion.

TABLE OF SOLUTIONS.

Number of grams of solids to ba dissolved in 500«c of water.

AgNOa 25
BaCl, 50
Ba(N03), 30
CaCl, 60
Ca(OH)j saturated
^^SO^ saturated
CuCl, 50
Cu(N03), 50
FeSO, 50
HgCl, 30
HgNOj 25 + 25HNO,

Other solutions .

K,Al,(SO,),
. 50

KBr 25

60

25

KaCr.O,

KI . . . .

KOH ."
."

. 60
Na^CO, 50
NaOH 60
Na^S^Oj saturated
NH.NOj 50
Pb(C,H30,), 50
PKNO3), 50
• . . saturated.

Indigo solution (sulphindigotic acid) is prepared by heating for sev-
eral hours ov,r a water bath, a mixture of ten parts of H,SO, wfth one of

Ifr^rtndtlr;:^'' " "^"' "^"''°" '"""' ^'"^^^ "^"^ ^"^'
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;rne plate), [Ndmbebs refer to Pages.]

. . 60

. . 25

. . 50

. . 25

. . 60

. . 50

. . 60

saturated

. . 50

. . 50

. . 50

g for sev-

ith one of

snty parts

Add reaction, 52.

salts, 55.

Acidg, 45, 49.

Naming, 50.

Alcohol, etiiyl, 184.

Alcohols, 177.

Alizarine, 175.

Allcaii, 52.

belt, 140.

metals, 52.

Ailialine reaction, 52.

Alloys, 136.

AUotropy, 33, 84, 117.

Alumina, 134, 153.

Aluminium, 151.

bronze, 137, 151.

Amalgams, 137.

Ammonia, 67, 87.

Ammonium compounds, 146,

hydrate, 67.

Analysis, 6.

Water, 44.

Anhydride, 50.

Anhydrite, 140.

Aniline dyes, 179.

Aqua regia, 61.

ArgttUtf^, 151.

Arsene, 127.

Arsenic, 126.

trioxide, i28.

Arsenopyrite, 128.

Atmosphere, Chemistry of, 88.

Artificial stone, 131.

Atom, 6, 9.

Atomic weight, III.

volume, 112.

ATOgradro'8 law, 8, 46.

Asurite, 164.

Bases, 45, 51, 67.

Basicity of acids, 56.

Beer, 185.

Bell-metal, 138.

Benzine, 177.

Bicarbonate of sodium, 142,

of potassium, 143.

Binary, 11.

Bivalent, 39.

Blasting powder, 142.

Bleaching, 99-101, 119.

Bonds, 38.

Bone-black, 34.

Brass, 137.

Bread, 194.

Briclis, 133.

Bromhydric acid, 68.

Bromine, 101.

compounds, 102.

Bronze, 136.

Butter, 187.

C.

Calcium, 146.

carbonate, 146.

hydrate, 70, 147.

light, 28.

silicate, 132.

sulphate, 149.

Carbon, 5, 6, 32.

aliotropic forms, 33.

a reducing agent, 36.

a disinfectant, -37.

an absorber of gases, 37.

Combustion of, 19.

dioxide, 19, 79, 87.

protoxide, 77.
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i

Carbonates, 83.

Carbonic anhydride, 80.

acid, 80.

Carbo-hydrates, 189.

Casalterite, 163.

Caustic potash, 70.

soda, 69.

Caves, 148.

Celluloid, 192.

Cellulose, 191.

Centimeters, 1.

Clialcopyrite, 164
Chalk, 171.

Charcoal, .5, 34.

Chemical activity, 20.

change, 4, 7.

union, 9. 13.

Chemism, 5, 6.

Chemistry, 3.

New theory of, 200.

of life, 196.

of vegetation, 123, 197.

China-ware, 133.

Chlorhydrio acid, 56.

Chlorine, 98.

Chloroform, 178.

Choke damp, 80.

Cinnabar, 165.

Clay, 151.

Coal, Mineral, 35.

Coal-gas, 182.

Cochineal, 176.

Coefficient, 11.

Coke, 34.

Colloids, 131.

Combustible, 95, 96.

Combustion of metals, 99.

under -water, 122.

Compound, 4, 5, 6.

Condensation, Temperature of, 93, 97.

of gases, 47, 114.

Conservation, 198.

Cooking soda, 142.

Copper, 164.

Deposition of, 42.

Copperas, 160.

Corks, To perforate, 16.

Corundum, 161.

Crith, 108.

Cryolite, 105, 133.

Crystalloids, 131.

Crystals, 173.

Cyanhydrlc acid, 144.

Cyanide of poUiBslum, 144,

Davy lamp, 94.

Deliquescence, 173.

Deoxidizing agent, 36.

Deoxidation in plants, 82.

Dextrin, 192.

Dextrose, 190.

Dialysis, 131.

Diamond, 33.

Dibasic acid, 55.

Diffusion of gases, 114.

Digestion, 194.

Diseases, 195.

Disinfection, 37, 85, 99

Dissociation, 18.

Distillation, 88.

Distilled liquor, 184.

Divalent, 39.

Divisibility of matter, 3, 4.

Dolomite, 150.

Downward displacement, 98.

Drummond light, 28.

Dyad, 39.

Dynamite, 187.

Garth, A cooling, 199.

Interior of, 173.

Efflorescence, 173.

Klectro-chemieal relation, 41,

table, 43.

Electrolysis, 44.

Elements, 6, 10.

Table of, 12.

Per cent of, 173.

Emery, 151.

Energy, 151.

Epsom salt, 151.

Etching glass, 59.

Ethers, 178.

Evolution, 199.

Expert nnalysls, 127.

Explosions, 27, 96.

Exponents. 11.
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a.

v.
Fats, 186.

Feldspar, 151, 172.

Fermentation, l'J3.

Lactic, 194.

Fermented liquor, 184.

Ferrous and ft'rrlc salta, 159,

euipbate, 160.

sulphide, 180.

Filter paper, 3.

Filtrate, 3.

Flame, Chemistry of, 91.

Biinsen, 92.

Candle, 91.

Light and heat of, 93.

Oxidizing and reducing, 94.

Fluorhydric acid, 58.

Fluorine, 105.

Fluorite, 105.

Food of man, 197.

of plants, 196.

Fuchsine, 4.

O.

Galena, 161.

Galvanized iron, 153.

Gag-carbon, 34.

Gases, DiffuBion of, 114.

Liquefaction and solidification of, 115.
Gas, Illuminating, 180.

Natural, 183.

Gaseous molecule, 8, 46, 108.

Gasoline, 177.

Gas volumes and weights, 201.

German silver, 137.

Germs of disease, 87, 195.

Glass, 132.

Etching, 59.

manipulation, 14, 16.

Glucose, 190.>

Glycerin, 186.

Gneiss, 171.

Gold. 169.

Graduate, 1.

Granite. 172.

Graphite, 34.

Graphic symboiB, 39, 178.

Gnn cotton, 192.

metal, 136.

Oonpowder, 144.

H.
Halogens, 100.

Acids and salts of, 107.

Heat, Absorption and lilstngagementof,
07.

11 .latite, 154.

Hexad, 39.

H<mey, 189.

Hydrate, 43.

Hydrogen, 24.

quantitatively, 202.

sulphide, 120.

phosphide, 125.

sodium carbonate, 142.

Hydr'^hromic acid, 58.

Hydrocyanic acid, 144.

Hydrofluoric acid, 58.

Hydriodic acid, 58.

Hydrochloric acid, 67.

I.

lipiition tubes, 14.

Illuminating gas, 180.

Infection, 195.

Indigo, 175.

lodihydrlt acid, 58.

Iodine, 103.

lodo-starch paper, 84, 104.

Iron, 154.

Combustion of, 20.

rust, 21.

tetroxide, 20.

Kaolin, 133.

Kerosene, 177.

K.

lu.

Iiactic fermentation, 194.

I^amp-blaclc, 34.

lia Place theory, 199.

liead, 161.

compounds, 162.

Beposition of, 4i,

poisons, 163.

Z<ength, 1.

I>valoM, 190^
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Ueblg's oonden»er, 88,

liigiiite, 11.

Lime, 71, 146,

Superphosphate of, 123,

Umonite, 154.

Litmue, 49, 62.

tiunar caustic, 106.

Iiuster, 41, 135.

M.
Madder, 175,

Magnesia, 161,

Magrnesite, 150.

Magnesium, 150,

Magnetite, 154.

Malachite, 164.

Manipulation, 14,

Marble, 148.

Marsh-gas series, 176,

Marsh's test, 126,

Mass, 4, 6.

Matches, 124.

Matter, Division of, 3.

Meerschaum, 150.

Mercury, 165,

Metals, 41, 135.

Metamorphism, 146,

Metathesis, 7.

Metric system, 1,

Mica, 172.

Microcrith, 108,

MJ era! growth, 196.

Minerals, 172.

Mixture, 6, 86,

Molasses, 189,

Molecule, 4, 6, 8.

Molecular differences, 174.

weight, 109,

volume, 112.

Monad, 39,

Monobasic, 55,

Monovalent, 39,

Muriatic add, 57.

N.

Naphtha, 177.

Naphthol-scarlet, 176,

Natural gas, 183.

NentrsUution, 68.

INDEX.

Nitric add, 60.

Nitrogen, 22.

dioxide, 73,

monoxide, 72.

pentoxide, 74,

tetroxide, 73,

trioxide, 74,

Nltro-glycerin, 187,

Nitro-hydrochloric acid, 62,

Nitrons oxide, 73.

Non-metals, 135.

Nordhausen sulphuric add, 66
Normal salts, 65,

O.

Obsidian, 172.

Oils, 186.

Oleflnos, 179.

OleVn, 186.

Oleomargarine, 187.

Organic chemistry, 174.

Orplment, 128.

Oxidation in the system, 80.

ill water, 81,

Oxidizing agent, 36.

Oxide, 13.

Oxygen, 17,

a supporter of life, 81.

quantitatively, 201.

Oxy-hydrogen blow-pipe, 28.
Ozone, 84.

P.

Palmitin, 186,

Parchment, 191,

Paris green, 165.

Peat, 34,

Pentad, 39.

Pewter, 137.

Petroleum, 176.

Philosopher's lamp, 2ft.

Phosphates, 123,

Phosphene, 125,

Phosphorus, 122,

Oxides of, 20.

Red, 124.

Photography, 167.

Plg-lron, 154.

Plant-food, 82, 128, 146, 190, 100,
Piaster of Paris, 149,
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Platinum, 168.

Plumbago, 34.

Porcelain and pottery, 133.

Potassium, 143.

chlorate, 144.

cyanide, 144.

byd rate, 70.

Proportion by weigbt, ».
Law of definite, 75.

Law of multiple, 76.

Prefixes, 13.

Pseudo-triad, 40.

Purple of Cassius, 133.

Putrefaction, 194.

Pyrite, 160.

Quantitative work, 201, 202.

Quantlvalence, 38.

Quartz, 172.

B.

Radical, 40, 43.

Reaction, 25.

Acid and alkaline, 52.

Realgar, 128.

Reducing agent, 36.

Refractory substances, 134.

Residue, 3.

Rhigollne, 177.

Rocks, 171.

S.

Salts, 45, 53.

Acid and normal, 55.

Naming, 54.

Saccharine, 175.

Sandstone, 171.

Saponification, 187.

Saprophytes, 194.

Schist, 171.

Sea-weeds, 104.

Serpentine, 160.

Shale, 171.

Slderlte, 164.

Silica, 130.

Silicates, 131.

Artificial, 132.

Silicic acid, 131.

Silicon, ISO.

Silver, 165.

Sa\U of, 166L

Slag, 156.

Slate, 171.

Smalt, 132.

Smlthsonite, 168.

Soap, 187.

Soda water, 83.

Sodium, 138.

carbonate, 140.

chloride, 138.

bydrute, 60, 142.

nitrate, 142.

silicate, 131.

sulphate, 130.

Soils, 172.

Solubility, 3.

Solution, 3, 4.

Solvent, 3.

Specific gravity, 108.

Speculum-metal, 136.

Sphalerite, 153.

Spontaneous corabustion, 96, 07, 12i>.

Stalactite, 148.

Stalagmite, 148.

Starch, 190.

test, 103.

Stearin, 186.

Steel, 156.

Sucrose, 189.

Sublimate, 103.

Sublimation, 103.

Sugars, 189.

Sulphur, 116.

compounds, 119.

Sulphuretted hydrogen, 121.

Sulphuric acid, 63-66.

Fuming, 66.

Superphosphate of lime, 123.

Supporter of combustion, 95, 90.

Symbols, 10.

Synthesia, 0.

T.

Talc. 150.

Temperature, Critical, 116.

Lowest, 115.

of combustion, 93, 97, 162.

of the body, 81.

Terne plate, 102.
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Tetrad, 39.

Theories, li\
Tin, Ifly.

Triad, 39.

Trlbaslc acid, S6.

Turf, .35.

Type-metal, 137.

V.

Union by weight. 29.

by volume, 46.

Upward dUpIacemeiit, 26,

V.

Valence, 38.

Vapor dTiBlty, 108.

Vermilion, 185.

Vitriols. 163, 160, 165

Volume, Metric, 1.

Molecular, 04.

Water, Cheraletry of, (

KIsctrolyHis of, 44.

Water, Hard, 147.

I'ure, 88.

Hlvcr, go.

Hea, 89.

Spring, 00.

in air, 87.

of crystallization, 139.

Water-gas, 78.

Water-glass, 131,

Weight, 2.

Least combining, 111.

of compounds, 29.

White paint, 162.

Wines, 185.

Wood's metal, 137.

Woulff bottles, 56.

Wrought-lron, 167.

Yeast, 193.

Z.

Zinc and its compounds, 16&
Zinclte, 153.

Zylonlte, 192.
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Elements of Physics.

A Text-book for nifjli Schools and Academies. Bv Alfrpd P Oaob.

rpHIS treatise is based upon the doctrine of the conservation of
energy, winch is made prominent tliroughout the work. But

the leading feature of the book -one that distinguishes it from
all others— IS, that it is strictly experiment-teaching in its method-
x.e.. It leads the pupil to "read nature in the language of experi'
ment." So far as practicable, the following plan is adop* d • The
pupil IS expected to accept as fact only that which he has seen or
learned by personal investigation. He himself performs the larger
portion of the experiments with simple and inexpensive apparatus
such as, m a majority of cases, is in his power to construct with the
aid of directions given in the book. The experiments given are
rather of the nature of ^luestions than of illustrations, and precede
the statements of principles and laws. Definitions and laws are not
given until the pupil has acquired a knowledge of his subject suffi-
cient to enable him to construct them for himself. The aim of the
book IS to lead the pupil to observe and to think.

Wm. Noetling, state Normal
School, Bloomshurg, Pa. : I know of
no other work on the subject that
I can so unreservedly recommend to
all wide-awake teachers as this.

Benj. F.Thomas, Prof, of Physics,
Ohio State University : I have used
it with preparatory classes for sev-
eral years with satisfaction. I re-
gard it as the best for class-room
work.

H. WUbou Harding, Prof, of
Physics, Lehigh University: I be-
lieve Gage's Elements of Pliysics to
be based on the true method of study-
ing that brancli of science, — that of
practical work in the laboratory by
the student himself.

C. F. Emerson, Prof, of Physics,
Dartmouth College : It takes up the
subject on the right plan, and pr«s
sents it in a clear yet scientific way,

94
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Do

lutroduction to PhusinnI Science.

rpriK constantly increasing lu.pularity of Gage's Element, ofI hymcs Inis created a d.M.mml iov an easier boolc. on Die sanie
plan, suited to schools ti.at can give but a lin.ited tin.e to tl.estmly. J he [ntmluction ,o Physical Science meets this den.and
In a text-book, the first essentials are correctness and accuracy.

It IS beheved that the Introduction will stand the closest expeftscrutiny. Espedal care has ,beea taken to restrict the use uf sc en-
ific terms such ^. force, ener,j,, po^cer, etc.. to their proper signiS-ations. i erms hke ...../, ll,j„, ,,,,., ,tc.. which have com.no lybeen apphed to both the effect and the agent producing theZJhave been rescued frotn this ambiguity.

*

Recent advances i„ physics have been faithfully recorded andhe relatu-e practical importance of the various topics has be ntaken ,„to account. An.ong'the new features are a^ull treatment

1:s 'T T'
'""'^^"""^ °^ ''""'''^ '-"--' -t"«

ng electucal measurements with inexpensive apparatus, the com-pound steanvengine, etc. Static electricity, now generali; ega dela of con,parat.vely little practical importance, is treateVb'fl;
^
In e dynamic electricity, the most pro.nising piiysical agent o

'll.e wide u.se of the Elrmmts under the most varied conditionsand, in particular, the author's own experience in teaching it W
Xwir: 1 "T" :'^" -P-vement wa.s po.ssible.

' Thstjle will be found suited to the grades tha^, will use the book

nmT\T;TY '" •" ^^^"''^'^"^^- ^"^ «-p'« - --t
EllL.

'"""^"^'''"' '« «^«- •--•« fu...y illustrated than the

The Introduction, like the author's Elements, has this di^tmct

»ng It, to make it liked for its own sake, rather thati for its gild-
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uiK and coating; and, viluh U'iu'hma the imU, to impart the Hpint
of Hcit'iice, that is to miy, tlin spirit ol' our civili/ution and pro-rfss.

Alexander Macfarlane, Pmf. o/jspirit, and in mrnriicyan.l cli'iu-ncss
I'/ntsic.i, I'liii'i'ruiff/ 11/ 'J'fxiis; I con-
siiltT Hint the i)riiicii)iil fciituros of
tho liook— its clfiinu'ss and ai'curacy
of statoMMMit, its information iK'Inj,

up to (latf, and the practical natuns
of tli(r instrnction— make it vahni-
l)le as a first tcxt-lwok in I'liysics in

IiIkIi sdiools and academies, and es-

pecially for those institutions that
prepare for Hie universities.

I. Thornton Osmond, I'm/. 0/
I'hj/sica, Stii/r Collff/e, I'n.

•' For
selection of matter and method of
treatment, for comprehensiveness,
brevity, clearness, and accuracy, for

the simplicity and value of experi-
ments, it was, and yet is, unrivalled
as a text-book for hi},'li school and
academic! work.
Qeorge E. Gay, frin. of High

School, M<ihiii> )i,i.s : With the
matter. In pi lopics and their pre-
sentation, , am better pleased than
withiiii> .ithiT Physics I have seen.

J. P. Naylor, Prof, of Phijxlcs, I)e

Pauw I'liiversitij : In its scientilic

of statements of jirinciples, I know
notliiiiK that is its superior. Tlie ex-
tent to wliich the work is carried is

also al)out what can be Wfll done In

the time our scliools usually have to
Kive to the subject. It is used in
preparatory work at tliis University
as tli(' best we can t;et.

0. C. Kinyon, Tmrhrr of Phj/nics
in Ilit/h Schno;, Sjfrdrune, X. Y. : It

not only insures an interest in the
study but tends to thoiouKhly arouse
those powers of observation, the de-
velopment of which is tho e.speclal

province of scientific! study.
B. C. Hinde, Profcsnor XaUiral

Sviencp, Triiiitij Collvfie, iV. C. ; I

have used (tape's Introduction to

Physical Science for two years, and
I consider it the best book 1 nblished
for its purpose. It is ,sii-i(!tly in

accord with the best modern teach-
ing of Physic^.. I have made it a
point to call the attention of my stu-

dents to this book that they may use
it in their teachint?.

Phiisical Laboratorq Manual and Note Boob.

By A. P. (Jaoe, Instructor in Physics in English High School, Boston,
and author of Elements of Phi/xics, Intrmlaction t<> Phiisiml Srience
etc. 12nio. Boards, xii + 244 pages. By mail, 46 cents; for introduction.'
36 cents.

npiIIS manual has been prepared especially to accompany the
author's text-books, but is adapted for use in connection with

any good text-book on the subject. The ieft-liand page contains
cuts of apparatus to be used, directions for performing experiments
(upwards of one hundred in number), and questions to be an-
swered in connection with the experiments. Suggestions to
teachers, the needed tables, etc., are provided at the beginning
The right-hand pages are left blank for the pupil's notes.
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Introduction to Chemical SciennR.

sJhooi. ^Boston "^So'°tloth"' I"
Che^^isfy in the English High

introduction »Ocent^
^^^ P*S^^- ^^ '»^»' "« cents; l^r

rpmS work is strictly, but easily, inductive. The pupil is stimu-
iated by query and suggestion to observe important phenomena,and to draw correct conclusions. The experiments are illustrative,

tt^e apparatus ,s simple and easily made. Such elements, con.!
pounds, and expermients as pupils have no use for, are on.itted.The nomenclature, symbols, and writing of equations are madepromment features. In descriptive and theoretical cheuustryTthe
arrangement of subjects i, believed to be especially superior inthat It presents, not a mere aggregation of facts, but ihl science
of chermstry Brevity and concentration, induction, clearness
accura.,y. and a legitimate regard for interest, are leading charac

arademy. '^
'"'*"^"' '' '"^^ ^"""^^ ^^ -^ high sLol o.

thlfr^M
*^' ™'^''°^ "' ^" "^^^"'^'^ °"«' ^* b^ been so simplified

that pupils expenence no difficulty, but rather an added interestm following It; the author himself ha. successfuUv employed! 1'

fneclTty."''
'' "" ""^^"' ^"' '"^^^ P'"-"-^ P>- ^as bee."

H. T. PuUer, Pre*, of Polytechnic
Institute, Worcester, Mass.: It is
clear, concise, and suggests the most
important and most significant ex-
periments for illustration of general
principles.

Thos. C. Van Nuya. Prof, ofChem-
istry, Indiana University, Bloom-
mgton, Ind.: I consider it an excel-
lent work for students entering upon
the study of chemistry.

0. W. Shaw, Prof of Chemistry,
Pacific University, Forest Grove,Or.-
I am especially pleased with it as
flllmg a place which no other work
has filled,

W, J. Martin, Prof of Chemistry,
Davidson College, N.C.: I think it
Is one of the most admirable little
text-books I have ever seen.

Wm. v. Longworthy, Teacher of
Chemmtry, Colgate Aewle>,u/, Uamil.
ton, N.l : I ji„, much pleased thatwe introduced it.

T. H. Norton, Prof of Chemistry,
Cincinnati University, 0.: Its clear-
ness, accuracy, and compact form
render it exceptionally well adapted
for use in high and preparatory
schools. I shall warmly recommend
It for use whenever the effort is made
to provide satisfactory training in
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C. F. Adams, Teacher of Science,

Ilifjh School, Detroit, Mich. : I liave

carried two classes through Wil-
liam's Chemistry, and the book has
surpassed my highest exiiectivtions.

It gives greater satisfaction with
each succeeding class.

C. K. Wells, formerly Supt. of
Schools, Marietta, 0.: The book
bears acquaintance the best of any
book of like character that I have
ever examined.
W. T. Mather, Teacher of Science,

Williston Scminanj, Fanthanipton,
Ma,ss. : I have used the book in tlie

laboratoiy very successfully. I can
heartily commend it for the method
used and the clear and concise treat-

ment of the subject.

J. W. Simmons, Supt. Schools,

Owosso, Mich . ; The proof of the
merits of a text-book is found in the
crucible of the class-room work.

There are many chemistries, and
good ones; but, for our use, this
leads them all. There is enough and
not too much in the work. It is

stated in language plain, interesting
and not misleading. A logical order
is followed, and the mind of the
student is at work because of the
many suggestions offered. Our high
schools have no province in chemistry
beyond the basic facts. Too many
text-books go beyond this intrmluc-
toiy field, but not lar enough to clear
away the mists that arise. The stu-

<lent's mind is lumbered with things
of which he sees no application. It

is not education but the barest kind
of stuffing.

We use Williams's work and the
results are all we could wish. There
is plenty of chemistry in the work
for any of our high schools. The
above opinion is based upon an ex-

perience of twelve years as teacher
of chemical science.

Laboratory Manual of General Chemistry.

By R. P. Williams, Instructor in Chemistry, English High School, Bos-
ton, and author of Introdvc.tion to Chemical Srience. 12mo. Boards,
xvi + 200 pages. By ma 30 cents ; for introduction, 25 cents.

T^HE book contains one hundred experiments in general chemistry

and qualitative analysis, blanks opposite each for pupils to

take notes, laboratory rules, complete tables of symbols, with

chemical and common names, reagents, solutions, chemicals, and
apparatus, and the plan of a model laboratory. Minute directions,

and suggestions designed to help the pupils observe and draw
inferences, characterize each experiment.

W. M. Stine, Prof, of Chemistry,
Ohio University, Athens, 0.: It is a
Work that has ray heartiest endorse-

ment. I consider it thoroughly peda-

gogical in Its principles, and Its use
must certainly give the student the

greatest benefit from bis chemicai

drill.
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Young's Lessons in Astmnnm.f

S?';'f I'J^rSff- ii^^^^-y- YouNo. PL.D., LL.D.. Pre
author (,f A General X "oL™, fv.,l.^^'^/f"''^y (Princeton), and
Cloth. Illustrated, ix + ^7 paies Sclus v

«»«• ISmo.
maps. By mail, $1.30; for ttducS.ll.oJ. ^"" ^"""'^-Page star

THIS voIun.e has been prepared for schools that desire a brief

accuracy and truth to brevity, and no less to brine evervthincr

X" tt^ Z. ? "*'T '" '"""'"y "'" *e accepted pri"

ii"",7^"
^*"i°8^ion. '"/««'/ of U. S.

neutker Bureau, Washington, h.C •

I have been much pleased in looking
It over, and will take pleasure in
eoinmending it to schools eonsulti.iLr
me and requiring an astronomy of
this grade. The whole series of As-
tronomies reflects credit on their
distinguished author and shows that
he appreciates the needs of the
schools.

Clarence E. Kelley. Prin. of High
School Haverhill, Mass.: It seems
to me the book is admirably adapted
to its purpose, and tLat it accom-
plishes the difficult task of present-
ing to the student or reader not
conversant with Algebra and Geom-
etry, an excellent selection of whatmay with profit be given him as an
introduction to the science of astron.
omy.

"^
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Elements of Structural and Systematic Botanu.
For Hifjh Schools and Elementary College Courses. Hv I)(HJfiLA.sHoughton Campbell, Ph.D., Professor of Botany in the Leland Stan-
1»";'""'«^ University. iL'n.o. Cloth, ix + 253 pages. Price by mail,
*1.2.5; for mtroductiou, #1.12.

J »

rpHE fundamental peculiarity and merit of this book is that it

begins with the simple forms, and follows the order of nature

to tlie complex ones. Tradition has been discarded throughout,

and the most recent and reliable authorities are followed.

The method is to carefully select a number of typical plants and
study these in detail. This work is suppleniented by a brief diag-

nosis of the group to which each plant belongs, with such descrip-

tions or figures of related forms as will enable the student to

recognize the couunon forms likely to be met with, as well as the

relationships of the different groups f plants.

The typical plants are, so far as possible, tho.se within easy reach

of all. Full directions are given for gathering and growing them.

The work is thus both an outline of the classification of the vege-

table kingdom and a laboratory guide.

John E. Peters, Avon-bij-the-Sea,

X. J. : StriU!tural and Systematic
Botany was used in the Biological

Laboratory at Avon-by-the-Sea last

summer, with the result that Pro-
fessor A. M. Millward and myself
have united in recommending that
its name be placed upon our next
circular, and that it be used here-
after as one of our regular text-

books.

Plant Organization.

R. Ellsworth Call, Teacher <>/

y<ttitnil Science, High School, Went
Des Moiiu'n, la. : It is the only
manual which combines just enough
techiiic with a logical treatment of
the more minute structure of plants
to render it a help to the teacher of
to-day. . . . The work is new and
fresh and scientifically accurate, and
written by a teacher of Botany who
understands thoroughly his business.

By R. Halstbd Ward, M.D., F.R.M.S., Professor of Botany in the Rens-
selaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, N.Y. Quarto. 17(i pages. Illustrated.
Flexible boards. Mailing price, 85 ceutt ; for introduction, 75 cents.

"FT consists of a synoptical review of the general structure and
morphology of plants, clearly drawn out according to biological

principles, fully illustrated, .ind accompanied by a set of blanks

for written exercises by pupils. The plan is designed to encourage

close observation, exact knowledge, and precise statement.
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A Hygienic Physiology.
For the Use of Schools. By D. F. Lincoln, M.D., Late Secretary MedicalDepartment of American Social Science Association, autho? of ^c^oonnd Industrial Hygiene, ^Ui. 12mo. Cloth. Illustrated. v + 20ti»aee8Price by mail, 90 cents ; for introduction, 80 cents.

^^

rj^HE chief object of this book is to present the laws of health as
fully as pupils fourteen or fifteen years oM can be expected to

understand, appreciate, and apply them. The distinctive feature
of the work is thus its putting Hygiene first and making Anatomy
and Physiology tributary, instead of making Anatomy and Physi-
ology the main things and introducing Hygiene incidentally.
Enough of the theoretical is in all cases given to supply a basis
for the practical, but it is given with a varying fulness according
to the nature of the topic under consideration.

Alcoholic beverages have a chapter to themselves, but additional
remarks, if they seem called for, are given at the end of the chap-
ters on other subjects. It has been one of the writer's special
endeavors to present this matter wisely and truthfully.

Charles H. Albert, State Normal
School, Dloomsburg, Pennu. : I find
it a(lmiral)ly adapted for our purpose
here, which is mainly to give our
juniors a review of the subject. We
are now using, in actual class use,
fully one hundred and twenty five
copies.

Helen A. Gardner, Assistant in
Girls' High School, Boston, 3/rtss. ;

With its excellent choice of material,
clear statements, and admirable
diagrams, I should like to see a copy
in Vm hands of every pupil.

Charles F. Folsom, M.D., Boston,
Mass. : It is most admirably adapted

to its purpose, clear, concise, accur-
ate, exceedingly well arranged for
the teacher and interesting to the
pupil. I do not know any other
book to compare with it.

W. F. Sobinson, Prin. Cherry St.
Grammar School, Elizabeth, N.J.:
It contains more good sense to the
page than any work designed for
a similar purpose I have seen. I
examined it especially with an eye
to its treatment of " physical train-
ing," and found that the author had
worked in a great deal of sound
doctrine. I hope some day to see
the work on our list and in use in
my school.

An Epitome of Anatomy, Physiology, and Hy-
giem. — Including the Effects of Alcohol and Tobacco.

S^ ^u »• <^^^=K, formerly Teacher of Physiology in Bishop College.

fcjj'^.^TlT- A^^'"-
.^"'^'•'l^-, 22 pages. Bfrnail, 25 events; for

nitfod., 20 cents. A concise, mostly tabular, view of the whole subject.
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